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Preface 

I am extremely happy to give you this volume containing 
papers presented in the Seminar- Agriculture in' Ancient India~.· 
held on Saturday the 25th April, 1992 at Thane, under the. 
auspices of the Institute for Oriental Study, Thane. 

. ' 

The Institute for Oriental Study, Thane, is a voluntary 
organisation working for the promotion of Indian culture and· 
Sanskrit language. Organising international septinars on different 
facets of Indian culture is one of the objectives of the Institute. •· 
To achieve this goal, we have conducted so far 16 Seminars 
on different subjects of Indian culture. . , 

The subject Agrculture in Ancient India for the Seminar. 
to be held was announced one year in ·advance ie., on the 
occasion of the preceding Seminar held in April,1991. Mter 
the announcemnet of the topic Agriculutre in Ancient India, 
we were literally showered with letters of inquey and we were 
assured of contributions from all parts of India and abroad. 
This may be the first time probably I this SUbject in its totality 
was discussed by scholars. About 20 papers were selected 
for presentaioin and those are included in this volume. • · 

Agriculture has remained a vital. human activity . in · this· 
continent for ages. There is adequate literary and archaeological 
evidence to suggest that the art and science of agriculture 
was known to this civilization at least for the past five to · 
ten thousand years or perhaps more .. This passage of time 
enriched their own experiences of this art and paved the way 
for systems and methods, practices and solutions for a safe 
agriculture. The system of commons, crop rotation, manuring, 

. use of suitable animals an~ judicious use of natural resources 



like water, cannot simply be accidental but achievements of 
experimentation, failures and successes. Whatever may be the 

. technology they evolved, one thing we can certainly say is 
that their system of agriculture with the techniques evolved 
by them could feed. the population of their times without 
damaging the earih, without endangering any species, without 
destroying forests, without polluting water sources and without 
pollutiing the environment to a point of no return. Theirs was 
not a system of production for consumption having no regard 
to their su~oundings. 

· Before the advent of the 19th century or after the agricultural 
"revolution achieved·by te~hnological aids like tractors, bullozers 
and other engineering marvels, use of inorganic fertilizers and 
pesticides and manoeuvring rivers with massive dams in the 
20th century, we· have qualitatively and quantitatively altered 
our earth, forests, rivers and environment than what we had 
mherited from our forefathers prior to the 19th centuiy. The 

. cost we have paid to achieve the success today in agriculture 
is evident from the ecological and scientific data we possess 
today. The question is Do we have any right to bequeath 
·such plagued planet earth to posterity 1· 

The success stories of production achievements have 
absolutely no relation to the feeding of the billions of hungry 
mouths. It is high time that we come out of the intoxication 
of the so-called success stories and audit the successes against 
ground realities· of irreparable damages we have ·caused to 
the natural non-renewable resources. Nearly 4.7 to 2 billion 
tons of top soil is eroded each year. It takes nearly 50 years 
to build one centimenter of it. Our water table is going down; 
salination of the soil is increasing, our disrespect to forests 
has brought monsoon to an unreliable and unpredictable season, 
our use of nitro fertilizers has altered the nitrate contents 
of ground water. In these circumstance, can we really call 
modem agriculture a success story 1 

'Otis seminar was an attempt to peep into our ancient literature 
and to know how our ancients fed their population. This is 
just an humbble beginning and by no stretch of imagi.flation 
this work is complete. There aie many inadequacies and 

l 



shortcomings while pesenting this subject. Many more Sanskrit 
and vernacular scholars and researchers in the fietd of agriculture 
nee~ to come together for a better and purposeful understanding 
of the ancient literature to make use of the ancient knowledge .. 
We have many schools, colleges, universities and research 
institutes devoted to the study of agrirulture in our country. 
The libraries of these institutions should possess the Sanskrit 
and vemarular texts of their region for the guidance of students· 
and teachers. The subject- Agriculture in Ancient India be . 
introdued as a topic under the currirulum of agrirultural schools 
and colleges. I am sure, the scholars will consider this suggestion 
sympathetically and also look at thi~ volume lovingly. 

I take this opportunity to thank all the contributors for their 
valuable co-operatiin in bringing out this volume. I shall be 
failing in my duty if I do· not mention the name of Shri S~ 
K. Mutalik without whose help l could not have edited this 
volume. I am also thankful to Shri Vilas Sangurdekar of Perfect 
~rints, Thane, for timely printing. 

The Institute is highly indebted to the tu stees. of-

1) S. V. Ponkshe Educational Trust, Pune, 
2) Chintaman Charitable Trust, Bombay. 

who offered financial assistance towards printing and publishing 
of the papers presented at the Seminar. · 

Thane, 
15th April, 1993. 

DR. V. V. Bedekar 
Editor 
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MESSAGE 

• I aa extre•el:f'~ad to note that the Institute 

tor Oriental Study is working under your stewardship 

and protege aiming at·Promotion ot the Indian Heritage 

ot the yore. '.rhe Institute's alms and objects undoubt

edly highlight the wisdom ot the ancient and glorious 

past. 

There is a need to recognise the secrets of. 

or~ental knowledge and philosophy, way of living, 

usage and custom and agricultural methodology vis-a

vis the modern technology and sophisticated machinery. 

I am sure that papers submitted in this respect by the 

esteemed Experts at the Seminar will surely help in 

throwing light on many of the hidden and unknown 

aspects of ancient Indian agricultural practices 

which were more integrated and closely interlinked 

w1 th nature. 

I wish the forthcoming Seminar all success. 

Dr. v.v. Bedekar, 
President, 
Institute for Oriental Study,· 
Thane - 400 062. 
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Seminar on ~Agriculture in Ancient 

India •. · You may send relevant · · ·: 
.. . .. 

details and other information on 

this subject • 

. !"'wish a Seminar great 

---succeu. 

Dr. v.v. Bedekar 
President, - . 
Institute for Ort·ental study, 
•Shivashakti•,Na~ad,Thane~400 602. 
Maharas.htra. 



Agriculture in Ancient India 

Dear Sir /Madam, 

Fmsr ANNoUNCEMENT 

Foa THE SEMINAR 

The topic Agriculture in Ancient India has been chosen for 
this Seminar for two reasons. Frrstly, ancient Indian agrirulture 
distinctly differed in its philosophy than the present-day 
·"agrirultural thinking'. Neither its index of success was maximum 
yield per acre at any cost nor it considered the soil as dead 
matter. Rotation of crops, pe"rfection of drill plough, concept 
of commons etc., are as ancient as Indian civilization itself. 
Secondly, this study of .ancient agrirulture in our country is 
going to compel us to find out what was the thought and 
value system which prevented· our ancestors from disturbing 
the harmony between human. beings and environment. 

-
We have .voluminous material available· on hortirulture 

fvrk~urveda} and agrirulture (~i.Sastra} in Sanskrit literature 
and other Indian languages. 

We are living to-day in a world wherein we have been 
assured of achievements which were not possible in the past. 
But do we really know, what we want to. achieve or have 
we really understood the achievements of the civilizations of 
the past? We have dubbed OUf past as a period of infancy .. 



,· 

All our inquiries and researches are heavily biased in favour 1 

· of modernity. We have ,t~ change radically our thinking· to 
understand our past. 

We are talking about green revolution to-day. But very few 
of us are aware of the price we are going to pay, for)t., 
There are more hungry and thirsty people to-day than· ) 0 
years before. The success of agriculture of a state o~ of a' 
few countries is trumpeted out of proportion~ Part· of the. 
civilization is seen suffering_f!"~J!l_QY.e~ating.while..m~p~_QtheU 
hardly fmd _any~ng .~2 ~at~- Those. :who_ ~h~YC?. pn>d4_ce<Lmore1 1 

t<?_-ronsume ~~re, have created global prob~s. Vfe, in India . 
are-in a haste to follow West to become modem and scientific. 
This is reflected in our present-day agricultural style. We have . 
practically uprooted our ancient agricultural system. Our farming 
system has become more and more water-consuming. Our per ; 
capita availability of waterJ in 1901 was 9,404 c. meters;· 
In 1941, it came down ol 6,912 c. meters, and in 1981 to 
3,243 c.meters. If this state of 'progress' continues, in 2001 
A.D. the per capita availability of water will be 14% of what 
it was in 1901. ' 

Science and modernity have become the tools to-day in the 
hands of socialits & politicians impatient to show miracles. 
We should protect at least our land and agriculture from this 
infectious disease. 

An unbiased study of agricultural system in Ancient India 
will show why our ancestors considered a . cow so sacred 7 
Why yajifas were performed 7 Why land was equated to the 
position of 'Mother' 7 Why plant and animal kingdom formed . 
a part of our divinity 7 All these need a reassessment ~·o-day. 

I am sure, thinkers and scholars of different disciplines would 
delve deep into our past literature, customs, practices, rituals, 
festivals, ceremonies etc., and enlighten us on the topic of 
the Seminar. 

For convenience of the presentation of the subject, the theme 
of the Seminar can be divided into the following topics. The 
list is only suggestive and not exhaustive. · 



L Agriculture in Oenerral 
2. :Agriculture and art. 
3. Agriculture and Festivals 

· 4. Agriculture, Rituals and Ceremonies . . 
5. Water Management 
6." ,Pest Control · · · 
1. FertiliZers:. ··· 
8.: Agrlculturat tools and implements 
9. Soil· : · : · 

10. · Miscellaneoos · ·· 
I f. ·Bibliography of ancient Indian Agricultural texts 
12;· Bibliography · o( modem books on · Ancient Indian 

· ·. Agricultural texts. . 
13. ' Agriculture as revealed in scriptures, epics,' purffi)as and 

•. · classical literature. 
14. Agriculture and Sociology in ancient times 
15. Agriculture and Economics in ancient times 
16. : Agriwlture and Seasons with. special reference to 

• I ... • 0 • . , yarJanya • . . . . . , , · · 
17. Agriculture .and common grazing grounds. 
18 Agritulture and animal husbandry. 

· I am sure • thinkers and scholar's of different disciplines 
would delve deep in· our past literature. customs, practices, 
rituals, ceremonies etc .• and . enlighten us on the topic of the 
Seminar. · · 

Yours faithfully, 

Sd/ .V. V. Bedekar 
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Agriculture in Ancienf'ttidia· 

. I ' 

FINAL ANNoUNCEMENT· 
j 

Foa THE SEMINAR.~ 

The topic of the proposed Seminar is Agriculture in Ancient 
India. The subject is very relevant and needs our immediate 
attention because of environmental crisis the world is facing 
today. Today's agricultural system is the reflection of the value 
system and culture of the modern advanced countries of the 
West. A closer scrutiny of the. whole system has 'revealed 
the disastrous effects it has on environment, health and economy 
of the society. 

The much trumpeted scientific successes and technological 
achievements of this century did increase the world output 
by. 2.6 fold during the year 1950 to· 1984. But since then 
there has been no appreciable increase in the world grain 
output after 1984. The changes this success is supposed to 
have brought and the heavy cost we have paid to achieve 
this success is disastrous environmental damage. Crop lands, 
forests and grass lands are the three biological systems which 
support the world economy. The combined area of these three 
biologically productive categories is shrinking and waste land 



and area covered by human settlements including industries 
are expanding. 

We have been measuring our successes now-a-days, whose 
index is GNP, interest rates and stock prices and other jargan 
of economics, which is supposed to show our progress story. 
But very few people understand that it is the change in the 
biological product that shapes the civilization. It is the changes 
in the size of the photosynthetic product that ultimately 
determines how many of us the earth can support and at 
what level of consumption. The unchecked greed and 
indiscriminate use of natural resources have led and will lead 
us ·to a greater disaster and agriculture is no exception to , 

. it: ' . 

The present Indian agricultural system is nothing but a blind 
imitation of the West. The short-sightedness in using modern 
chemical fertilizers, insecticides, pesticides and water 
management have given rise to all related problems of the 
West to us. Very few have known that in Gujrat, over-pumping 
by irrigators in the coastal distircts has caused salt water to 
invade the aquifer, further contaminating the village drlnking 
water supplies. In Tamil Nadu, for the same reason, water 
levels have dropped below 25 to 30 metres in a decade. It 
is the same Tamil Nadu, which still has the age-old 'ery' system 
which successfully irrigates the fields for cultivation without 
any damage to surface as well as ground water levels for 
ages. Alas! modernity has little cared for this ancient irrigation 
system. 

The ancient Indian agricultural system reflects exactly the 
cultural, religious and social systems of Indian thought process. 
It distinctly differed from the West in ideology and value system. 
Land was never a mortgagable commodity in India. It is a 
gift of the Britishers to us like Zamindari. In the joint-family 
system land never got fragmented. Cow was an inseparable 
part of the agrirultural system, and it was never discarded 
after its utility was over. But the reformists in India intoxicated 
by western materialism, consumerism and utilitarian ideology- a 
part of modem science and progress, converted cow into a 
beast. Cow was a divinity to ancient Indians and was equally 



revered by all the sections of the society and not by the farmers 
alone·. Agriculture was a part of the whole cultural and economic 
system of the society . 

. The papers, which are going to be read in the Seminar, 
will reveal these facts in greater depth and make you richer 

· by pte end of the day~ 

Prof. Shankar Yadav Ponkshe Educational Trust 
Pune, has instituted an award of Rs. 1,000 to the 
outstanding research paper presented at the 
Seminar. The name of the participant, who gets 
this award, lliU be announced at the end of the 
Seminar. · 
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Introductory .Speec4 

Dr. v~ v. BmEKAR 
President 

Institute for Oriental Study, Thane 

President, Delegates and friends, 

I heartily welcome you all to this one-day--Seminar on 
Agriculture in /&IJcient India arranged under the auspices of 
the Institute for Oriental Study, Thane. · · 

When this topic was announced a year back, many eyebrows 
were raised and doubts expressed-Did anything worth that 
could stand in comparison with to-day"s agrirultural advances 
in all its technology and methodology exist in the past'? Or 
is it an empty boast? You are the best judges today as more 
than 20 papers-ranging from Vedic times to mediaeval, times, 
exposing the many hidden or concealed expertise in ancient· 
Indian agrirulture, will be presented to you. By the end of 
the day, you will realize that it is not the ignorance about 
ancient Indian agrirultural system prevalent in India, but a . 
kind of resistance due to heavy bias towards modernity. which 
prevents us to imagine, understand or even appreciate that · 
any achievement of merit by earlier generations of civilization 
was possible. We take our period of past as a period of infancy . 
and progrress as linear growth. 



2 I Agriculture ia Ancient India 

Alas! We are not totally aware of the cost we are paying 
for our agricultural achievements of today! Our ignorance of 
modem agricultural system is a matter of greater concern to-day 
than how much more or little we know about our ancient 
agricultural system. We talk about the world having come nearer 
today due to newer sytems of communication. All success 
stories of green and white revolutions are not a global 
phenomena in the true sense but a success story of a few 
advanced countries or of a few States in a country or a few 
districts in a State. Some portion of the civilization is suffering 
from.the h~while a m••cb JargeuectiQIL 
of the ~~tjQnhas hardly __ an>1bi:J1g_!~~~t is those, who 
have produced more to consume more, are responsible for 

·the present global ecological problems. We have more than 
20 million hungry people in Africa, not due to any natural 
disaster, but due to man-made destruction of natural resources. 
Everyday there is some news of shrinking of tropical rain 
forest. Now Australia and California in the U.S.A., etc., are 
on the verge of facing a drought. What about our own country 
and for that matter, our own State of Maharashtra, which 
is supposed to be one of the most progressive and prosperous 
States in India? We are reading in the newspapers that 
Maharashtra is facing drought and there is going to be an 
acute shortage of water. Are all these things suggestive of 
any sound progress or achievements over our past agricultual 
system '1 The crux of the problem lies in the lifestyle, which 
we have adopetd to suit to scientific achievements, so-called 
progress and modernity. And in this background, we have 
to compare the modern and ancient systems of agriculture, 
and not in terms of per acre output or per capita consumption 
of wheat or rice or any other such indices, which have no 
relevance or accountability to our enviornment and natural 
resource tapping. Sheer greed to produce more has damaged 
our environment beyond our imagination, and I am afraid, 
if we do not realise this in time, we will be facing a situation 
of irreversible damage to natural resources. Our iQQ!scriminate 
use of inorganic f~£lilizers an<!_ pesticides tO-'day will make 
my~ cl~-:-The World Health Organisation (WHO) has 
shown With adequate supportive data that many of those 
pesticides used heavily to-day are known to accumulate in 
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. . . 

plants,_~l!ter and living organisms; they are potentially 
cancer-inducmg:-They, .have also sfiown · inducing ·genetic 
~y of thses chemicals are non-bio-degr~le or 
have a very delayed bio-degradability, which has proved to 

· have adverse impact on our nervous system. ' . · 

In today's seminar, we have two very interesting papers 
on the types, nature and system of the use of fertilizers in 
ancient India. A more detailed study of ancient ·Indian literature 
will open the floodgates of information and knowledge on 
this vital subject and may give us some clues for safer practices. 
of those agents. The highest scientific body in the USA and 
various other researchers in other parts -of the world have 
proved that organic farming is more productive than the use 
of inorganic fertilizers and pesticides. But Indians in their haste 
and trying to become more 'modern' are imitating the West 
blindly. To-day, in India, there are more than 132 pesticides 
which have been granted provisional registration under the 
Act. But out of these only 13 have been fully cleared and 
scientific data on the effects of pesticides when inhaled ·by 
living organisms, are available only in respect ·of five out of 
132. 

We are entering into the Eighth Five Year Plan and crores 
of rupees have already been spent in earlier plans on irrigation 
and for provision of clean drinking water. On this front also, 
the picture is not only grim but frightening: Every passing 
day brings before us a State or a region joining riewly on 
the map of the country with either water table going down 
or salinity increasing due to indiscriminate, excessive ' and 
uncontrolled attempts to tap water from natural resources. 

' 
I will be failing in my duty, if I do not mention here the 

name of Shri Sunderlal Bahuguna, who is fighting a highly 
dignified and restrained battle against our deaf and mute 
planners. His fight to save Himalayan ecology is going to proteci 
future generations from the impending disaster. · · : ; 

We have four papers in today's seminar from water-divining 
to irrigation system in ancient India. The information presented 
is just the tip of the iceberg and the subject deserves another 
fuller seminar exclusively. 
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The_ literature available on agriculture in ancient Sanskrit 
and Prakrit literature is very vast. Apart from specific texts 
on the science of agriculture which are numerous, one also 
gets ample. information about agricultural systems in the works 
of grammarians like Panini and Patanjali~ from texts of 
Silpasastra, other works like Kautilya's Arthasastra and 
Varahamihira's writings and even in drama and poetry works 
of writers like Kalidasa. We have more than six papers related 
to this topic in this seminar. For a fuller justice, one has 
to sift all ancient Indian literature irrespective of its subject 
proper it deals with. . ' 

' 
_ For a correct understanding of any Indian system- be it 
spiritual or material science- a complete knowledge of both 
the systems is essential. Indian way of looking at human life, 
human ralations, its_ relations to· Nature etc., have a common 
thread of thought process which binds them all and its 
appreciation. is essential for a study of any one of them 
independently. Agriculture is no exception to this. 

· Agriculture was a p-art of the whole system. A non -agricultural 
section of the society was equally responsible for agriculture 
and those who were involved in agricultural operations were 
equally accountable to. the non-agricultural happenings in the 
society. Every trade or ,vocation was important and 
complementary to each other. The concept oi India as a purely 
agricultural country is also far from truth, and is just a product 
of modern ideological theory and jargon of economics. All 
ancient Indian_ literature and nistorical evidence goes contrary 
~o this belief and suggests India as a very powerful agricultural 
as well as commercial and industrial power on the earth prior 
to the advent oJ" the British. There are innumerable references 
to lnd"an products of all kinds exported to all parts of the 
world. I quote below a few glaring examples which speak 
for themselves. 

In the early days of the Christian era (1st century A. D.- say 
about 2000 years before) Roman women's passion for Indian. 
cloth was so intense and powerful that they decorated themselves 
_in seven folds of Indian muslin (called 'Nubula'by the Romans) 
and paraded in the streets, which brought an embarassing 
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situation to the city fathers, and the Roman Senate had to 
intervene and put an embargo on the import of that fine stuff 
from India. Pliny, a Roman writer, complained in the early 
2nd century A.D. that " ... in no year does India drain our 
empire of less than 550 millions of sesterces", which· was 
approximately equivalent to about pounds 11400,QQQ__E!_Jll..e _ 
19th century. Another author has noted that in the year 1 of 
Aurelian, i.e., around the latter half of the third century A.D., 
this cloth was worth its weight in gold. The Indian exports 
to Europe of all commercial and agricltural products were 
much higher at the time of the arrival of the British than 
in the post-British period. Peter the Great of Russia (1682-1725 
A.D.) paid about the co~india "as the commerce 
of the world, and ...... he who can exclusively control this i~ 
the dictator of Europe." While Indian exports. were so high, 
Europe almost had nothing to sell to India except ~
The East India Co., which was chartered in 16.QQ_A.D. ,used 
to send to India pounds 400,000 to pounds 500,000 a year 
to buy Indian goods as exports from India before~
It was in 1757 A.D. that the Battle of Plassey was fought 
and the victorious British started extending their tentacles in 
India. I quote Sir George Birdwood, who observes- " ... the 
whole world has been ceaselessely pouring its bullion for 3000 
years into India to buy products of her industries." 

· It is said, history repeats itself. The drain of British bullion 
was so painful and again thct Indian textiles, which had become 
very popular in England, became the victims of enactments 
for their prevention from entry into England. \Yillian_ID of 
England in 1700 A.D. prohibited the entry of Indian textile§ 
by impOsl!ig a fine o{JlOUnds-2Q(Li<uhe~~~-oiJh<ueller -
of Indian silk _al!d -~a!icoy-- ·- --- -

As in textiles and in many other basic industrial products, 
India supplied the best quality of steel then known to Europe, 
In 1794 A. D. Dr. Scott, M. D., sent to the President of 
the Royal Society a specimen of wootz steel from India. The 
sample was put to thorough examination and was analysed 
by several experts. One such was Mr. Stodart, who qualified 
the variety of steel from India for fine cutlery and particularly 
for all edged instruments used for surgical purposes. After 
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this, that variety of steel was much in demand in Europe 
and even after 18 years later, Stodart was of the opinion 
that " •... if a better steel if offered to me, I will gladly attend 
to it; but the steel of India is decidedly the best I have yet 
met with." These achievements are possible only when there 
is optimum socio-economico stability in the society. Is this 
not a4equate testimony to suggest that, by and large, the 
common people of India were living in greater cooperation 
and harmony, in better and prosperous conditions and had 
better skills and better earnings as against the perpetrated stories 
of "thousands of years of atrocities" so near and dear to 
idealogically committed sociologists, historians, economists and 
politicians of today? My point here was just to bring to your 
notice that in India agriculture was not the sole vocation or 
industry on which people depended upon but agriculture, trade 

\and commerce prospered simultaneously and not at the cost 
\pf each other. · 

Now we will see the position of agriculture and irrigation 
prior to the advent of the British. The position was far more 
superior· and almost all travellers' accounts speak highly of 
Indian agriculture and the crops. I quote a few observaitons 
below. 

A Report from British Commission of the North- West 
Provinces (present Uttar Pradesh) in 1808 says -. 

"In passing through the Rampore territory, we could 
not fail to notice the high state of cultivation which 
it had attained... If the comparison for the same 
territory be made between the management of the 
Rohillas and that of our own Government, it is painful 
to think that the balance of advantage is clearly in 
favour of the former". · 

Luke Scrafton, a member of Clive's Council, in his book 
Reflections of the Government of Hindustan (printed in 1770) 
writes: 

"... The manufacturers, commerce and agriculture 
flourished exceedingly and none felt the hand of 
oppression ... nor is there a part of the world where 
arts and agiculture have been more cultivated of 
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which the vast~ plenty and variety of manufactures 
and the merchants-were proofs sufficeient." 

A traveller in Berar says : 

"We experienced. very civil and hospitable treatment 
and found plenty of every kind of grain which thi!! 
highly cultivated country produced· a_t a very cheap 
rate." 

The picture got radically changed after the Britishers started 
ruling the country~ through their imported system of ownership 
of land, land tenure~ land revenue, laws, education etc •. · · 

In the 18th and 19th centuries, in the free countries of 
the world, the number of people engaged .in· agriculture was 
becoming less, while those in industry and service sectors of 
the economy was increasing. In India, exactly the reverse waS' 
happening. There was 'agriculturalisation ', of the people: with 
increasing 'deindustrialisation' of the society. The bond of 
coordination of industry and agriculture in India was destroyed 
and a new bond of India's agriculture and Britain's ind'!§.!ry 
\YBS e~lished. Destruction. of rural and cottage indu~tnes, 
allied trades and CO..!!l)l!~~--~!_ned all su_p~~tiy~ vocatio_ns 
of the bulk o~lation and the people thus thrown . out 
from ttiefr -voeations crowded in the agriculture sector. Coupled 
with new land ownership policy of the British,' even the peasants 
started getting uprooted form land ownership. Land was never 
a mortgagable commodity in India earlier to British. It was 
rarely transferable as a matter of right. The Jaws enacted around 
183tAJJ-and in the following years by the British conferred 
iillrestricted rights of transfer of land on occupants of all classes. 
It could be mortgaged now and ~uld ~~jecovered th[qpg./J. 
the British La.w Court The chief architect of'SiiiVey Setti"ement'
George Wingate saw this facility as a means of getting rid 

~
f uneconomic cultivators and substituting them by pensioners_ I 

traders and other parties having capital. This was a turning 
oint in the history of Indian agrjculture .. In the preBritish 
dia, land had no exchange value and labour was costly. During 

British rule all those who weie-~ vocations 
and trade_ flocked to agrirulturalland and labour became cheap. 
These ~ings are evident by the repeated famines during the· 
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early British rule in India. This has been endorsed by the 
Famine Commission -appointed in 18 78, which says: 

"At the root of much of the povery of the people 
of India, and the risks to which they are exposed 
in ·seasons of scarcity, lies the unfortunate 
circumstance that agriculture forms almost the sole 
occupation of the mass of the population, and that 
no remedy for present evils can be complete which 
does not include the diversity of occupations through 
which the surplus population may be drawn from 
a~l~_YJsuits and led to find the means of 
subs1s1ence in manufactures or some such 
employment ..• " 

These were certainly the crocodile tears as the British 
themselves were responsible for destroying diversity in 
occupations which was available to society before their rule. 

·: Another blow to the whole system of agriculture was given 
by introducin&...L_amindariin India in ~1e. In preBritish 
India the State or the Crown was not the sole owner of the 
soil unlike in Britain. Even if the king wanted land for his 1 
personal use, he had to pay and buy it from the person under 

. whose cultivation it was. Peasants had to pay a fixed share 
of their produce which was minimal and which was paid normally 
in kind and occasionally in cash. No agency- zamindar or State 
could ever deprive the peasants of their holdings while in 
Britain the actual cultivators were mere labourers. 

· These changes in land policy and revenue system literally 
shattered the whole system of agriculture and trade in the 
country. In every territory the British conquered, they tried 
to raise · their revenue through land, irrespective of its 
potentialities. Poona went in the hands of the British in 1818. 
In 1817, the revenue was pounds 800,000. In 1818, it was 
raised to pounds 1,150,000. and after a few more years it 
rose to pounds 1,500,000. The people were getting poorer 
and poorer and the rulers were getting richer and richer. But 
there is not a dearth of people in India who see only divinity 
in the British people and condemn the Peshwa for petty political 
gains. Similar is the case with the Punjab, which was annexed 
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in 1849.1n 184748 the land revenue in the Punjab was pounds 
820,000. Within three years it escalate_d to pounds 1,060,000. 

The case_ of the Peshwa is very interesting. Th~ear · 1 80().. 
is consid_e!ed .as...the.J>egiiYJ._ing_<!Lthe..J!5)wn§!!_of the P~s~!.. 
rule~ Whatever may be the political situation or circumstance, 

-bar·at least till the advent of the British, the common man 
in Peshwa raj had a superior lifestyle and enjoyed prosperity. 
The social history of people needs a total rewriting with newly 
available sources. Sir John Malcolm visited the Maratha country 
around 1803 and hiSliii"dings are-

"It has not happened to me ever to see countries 
better cultivated, and more abounding in all produce 
of the soil, as well as in commercial wealth, than · 
the Southern Maharashtra districts... Poona, the 
capital of the Peshwah, was very wealthy ·and a 
thriving commercial town, and there was as much 
cultivation in the Deccan . as it was possible an arid 
and unfruitful country would admit." 

This statement of Sir Malcolm is not the _only proof or' 
wellbeing of the Poona country agriculturally. But we also have 
a supportive evidence of prosperity of the people through other 
sources. Nagpur, in the year 1800 had a v~n:....flourishing) 
textile trade. Before the do~nf~!!_w_!_~JfJ~tlJ.~ ~~pg.r;t 
of cloth wo~ur city ~.~~arOIJI1<LP~~e~~~-L9Ltlle 
val~e1Ween..Rs,.J,2.~9.900. to. R~: _ _l,~OO,OOO. Within eight 
years of British raj i.e., in 1826, it was hardly Rs. 300,000. 
The agricultural prosperity of Pune people. before the advent 
of the British in tum helped the craftsmen and tradesmen 
in Nagpur area to prosper. Peter Harhnetty in Ns___pap.er 
'Deindustrialisation' Revisited: The Handloom Weavers of the 
ceiiifal·P;ovinc~-~f fudia c.:IS00-1947, published in Modem 
Asian Studies ( 1991, Great Britain} writes -

"They (ko$.thiS} employed Brahmins for their 
weddings and were not stigmatised as impure, as 
were most weaving castes. They enjoyed high 
standard of living and spent lavishly on wedding and 
other ceremonies ... " 
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He further writes· 

. ,. 

"The general population wore coarser cloth woven 
by Mahars (Dhers) though the best such cloth sold 
for Rs. 20 a piece. In Nagpur, Dhers spun an 
extremely fme thread which was then woven by 
ko${hiS into dhotis and saris which were the common 
dress of all classes in Maharashtra. •• 

This evide!]ce again strengthens the fact that in the pre-British 
India when vocations were coordinating with each other, people 
Jived in perfect harmony without any caste taboos, while after 
the advent of the British, due to the British policies, their 
vocations were destroyed. The people became landless and 
occupationless and poorer and poorer. 

As we study and peep in other subjects and literature for 
ancient Indian agricultural· system~ the· study ·of agricultural 
system in anc1ent .. lndla- also gJVes-iis"m" tUrn newer visions 
andtiiiiaTei horizons for a better understanding of other 
branches of science, life and culture in ancient India. What 
we need is an unbiased, nonmodem, a truly neutral approach 
to the study of ancient Indian systems. I quote two examples 
before I conclude. One again is of British times and another 

-of recent times. 

Dr. Hov~ travelled_through Konkan, Gujrat and Kathiawar 
~uring _1_787~ss:· While pa5sing through Thane." this very to~£ 
he-has written a very interesting experience as to how the 
local indigenous experience and knowledge was more useful 
regarding construction of a sluice. He writes- . 

" •.. In consequence, a sluice was proposed, which 
cost the Company several Jacks of rupees. However, 
as it was begun too late in the season, and .tinished 
in the beginning of the rains, so that the combination 
·of the bricks was but slight, and soon demolished 
by the flrst freshes, and at last found useless. The 
engineer who built it, gave it as his opinion, that 
no sluice could be made sufficiently resistible, or 
else they would have allowed him_QQ_glJle the_~wp 
of tht:J~!'!lE"· The expense incident on the former --
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occasion being already too. great. and without the 
least advantllge, the Govemer in . Councj!_!l1._cwgh.t 
it_.tR ta.declinMJg, and left it to decax. li1l a Bani~ 
(Baniya} addressed himself to the Governor, with . 
tile- following proposal. That h~ ~ouldbUHd it up 
again, and keep it in repair, if they would grant 
him the plantations for flfteen years..free ti:am~ll'
~he Governor, having-given up evezy thought 
of receiving any benefit from it, granted him the . 
demand. The Banian, having obtained the pennission 
set on to work in the proper season, and finished 
it a considerable time before the rains. 1 had the 
satisfaction of congratulating him today on his good 
success, which to my idea he will enjoy, to the 
inflnit:._ censure of the ~ineer. The rainy season 

·this year was rather severe; however, I could nnt-
observe the least damage th~- sluices f!~~9eived. · 
I have not seen-the· Engfneer, but must give as my 
candid opinion that he litde understood his 
profession ... The Banian, having obtained permission~. 
made the secret known, by opening four sluices more 
which he accomplished with a trivial expense an 
has evezy prospect of enjoying it. .. " 

This simple example speaks of the people who had adequate 
knowledge to support their own agricultural syste~ 
irrigation, where theoretical knowledge without experience of 
the locat conditions hardly helped or sometimes lead to disasters. 

I quote a very interesting modern example from an 
authoritative scientific journal 'Nature' (vol.353, ·October 
24,1991) 

"US studies on the amount of methane· a potent 
contributor to the greenhouse· effect· produced by 
Indian cows overstated their threat by a third because 
they assumea the Indian aniiiials-were~;-a"S 
their US counterparts, a new Indian study finds. 
Researchers anhe Council of Scientific and Industrial 
Research-(CSIRf. as--part of an exercise to collect 
data for the 1992 world climate conference in·Brazil, 
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say that US researchers sime~y_ext~apolat~<l_QS., 
bovine. measurements made "under very differnt 
mndltions" form those ill India. Indian cows eat \ 
and weigh less than US cows. Similarly, meihane 
eini~s!~- from_Indi;n_ric:.._paddies are !ess-thi.I!-fo!:m 
US ·paddies of the same siz~ bacause of smaller_ 
biomass -of_- Indian rice j>Ian~~- Based on- world 
measurements;-CSIR- estimates that total Indian 
methane output is just over 10 million tonnes a 
year· less than a quarter of the 48 million tonnes 
a year that the US Environmental Protection Agency 
and Oak Ridge National Laboratory have calculated." 

.I am sure, Indian systems will have to be studied by avoiding 
such mathematical and statistica,Lsuperimpositions _ o(_~~stern 
cultu5 thougiit and ~ata;:: and they people also shall not fall 
victims in the trap of tdea.Iogical and political zealots. 

I hope today's seminar will be a step in this direction. 

I thank you· all for honouring the invitation of the Institute 
to participate in the Seminar. 

,. . 

Dr. V. V. Bedekar 



· lndra 
The Lord of Agriculture· 

and Bestower of Land 

P. v. PATIIAK . 

l. Introduction: 

lndra is the chief deity and supreme god of the Vedic pantheon. 
of gods. He is known to be younger god but has eclipsed 
the glory of other gods because of his single most important 
accomplishment of slaying the demon Vttra. There are other . 
deeds that Indra performed for his followers. However, killing 
of Vrtra dominates the Vedic literatUre. 

1.1 Modem scholars have attempted to understand the nature 
of the deity. They have identified him to be the thund~storm 
god, the sun god, the sky, the storm, the year, raingod and . 
flre. Dandebr has pointed out the human traits and mannerisms 
of lndra and states that these 'must necessarily be distinguished 
from the very general human traits attributed to a God as . 
the result of the normal anthropomorphic tendencies 1• According 
to Holay, lndra represents the cele$tial point diametrically 
opposite to the sun. lndra is associated with rainy season2 •. . 

1.2 There are three mam aspects of the event of slaying of 
V(tra by Indra. These being-
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i) Captivation of water by Ahi V{tra; 

ii) Slaying of the demon by lndra and; 

iii) Release of the captivated waters by lndra. 

lndra is praised by the Vedic seers heartily for slaying of 
·. ~e demon and release of.waters. 

• 1:3 Severcil sch'olars have ·attempted to interpret this event. 
The traditiomi.l commentators of the Rgvedic texts like Say~a. 
and majority of the modern scholars have taken V{tra to be 
the drought demon holding back waters i.e., a cloud, and 
slaying by lndra being the act of release of waters from cloud. 
However, as pointed out by many other scholars, nowhere 
in the RV text the release of waters is associated with rains 
and hence the event of lndra-V{tra conflict cannot be 
satisfactorily understood. This has also resulted in unsatisfactory 
explanation of the nature of lndra and is incomplete. 

2.1 Vrtra as an earthen bund: 

The author has earlier interpreted the nature of Vrtra stating 
that V{tra represents the brittle long stretching earthern bund 
formed due to tectonic upheavals3• This propostion satisfactorily 
explains the various aspects of the myth. The author has critically 
reviewed , the interpretation of earlier scholars4

• From the 
interpretation of V{tra as an earthen bund and slaying of V{tra 
being the cleaving of it, the nature of the deity-Indra emerges 
in a new light. He is not the storm god, or rain god etc. 
He is the god who released water imprisoned behind an earthen{ l bund. · : 

2.2 RVlore on slaying of vrtra: 

There are 93 verses in the RV lore which point to all the 
three aspects of V{tra slaying. The water imprisoned by the 
bund was formed due to tectonic upheaval, akin to earthquake 
(Rvll. 17.5). . 

The nature of the water imprisoned by demon V{tra points 
to his being an inanimate object. Nowhere in the ~gvedic 
lore he is supposed to have fought battle against Indra. He 
lay hidden in water, he grew in water (Rv I. 33.11), he 
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encompassed water (Rv. 1.52.2). There is· an apt description 
of V{tra holding back waters in the dark belly of mountains 
(Rv I. 54.10) and his ever---:- growing ~cal abodes: on the 
bulging earth. From these ~edic verses and many other it 

\

can be seen that the earthen bunds, ratheil than cloud~. were 
seen as V!1£a encompassing waters sustaining _life. and_ 
agriwlture. 

3. !Qdra's accomplishments: 

It was lndra the only God- who killed the ·demon V.rtra. 
According to the Rv lore, other gods like Va.i'u.I)a, Parjanya, 
Apam Napat, who are associated with water, did not direct 
their. power or' mystic powers or forces against. th~ demon 
V{tra. Agni, Soma, Vi~u. Sarasvati etc., though praised . for 
killing V{tra play a very insignificant role in the episode •. · 

lndra broke open the abodes of Vpra and let the river waters 
take their course to the ocean. (Rv VI. 17.12). The rivers 
Sutudr and Vipat (i.e., t~ j and the Bias in the Pu.nj~ 
in the famous Va5vamitra-NaWdialogue hymn praise lndra 
for clearing their paths after killing V{tra (Rv ill. 33.6). In 
the flat terrains of the Punjab, obstruction of river waters 
must have caused great havoc. The incident of clearing of 
bunds had longlasting effects which are reflected ~ the frequ~nt 
mention of lndra sl~ying V{tra. 

3.1 Indra accomplished the slaying ofVrtra very systematically. 
Slaying of Vrtra meant cleaving of an eartheR bund. Indra 1 

is praised for ·measuring lands, digging channels and ·letting 
the water flow at ease. (Rv n. 15.3). He did it like measuring 

. acwrately the altars for yajiia purposes. r 

sadmeva praco vimimaya manaih 
vajrel)a lh~ya troannamam 
vtthii.srjatpathibhirdfrghayathaif) 
somasya ta mada indra scakar RV II. 15.3 

Tr: As if it were an abode of altars (or as a well 
measured and planned house}, Indra measuring with 
measuring aids dug floodgates (in the bund) .into long 
travelled paths (channels) with the help of Vajra for the 
rivers to flow at ease.lndra did this when he was invigorated 
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· by soma ijuice)'. 

As the scholars earlier had assumed that Vrtra was a drought 
demon holding back the rain waters, this particular verse was 
not given due attention. One's understanding ofVrtra as earthen 

\ bund makes it pertinent to u~derstand the full significance 
f~ this verse. · 

indra dug channels by measuring the land (mimaya), he used 
measuring aids (manam, he opened floodgates (khan_a, as if 
it is done while laying the plan of an altar 05 hou~e (sadmeva). 

The seer Savya .Atigirasa praises lndra for making the land 
growing tenfold pritbivi daSabhujirahani (RVJ.52.11) and for 
having measured the land, tvam bhuval;J pratimanam Prithivya 
(Rv.l. 52.13). The motivation for enlarged land is for growing 
more food for longevity and land measurement is a very basic 
function in orgnised agriculture. 

These verses are of great importance in understanding the 
agricultural practices in the Vedic period. It points to the 
adoption of the canal irrigation system, and wetting of lands. 
Randhava6 refers to the technique practised in the provinces 
of Sindh and the Punjab still followed by agriculturists. He 
thinks that even the Harappans must have followed it. 

It is likely that lndra and his followers were responsible 
for devising the technique of irrigation. They laid out paths 
for accumulated waters and prepared land for cultivation . . 
3.2 It is lndra who is mainly associated with the agricultural 
operationSiDllie Vedic literature. He is called as urvarapati 
i.e., Loraortlieptouglied faiid, thy fertile fields as well as 
waste fields. As mentioned in the case of digging of canals, 
the fieldswere also measured (Rv I. 110.5). lndra owns many 
lands and he was active in the wars for acquisition of cattle 
(Rv V. 33.4). lndra was involved in actual ploughing of the 
field. He is praised for making the deep furrows as given 
in Rv IV. 57.7. 

Indral;J sftam ni grhnatu tam pii~u yacchtu 

7i": .. May Indra press the furrow down, may Piipn 
guide its course a right" (Tr. by Gri11ith} (Rv W. 57. 7} 
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Atharvaveda also refers to Indra holding the plough during 
ploughing operation (Av· VI. 30.1). 

'' , • ' j 

Rv IV. 57.5 refers to two deities namely Suna and S"rra. 
They have been variously interpreted. These deities· are 
associated with agricultural operations. According to Sayai}.a, : 
Suna refers to Indra and S"rra refers to Vayu, both being important 
for agricultural operations. · · 

4. Meaning of "Gauh" in the Rv: 

The Vedic seers very often refer to the conquest of ."gauh" · 
by lndra. Following the oldest commentary by Yaska and then : · 
Sayai}.a, most of the scholars have interpreted the word as . 
cows or sun rays. Others like Macdonell interpret it as waters 
(Macdonell, 1961 : 59). However these interpretations are not 
convincing. Nighantu , the glossary of synonyms of Rv words 
lists 'gauH under the synonym list for the earth (Nig. 1.1)7 · 

In the Pur~c tradition also, the earth .is depicted as cow. 
With this background, the author has proposed the meaning 
of goul;J being earth, or land segments submerged under water 
due to formation of bund i.e., Vrtra; with. this interpretation, 
the meaning of the verses become clear and convinclflg. 
Interpretation of some of the .res is given below: ' 

-.·.· ~= 
a) .. tvarh valasya gomatal;J apavardrival;J bilam". . 

~ 

Tr: (0, lndra) You lui.ve opened the hiding place 
of vala full of (submerged) lands. Rv I. 11.5. 

b) "a d.rfham cid arujo gavyamlirvam" m. 32.16. 

Tr: '(You have) shattered the frrm (demon) hiding 
the far stretching lands. · 

Here the word ~avyam' also means the measure of two 
krosas. 

I 

Reference to land measure authenticates the meaning of 'go' 
being land. 

c) 'manu$e ga(l avindadahannahjm" (Rv. IV. 31.13) 

Tr: 'Slaying Ahi (Indra) bestowed lands on the human 
beings'. 
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There are many other references which refer to 'gd and 
can be satisfactorily explained by interpreting' gd as submerged 
land. In most of the cases it is lndra who is releasing lands. 

Association of lndra with the release of submerged lands 
points to his being deity of agriculture and bestower of lands. 

5. References in the Siitra literature: 

The Siitra literature is of a later period. The various Siitras 
deal with ritualistic performances. In these Sutras also, the 
deity lndra is associated with the annual sacrifices performed 
by agriculturists, Paraskargrhyasfltra refers to Indrapatni as Sita 
i. e., cultivable ·land (Pas II 17.9). The particular ritual 
performance is known to be sftayajiia (Pas ll.17) i.e., furrow 
~acrifice. During the NavapriiSana ritual i.e., harvevsting time, 
lndra is referred to as Lord of the plough (indra asit siriipatih). 
ln.addition to this, the Sunaslrfyafestival from the Srauta Sutras 
similarly pointto Indra's association with the agricultural rituals. 
(APss Vlll.c 20, APss 1.20, APss m. 18, XIV. 19). The nature 
of dal$$h)ii is or twelve bullocks. 

6. The Nature of Deity Indra: 

It can be seen from the discussion above that Vedic deity 
lndra cannot be seen as manifestation of thunderstorm, the 
sun etc., as done by the earlier scholars. The following points 
emerge when lndra's accomplishments are seen in the light 
of tectonic upheavals and Vfll'a being an earthen bund formed 
due to tectonic upheavals. 

1. lndra was responsible for slaying of Vrtra i.e., cleaving 
of earthen bunds and release of waters captivated 
behind the bund. 

2. While releasing waters, he laid out the paths (channels) 
for the released waters as if they were well measured. 
This points to canal irrigation practicec~ adopted by 
Indra and his followers. 

3. Indra is known as Lord of lands, the Urvariipatil), , 
also as Suna- the deity of agriculture. He furrows 
the lands; the deep furrowed lands are blessed by 
him. He also holds a plough. 
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4. Indra's accomplishments of releasing • gaulj can be · 
· better understood· by taking meaning of the word· as 

rultivable-irrigated lands. Indra released the lands 
· submerged under water held captive by· the demon 
V{tra i.e., earthen bund. 

5. lndra's association with the rituals performed annually 
by agrirulturists is referred to extensively in the siitra 
literature. 

Conclusion: 

The Vedic deity Indra is, therefore, the 'Lord of Agriculture' 
and 'Bestower of lands' and was associated with irrigated land 
rultivation practices in the Vedic period. 

Short Forms Used: 
RV. 
AV. 
APSS. 
ASSS. 
PGS. 
sss. 
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, Agriculture In The Sangam Age 

Dr. V. BALAMBAL 

Introduction : 

The primitive man depended on his might for survival. Later, 
when he had developed a social sense, he slowly attended 
to hunting, cattle-rearing and fmally to agriculture. His social 
behaviour and economic activities changed when he had a 

- settled life in course of time. The plains and river valleys 
became centres of economic activities. When population grew, 
there was need for more production and marketing. So man 
had to think about various devices for increasing production. 

In the ancient Tamil society (i. e.) Sangam society, men 
· lived in five-fold divisions of land. (i. e.) Kurmchi (hilly tracts), 
Mullai (pastoral lands), Marudam (agricultural lands), Neidl 
(coastal lands), and Palai (dry lands). According to the nature 
of the land, the occupation of the people differed. The pastoral 
economy led to the simultaneous ~;tdoption of cultivation of 
arable land wherever possible. 

During Sangam age and even afterwards, agriculture was 
the main vocation of the Tamils. As it was considered basic 
to all other occupations, it was- treated as the foremost and 
the most important of all the occupations. The high place 
of agriculture in the economy of the country and the phenomenal 
fertility of the soil in the 'river basins are clearly reflected 
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· in the Sangam literature which forms the· main source to the 
present study. Tolk.appiarh, the earliest Tamil work gives 
importance to agriculture. Pattuppli.ttu (Ten Idylls), E!!uttogai 
(Eight Anthologies), Silappadikli.ram and eighteen minor works 
form the primary source material to prepare this paper on 
various aspects of Sailgam agriculture. The Sangam age which 
stretched up to 3rd century AD witnessed development· in 
agriculture. As it was a long period, agriculture in· the earlier 
stages of Sailgam period would have see~ primitive methods, 
and in course of time, man would have improved in the 
techniques of ploughing, irrig~tion, weeding, manuring, 
harvesting, storing and distribution. Slowly the tribal economy 
gave way to rural economy. 

Classification of Cultivable Lands 

MarudariJ land was fit for cultivation as niost of the lands 
were fertile. l!ango Adigal, the author of Silappdikli.ram begins 
the epic by hailing the three natural resources i.e., sun, rain, 
and earth, which are the basic requirements for cultivation. 
The prosperity of a farmer depends on necessary sunlight, 
seasonal rains and the fertility of the soil. Sunlight oould not 
be substituted with any other thing. But if rain fails, other 
methods of irrigating the soil could be possible; similarly, though 
the naturally fertile- land would yield more, in the absence · 
of fertility, artificial manuring would enrich the soil. TI:te ancient 
Tamils were well aware of these and they differentiated the 
lands on the basis of fertility and accordingly produced the 
respective crops. 

Puranli.niiru gives a beautiful classificattion of lands according 
to fertility. They were VaiJpulam (hard land), mel)pulam (fertile 
land), pir;Jpulam (dry land), and Kafamilam or Uvamilam (salty 
land).1 VaiJpulam, in Mullai and Kurinchi did not yield rich 
produce whereas in mel)pulam, due to fertility of the soil and 
good water supply, the yield was very good. Pir;Jpulam had 
less irrigational facilities and dry crops were produced. The 
Ka.familam, the salty land was unfit for cultivation. 

The alluvial soil, red soil, black soil, laterite soil and sandy 
soil were seen in different parts of the Tamil cou~try and 
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the Tamils knew what . crops were to be grown in each type 
of land. 

Signification of Agriculture 

The chief ocrupation of the Tamils has been agrirulture 
' ~hich is an esteemed profession. 2 Though there are many 
ocrupations, all must depend finally on farmers.3 Removal of 
weeds and reclamation of lands for purposes of agrirulture 
constitute a landmark in the progress of civilization. Kings 

· reclaimed forest and hilly lands. In earlier stages, paddy was 
cultivated on the slopes of hills after clearing the thorns and 
bushes. The farmers were the nucleus around whom everyone 
revolved. They were the linchpin and sheet anchor of the 
world. As he is the cultivator, the peasant lives with self respect, 
but all other occupationists have to bow down before their 
superiors. Even the ascetics will become helpless if the farmers 
do not rultivate the soil.4 If an owner of the land fails to. 
attend to his land, he would lose his right over the same.5 

The greatest wealth one possesses is his land. If he fails to 
'realise it, he would became a laughing stock.6 

Hence agrirulture is esteemed as the main occupation of 
the people. When· there is decrease in production, it leads 
to deterioration of living standard too.7 Once, the Sangam 
was temporarily dissolved because of twelve years of continuous 
famine in the Pandyan Kingdom. 8 Sometimes the condition 
became so bad that. the peasants had to consume the seeds 
normally intended for sowing. Hence the ruler of the land 
and owner of the soil had to plan their economy and produce 
more com and store it for times of need. It was the primary 

. duty of the king to see that his people got the basic necessaries 
to improve food production. 

Agriculturists and Land Ownership 

Though it was not clearly stated that the king was the owner 
of all lands, it could be taken that the king also owned lands 
as he had donated lands to poets, Brahmins, schools, hospitals 
etc. Moreover, peasants and landlords paid land tax to the 
king as he administered the kingdom and protected his people. 
The bulk of the agrirulturists were cultivators of their own 
plots of land. They were the tillers (uzhavar) 9 of the soil. 
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They were also known as _U/utU1)bar 0 or YerlQvval.Qarbecause . 
they subsidised through the end of the plough or VeJ!afar 
(proprietors of water) or Karafar (rular of clouds) of KaJ.amar.11 

Women agrirulturists were called UJathiar.12 High and low class 
vellalas mentioned in Tolkappiam are those who maintained 
themselves by causing land to be ploughed and as those who 
maintained themselves ploughing the land, respectively. The 
former, besides holding land, held high offices under the king, 
discharging civil and military duties, assumed titles of Ve/, 
Arasu, Kavidi and had matrimonial alliances too with the royal 
family.13 

Apart from the traditional landlords and rultivators, there 
were absentee landlords too. When lands were gifted with 
labourers to Brahmins, poets etc., these donees in tum left 
donated lands in the hands of the tenants or farm labourers.14 

The terms of tenancy in respect of such rultivation in not 
known. Valluvar says that an active and independent farmer 
could produce more15 and he has to guard himself against 
absentee landlordism.16 The labourers employed in the lands 
were different from slaves.17 Of course, the slaves o(the Sangam 
age cannot be compared to that of their counterparts in Greece 
or Rome where they suffered and slogged. Sometimes,· 
independent labourers were engaged for specific purposes. They 
were known as adiyor} 8 

Hence from great landlords, who owned vast stretches of 
land, to an ordinary rultivator, who owned a tiny piece of 
land, the feeling that they were owners of land, producers 
of food etc., was there. Though their fmancial status had resulted 
in commanding respect in their areas, every rultivator was 
respected. 

Produce 

The ancient Tamils rultivated varieties of paddy, sugarcane, 
millets, pepper, sandalwood, various grams, coconuts, beans, 
cotton, plantain, tamarind etc. The peasants lived under the 
5h:t~y groves beyond the Marudam land. Each house had jack, 
cocontat, palm, areca and plantain trees. Turmeric plants were 
grown in front of the houses and flower gardens were laid 
in between the houses. If not with the modem facilities the 

·ancient Tamils lived in houss located in healthy, hygienic and 
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airy environment. Cultivation of fruit trees and crops for cattle 
was . undertaken by Mullai people. Those who produced 
sugarcane employed even mechanical contrivances to extract 
juice from it. 19 In some plots rotation of crops was followed. 
Cotton and millets were grown simultaneously· on the same 

·plot and after these, beans were cultivated on the same land. 20 

Paddy was the main crop and different varieties of paddy 
such as Ve.v.veJ, Sennel, Pudunel, aivaJ)anel, torai, were grown 
in the wet land of Marudam.21 Senne] and Pudunel were more 
refined varieties. In a very fertile land, a Veli of land yielded 
1,000 Kalams of paddy.22 

Even without ploughing, merely sowing deep in turned sod 
made mustard grow in great quantities. 23 

The Tamil country produced many varieties of crops in plenty. 
Each village was almost self-sufficient and if necessary the 
people were buying the needed commodities from the 
neighbouring villages. Mostly barter system prevailed and paddy 
and salt were used as medium for bu}'ing and selling. As workers 
and soldiers were paid in kind i.e., grains, there was need 
for growing more crops. The king also had to depend on 
production as he had to pay his soldiers and officials. This 
also accelerated the cultivation. 

Methods of Cultivation 

The ancient Tamils were very systematic in cultivation. Though 
many were illiterate, their experience in the soil and love for 
their land made them dedicate themselve~ to it. Paddy field 
was known as KaJam.24 Oxen25 and plough26 were used for 
ploughing.27 Ploughshare fixed to a yoke was drawn by bulls 
or buffaloes. Tirukkural gives a detailed account of agricultural 
activities. If the five steps i.e., ploughing, fertilization, weed 
control, irrigation and crop protection are followed in a proper 
manner, the land would yield richly.28 Wider and deeper 
ploughing would enrich the field. If the land is well ploughed, 
there is no need for manuring even. At the same time Valluvar 
says that more than ploughing, manuring is essential. Both 
deeper ploughing and fertilization would yield a better crop. 
When the plants grow, if weeds are· allowed to grow, 'the 
crop would fail. Hence, ,it is abolutely essential to remove 
the weeds_ Irrigation is the backbone of agriculture. Valluvar 
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states that more than irrigation, the crops are to ~e well 
protected. Young girls were kept to watch and protect lhe 
crop from birds and stray animals. If we analyse the chapte.r 
on agricu.Iture29 it is clear that Valluvar giyes importance to 
each step to be followed in cultivating land to get an excellent 
yield. 

Perumpanarruppadai narrates interestingly · the agridtitunil 
activities of the ancient Tamils. Land was ploughed with the 
help of oxen;30 ploughed lands were levelled by the peasants 
using their legs; then they planted the paddy seeds and after 
their growth, they were transplanted31 and weeds were removed 
by both men and women with wooden implements.32 When 
the crops grew fully, harvesting took place. 33 Paddy -stalks 
were stored in a place where paddy was removed from the 
stalks by beating them on the ground or by making the bullocks 
tread on them. 34 Cleared paddy was collected, measured and 
stored in proper places. . 1 

Though the Sangam agriculturists did not know the use of 
tractors, or the Japanese method of cultivation, or the chemical 
fertilizers etc., with their rich experience· and knQwledge, the 
illiterate peasants were producing double or treble the quantity 
of crop in the same plot of land and Tamil country has been 
described as a land of milk andhoney, meaning prosperity. , 

Millets were grown in dry lands and Kurmchi.35 The KuravaJ) 
and kurathi took pains to drive away the elephants and brids 
with the help of kava.Q (stone-sling). 

The accurate throw of the stone would even cause death. 
When the birds or animals tried to eat the tender beans, they 
were driven out of the field.36 The role of young ·girls in 
protecting the crops from stray animals and birds was 
commendable. 

Irrigation 

In the earlier stages, though agriculture depended on niin 
and river waters, the growth of population led to better and 
more methods of irrigation. Almost all types of irrigating lands 
in existence at present, have come down from the early times. 

As South Indian rivers are not perennial rivers, pr<?curiilg 
adequate and regular supply of water for cultivation has been 
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the greatest problem of the Tamil country~ which is essentially 
an agricultural region. Apart from rivers, tanks, lales, falls 
and dams were important sources of water supply for irrigating 
lands in the Sangam age too. Sluices and shutters were 
constructed for regulating water for irrigation.37 Some times 
buckets made of reeds were used for watering the lands.38 

.In order to control the water flooding the rivers, sand mounds 
were raised so that water could be diverted for irrigation. 39 

Direct irrigarion from canals was possible in the Kaveri, the 
Periyar and the Tambraparni basins. King Karikala Chota of 
the Sangam age is said to have raised bunds and constructed 
a dam on the Kaveri which is considered to be one of the 
earliest dams in the country. The Kaveri, the Pennai, the Palaru, 
the Vaigai and the Tambraparni spread their fertilising waters 
on these fields of 'golden Jtarvests'. 

Rain water was the natural source for irrigation and the 
peasants started ploughing only after heavy rains.40 Valluvar 
P~sists that rain is absolutely essential for the prosperity of 
man and the crops.41 Purananiiruemphasines on the importance 
of rains before sowing and how easy it is to sow in the rain-fed 
field 42 

• ! 

· Valluvar also says that for the survival of mankind and crops, 
rain is absolutely essential.43 Though Valluvar felt that if there 
was no rain, there would not be any work for a farmer,44 

.has proved incorrect in some cases as we have come to know 
the use of well, lake, pond and canal irrigation to fields. 

Water stored in tanks and resevoirs was utilised for irrigation. 
Small channels connected the reservoirs with the fields of 
alltivation.'u Ancient Tamils were well aware of the means 
of averting havocs during floods. Canals were used to water 
the lands.46 Rain water was utilised to irrigate lands.47 Lakes 
were also an important source of water supply.48 

Uruttirankannanar says about king Karikala digging lakes for 
irrigation.49 Men and oxen were used for drawing water and 
irrigating the lands.50 Common device was the use of the run 
off from the streams and rivers as well as the underground 
water which was lifted and reached to the lands. There. is 
a considerable. amount of spring channel irrigation in the Palar, 
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the Kaveri and the Vaigai beds. So to. raise a second crop, 
well water is useful. People of the age knew how, to divine 
the spots where there was flow of water .and. sink wells. 51 

The ancient Tamils were well trained in watering the lands 
in very many ways. When water was available and lands were 
numerous~ it became the duty. of .the village authorities. to 
distribute the available water in a proper way. Hence the local 
authorities appointed day and night watchmen to guard the 
tanks and reservoirs and regulated water supply.52 

To avoid the wastage of water, surface irrigation, sprinkler 
irrigation and drip' irrigation methods were follo~ed . 

• tt 1 • ,. . 

Three methods were followed in irrigating the lands; (a) 
for rop standing in a row, water would be lifted from . the 
pond and poured into the land. (b) Water was drawn with 
the help of oxen and diverted into the cultivable land. (c) 
Water lifts (Erram} were used for drawing water.53 

· Implements 

For cultivation an agriculturist needs various implements. With 
the available raw materials, the ancient Tamils prepared various 
implements which were necessary at each step of agricultural 
activity i.e., from the day the land was to be ploughed till 
the harvest was over. The basic requirement was a plough54 

also known as mezhi, naiichil and kalappai.55 It comprises 
of a wooden piece to tie the oxen and iron implement to 
plough the land. The plough looked like the cut off portion· 
of an elephant's mouth and trunk.56 The ploughing was to 
be in such a way that low lying sand would be brought to 
the upper layer and top land would go to the bottom to make· 
sand airy and fit for sowing. ' 

For digging the earth, a wooden handle with sharp terminal 
like spade was used.57 . A wooden leveller known as p~ or 
maram was used for levelling the ploughed land. Pa!Jiya{lutal . 
refers to the removal of weeds by means of a toothed implement 
attached to a plank which was drawn by oxen. 

The farmers used a bullock-drawn contrivance called Kapilai 
for baling out water from deep wells and operated a contrivance 
called erranr8 for shallo~ wells. Water bales were also known 
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' 
as ampi and Kilar. To safegurad the crops in the fields, stone 
slings (Kaval)f9 were used to drive the birds and animals 
away; tallai, a rattling instrument to annoy the animals60 was 
used. 

Bugles and burning torches for scaring away the animals 
·and stones for driving away the elephants were used by the 
Tamils.61 The· simpler methods were clapping the palms and 
thumping the feet. The costliest method to drive the birds 
away is narrated in the Sangam literature. The girls in the 
field threw their golden earrings as stones on the birds! Whether 
gold was so cheap or whether the women agriculturists were 
so much rich is yet to be known. To frighten the wild beasts, 
they lit flames of frre.62 Singing loudly folk-songs also kept 
them alert during day time.63 

i Sic;tdes and swords were needed by the Tamils for reaping 
the ripe ears ot corn.64 The grain was separated by thrashing 
the sheaths. and ears of com on the ground. The buffaloes 
were made to tread the sheaths to unloosen the remaining 
corn.65 The ears of millets were thrashed under the foot by 
persons in order to separate the millets from ears and that 
of black gram were beaten by a stick.66 The participation of 
women in this work was remarkable. 

Fertilisers 

The knowledge and experience of the ancient Tamils in 
manuring th~ land in the then existing conditions were really 
great. Though they were not aware of the chemical fertilizers 
of the modem times, they knew how to make use of the 
available materials. It was the duty of the king to safeguard 
the life and property of the subjects; for that he could give 
any sort of punishment including capital punishment, to the 
guilty; similarly, it is an essential duty of the agriculturists 
to take care of. his land and remove the weeds which affected 
the quality and quantity produce and bred the unwanted germs 
and insects.67 To strengthen the fertility of the soil and clear 
the land of pests, fertilisers were to be used. 

In the Sangam age, the dung of cow and sheep (animal 
manures) and green leaves (green manure) were used to increase 
the yield and grow varieties of crops. Valluvar insists that 
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manuring is more important. than ploughing.68 

If the fertility of the soil was maintained, a tiny piece of 
land where a female elephant might rest could produce enough 
food for seven male elephants.69 Hence the ·ancient Tamils 
increased the fertility of the soil by using the necessary manures. 

Measurements 

Various measurements were used to measure the land, grain. 
etc. The small land was known as 'ma' and bigger one as 
'vell0 One veli was equal to 100 Kufis,11 TDni, Nazhi, Cher 
and Kalam were the cubic measurements; tulam and Ka!ajii 
were the weights used for measuring _the produces. Common 
vessel for measuring the grain was ambAJ)am; Nazhi,12 Padakku, 
equivalent to two marakkiili3 were also known to the ancient 
Tamils. Padi was unknown to them. The cu hie measurements 
were of th~ shape ·of a wine cask with a broader waist· with 
a slightly narrow bottom and top. They were tightened and 
fixed by metallic bands. 74 Balance known· as tu!iikkoJ;was also 
in vogue. 

Land administration 

Land was the immovable property and as the -ammistrator, 
the king had a share of the land produce. It was known as 
ir{Ji or Karai or tax or van measuring income. Though it ·is 
not clearly stated in any Sangam literature it is believed that 
1/6 of the produce was collected as tax.75 During times of 
floods and famines, cultivation was much affected and· kings 
were kind enough to make remission.76 There are various 
instances in which the kings donated tax· free lands to poets, 
Brahmins educational institutions and hospitals.77 Such tax free 
land to Brahmins was known as Brahmateya lands. ~8 , 

1 
. 

Taxes were collected by Variyar and Kavidi and the revenue 
officials were assisted by Ayaka[l~~ar.19 The care taken by 
the king in the welfare of the people is known from the his 
revenue administration. The people had not revolted against 
the king he himself looked after the various basic needs of 
the people through Variyams or Boards. There were granaries 
in public places as well as in the houses of the farmers so 
that people would not suffer in times of floods or. famines. 
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The ma.Qiam (council) of the village would take necessary 
decisions to safeguard the interests of the people. 

Participation of Women 

Women had taken keen interst in agriculture. Women toiled 
at home as well as in the field. Many agricultural operations 
except ploughing and digging, were done by women especially 
of the lower class or the last class (i.e.) Kagaisiyar.80 The 
removal of weeds and transplantation of seedlings and sapplings 
were the main jobs of women. They only safeguarded the 
grains from birds and animals during day time. Sheds were 
built for girls for this purpose on an elevated piece of land 
or on the branches of trees. Incidentally, these agricultural 
lands became the meeting places of lovers in the Sangam age. 
Never women enjoyed ownership of land in the Sangam age 
but a woman was given importance as she would be given 
a share of the property in the form of Stridhana. During harve~t 
seasons, not only the services of women but also that of children 
were utilised. In clearing the grains and loading and unloading 
the same, the women played an important role. It is really 
sad to note that after the day's work was over, it was the 
women folk who had to resume the household work and child 
care untiringly. It was the fate of the lower class women to 
slog throughout the day with less recognition. · 

Conclusion 

In the Marudam region, fertility of the soil, ample supply 
of water and artificial · irrigational facilities made agriculture 
a flourishing, attractive and noble profession. The poets of 
the age, especially Tiruvalluvar had praised the farmers sky-high. 
In course of time, the farmers had developed better methods 
of ploughing, irrigation, weeding, manuring etc., which enriched 
the produce, in tum the state itself. The Sangam Tamils' notions 
of classification of lands, selection of soil for respective 
produces, application of different methods of cultivation in 
successful manner, use of manures etc., make one feel that 
they had reached their heights even in the very early years 
of civilization in the Tamil country. Great prestige was· attached 
to ownership of land and everyone aimed at having a small 
piece he could call his own. Selling and buying of lands was 
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common. Village was primarily a settlement of peasants and 
its assembly (manram) mostly an association of landlords. 
Besides the land owners.:-great and small, there. was a class 
of landless labourers, and agrarian proletariat; who assisted 
in the operations and shared the proceeds of agriculture. If 
we analyse the various aspects of agriculture in the .Sartgam. 
age i.e., fertility and classification of soils, irrigation, manuring, 
harvesting, storage, marketing, participation of women, use 
of implements etc., with many developments in all these spheres 
in the modern age, very many of the remote . villages in our 
country s~ follow the same old methods adopted in the Sangam 
.~ ~ 

Compared to the scientific and· technological advancement 
in the modern age, the production ratio in comparison with 
that of the Sangam people is defmitely low. , :. , . 

Hence the Sang~ agriculturists are to be hailed that they 
were capable of produceing more with the less available means 
of communication, transport, implements, fertilisers, de~ices 
etc. 
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Agriculture 
in Ancient India 

and its Social Aspects 

Dr. (Mrs.) RAnHA KRISHNAMURTIIY 

Food is very essential for the creation and sustenance of 
life. Our ancient sages have actually identified food or anna 
with Parabrahman. While the Taittirfya Upani§ad identifies food 

· with Brahman, a verse in Chandogya Upani§ad declares that 
through food comes the end of all ignorance and bondage. 1 

Similar thoughts are conveyed in several other texts like Manu 
S.mrti and Mahabharata.2 All these and several other references 
in ancient Sanskrit and other vernacular texts3 prove that our 
forefathers stressed the importance of· consuming good and 
wholesome food which 'was made possible only by means of 
proper cultivation of food articles. Thus agriculture or the art 
of cultivation became the primary profession of man ever since 
the dawn of civilisation. 

In the prehistoric ·period man was wandering from place 
to place and earned his livelihood by hunting and fishing. Due 
to climatic changes and altered environments, man had to face 
many difficulties to make his living only by food gathering. 
His· instinct for survival gave him the fresh idea of staying 
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in one place and rultivating food to pursue nobler ambitions 
and aspirations in life. 1;bis marked the beginning of agrirulture 
in the social and econmnic history of man. This revolutionary 
transition, form the food gathering stage to the food producing 
stage, changed the structure of human society leading to the 
formation of different sociai groups, social relations,thoughts, 
values, etc. Agrirulture led to technological progress also and 
many professional groups came into existence. 

If we go through :&,crveda. the most ancient literary work. 
of India, we find ample testiony to the fact that agrirulture 
was the mainstay of the pople. According to ~gveda. it is 
believed that the Devas or gods- were the foremost among 
agrirulturists.4 Amarako$<1 also bears testimony to the fact that 
Aryas were agrirulturists.5 Agrirulture is praised in many ways 
in the Vedic and other ancient literature of India and this 
proves the fact that agrirulture was practised as a very noble 
profession. ~gveda. advises the reckless gambler, deprived of 
his belongings due to addiction to the vice, to resort to agrirulture 
as it is a noble profession that gives man wealth, wife etc.6 

Manu and Kautilya prescribe varta as an essential subject to 
be learnt by a king. Varta denotes agrirulture, -cattlerearing, 
commerce etc.7 Patafijali has brought out the importance of 
agrirulture by declaring that a country's economy depends on 
agrirulture and cattle- breeding. 8 Increase in food production 
through agriculture is advised in Atharvaveda.9 Epics like the 
Mahabharata say that prosperous agrirulture ·leads to the 
prosperity of a country.' 0 Many literary works bear testimony 
to the fact that great importance was given to agriculture in 
ancient India. 11 The Srauta and Gfhya siitras attach great 
importance to agriculture and describe a number of ceremonies 
connected with various agrirultural operations like ploughing 
the field, harvesting of crops, partaking of the first fruits of 
crops, storing the foodgrains in barns, etc. 

Source books: 

Plenty of information is available in some of the Purlir)as 
which reveal the fact that ancient Indians had intimate knowledge 
on all agricultural operations. Kautilya's Arthasastra, PliQit:li's 
A$!iidhyayf, Patafijali's Mahabh~ya, the Vanau~dhi varga of 
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Namalinganusasana, Abhidhanaratnamiila, Viramitrodaya of 
Mitramisra, works of encyclopaedic nature like Miinasollasa 
and Sivat:Jttvaratniikara, Sukra Niti, Varahamihira' s Brhatsarbhita 
are some of the works which testify to the knowledge of 
variousagricultural operations from the ancient period. Technical 
books dealirig exclusively with agriculture were also written 
.and one such available work of lOth century A. D. is 
Kri$iparasara, attributed to the sage Parasara. This work is 
also known as Kr$ikarmavivecana, · Kr$ipaddhati and 
Kr$isari1graha. Apart from these, works like Raghunaridana's 
Jyoti$tattva and K[tyatattva, ancient Tamil works like 

· Silappadhikaram, KambaramayaiJam, Tirukkural, Tolkappiyam 
and Kannada works like Lokopakaraka, Ra!famata etc., contain 
lot of useful ·information on agriculture in ancient India. It 
is said that there is a work called a Erulupadu which is an 
eulogium on agriculture and agricultural class. In vernacular 
languages there are many proverbs and cryptic sayings in vogue 
which portray ancient agricultural practices which entered the 
folkore and were followed by farmers .• From these books one 
is surprised to fmd that people of ancient India were highly 
proficient in the art of agriculture and most of the agricultural 
operations are in vogue today also. 

Classification of lands: 

To reap the best yield from agricultural operations, the farmer 
should have a working knowledge of agricultural properties 
of different types of lands. To arouse an increased awareness 
of the agricultural properties of lands, according to ecological 
conditions and biological potentials, our ancient agricultural 
scientists have classified land, taking into .consideration various' 
factors like geographical and climatic conditions, fertility, etc. 
Lands, according to ecological conditions, were distinguished 

, as agneyi, vayavf, Miihendrf and varul)f. Among these, ViiruQi 
is described as that land where water is available in plenty, 
is beautiful, fertile, often resorted to by cattle and best suited 

\for growing corns in plenty. Lands are classified as jiHigala 
\farid), aniipa (marshy), and sadhiiraiJI (common). SadhiirBQI 
is described as the best suited for all types of cultivation.12 

In ancient Tamil literature, we fmd mention of five types of 
lands, viz., kuriiiji, mullai, marudam, piilai and neidal. Though 
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different types of crops could be cultivated in different types 
of soils, the land maruc:Jam is often described as filled with 
cultivated fields yielding plenty of paddy, sugarcane etc. We 
get a beautiful description of this type of land in Kamba 
RamayaiJam in which the great Tamil poet has described the 
various sounds of agricultural operations that could be heard 
at the proximity of such a land. Kautilya and others have 
classified lands into several types. Mention may be made of 
Kr$fa, *.$fa, $aiJt!ha (for· horticultural plantation), miilavapa 
(for growing roots), vafa {for sugarcane) etc.13 Amarakosa 
describes twelve types of lands amongst which nadimatrka 
(watered form river) and devamatrka {watered by rain), sarkara . 
{full of pebbles and limestones) etc., are worth taking note 
of.14 The arable land was called k$elra an old vedic term 
pointing to the existence of individual fields carefully measured 
off and fit for cultivation. It may also be inferred that halya 
was the unit of measure ments of lands cultivated with one 
hala and that lands were distinguished as dvihalya, trihalya, 
paramahalya, paramasitya etc. The fields were also classified 
on the basis of crops grown and also in terms of quantities 
of seeds required for their sowing, like vraiheya, siileya, yava, 
$a$!ikya, pr~fika, draunika, kharika etc.15 Ancientlndians knew 
the quality of lands fit for cultivation. They knew that a subsoil 
water vein running under a field destroys the grown crops. 
They were also aware that water only four cubits below the 
surface of the soil prevents the seeds from sprouting up and 
makes the grown up crops wither away. · 

Method of cultivation 

The word 'agriculture' means tillage of soH leading to 
...... ~ 

pr~ The Vedic word _kHi also·. denotes . 
agnculture and ~ans the act of ploughing. Hence, selection 
of suitable soil and preparing the soil by ploughing before 
sowing are very essential and our ancients have given great 
attention to these aspects. Agricultural operations carried out 
in those days are summed up in ancient texts as ploughing 
(~:), sowing (~:), reaping(~:)., and threshing (~:). 
The bull and the plough were the most necessary accessories 
for cultivation. In some places horses also appea~ to have 
been used to plough the field. Though, generally two bullocks -
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were yoked to the wooden plough to make furrows in the 
soil, on ceremonial occasions like sacrifice etc., more than 
two bulls, were yoked. Sometimes six, eight or twelve or even 
twentyfour bulls were used. Before tilling and ploughing, the 
ground was worshipped for a good yield. 

The plough was considered the most sacred and essential 
implement in agricultural operations and was known by different 
names like hala, sira, liii;lgala, sita etc. We have heard of kings 
like Janaka who ploughed the fields themselves, Bal_grama always 
carrying the p~~~own by the name ~It 
is said~ is a speaal ploughing instrument with sharp 
iron edge fixed in the front and this destroyed all insects under 
the "eai:,th_. The stumps- were weeded out" from the ground by 
a hoe known as stambaghna. Since it is necessa.rY to remove 
weeds, thorns, stones etc., before actual sowing, the special 
plough known as liirigala was used extensively drawn by more 
than two oxen. Repeated ploughing also was done to enable 
the soil to get the required quality. Ancient texts refer to 
the preparation of the field by ploughing three times in heavy 
rain and often by deep ploughing. The custom to plough the 
field over and over again from one end to other in the reverse 
direction was in vogue to make cultivation more fruitful and 
intensive. · · 

Manure 

After ploughing the field deeply, the soil was allowed to 
dry up. There was a generral belief that if the soil was allowed 
to dry up well there was no necessity of adding even manure. 
This clue is clearly . expressed by the Tamil . philosopher 
Tiruvalluvar.20

• The same poet has also brought out the 
importance of adding manure to enrich the soil. K[$sipariiSara 
and other works prescribe. the method of preparing manure 
from cattle dung, dry leaves etc. Generally, dung manure was 
used for all types of crops. Soil mixed with honey and ghee 
w~ also ~~_n_sider~_d_g_~d.21 The poet Kamban, while des;.ibing 
the city of Ayodhya says that the flow of milk from the udders 
of hundreds of buffaloes, which were anxious to feed their 
young calves, enriched the soil to yield plenty of foodgrains. 
It is also said that the drain waters flowing from the kitchens 

. ' --......._. ----
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of farmers made the crops grow well. Ancient farmers knew 
s~a1 methods of keepmgltie lan~rtile. They knew that 
the crops drew sustenance from the earth. Elaborate rules 
for the preparation of different kinds of manure are given 
in texts like Agnipurlh)a, Brhatsamhitaetc.22 Sesame, cowdung1 
barley powder, beef, fish a!!_<l water mixed in fixed prop_9@ons 
were-£egaroeaaseffective manure. .Methods of preparing 
kuiJ.apajala, a fertilizer liquid, are also prescribed for growing 
crops, flowers, plants etc. Most of the ingredients used were 
natural organic sources. The knowledge of manure etc~, in 
tho~ntly the result of extensive practical 
observations and not based .!>n_la}?oratory observations of the. 
modern days:-Physieafeffeqs 1>f manu~_on the t~~tur.e_.and 
watef:no1dmg power-orthe soi.Lw.ere_kno~to_Jiw_farmers ... 
They had the 1Ilowledge ofthe requirements of different crops 
and the different harvesting seasons. This might have led to 
the rudimentary form of crop rotation. This rotation of the 
uops helped the farmers to unprovetile'fertility of the land. 
Many a time farmers kept their land fallow-a common practice 
of keeping the land free of all vegetation for a specified period 
by occasional ploughing of soil during hot and dry weather. 
This helped in the removal of infested root and in controlling 
the breeding up of pests and nematos. 

Sowing 

Sowing of seeds was carried on after ploughing the field 
deeply. Ancient texts like kf$iparasara prescribe rules for 
collection and preservation of seeds. Seeds were collected in' 
the months of Magha and PhalguQa. Good, matured, pulpy 
seeds of uniform character were collected to get good crops. 
Farmers were prohibited from keeping the seeds on ghee, 
_oil, salt, buttermilk, lamp etc. We have evidences from ancient 
texts that seeds were treated in a special manner to get special 
results. For example, to get red tinged cotton, seeds were 
treated with -l'edJac.juice in a special manner2.3 Many botanical 
marvels were also effected by treatiligthe seeds in special 
manner.24 Sometimes, ploughing was done in the field while 
the seeds were already scattered in it. Sometimes two or three 
different kinds of seeds were sown in the same field. This 
was done when one was the principal and the other seco.ndary -----
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like. m~ and tila.25 Auspicious days were selected for sowing 
seeds like the fullmoon day of the month of Agrahayat)a. 
Generally special rituals were performed at the time of sowing 
and these rituals are fully described in the Grhyasiitras. 

It is very interesting to note that there are many proverbs 
in regional languages in vogue from the past several centuries, 
which throw light on agricultural operations of ancient India. 
They have been serving as guidelines to farmers even now. 
'Through these; popular sayings farmers are advised to sow 
~seeds apart from each other. A Tamil proverb says that enough 
space between two seeds will result in the barn getting fille~ 
_up_"-1th~s. Otherwise, only lleapSOr straw wiiC riseup. 
Whosoever sows millet at intervals of one step and jowar 
at intervals of a frog's leap would be able to fill his barn 
l t~ its brim. · 

'weeding and Supervision 

After sowing seeds and supplying adequate water to the 
fields, the farmers were advised to remove the weeds from 
the fields very carefuly and protect the crops properly from 
birds, insects and rats. The importance of weeding has been 
stfiSS"ed in~ texts dealing with agriculture. While laying down 
the duties of a king, Manu in Sanskrit and Tiruvalluvar in 
Tamil have expressed identical ideas. As a husbandman plucks 
up weeds and preserves his com, let a king destroy his opponents 
and protect his people.26 

Agri~~_with.Q_ut supervision is J~.t .and our ancients 
made arrangements to strictly supervise the oper~tions related 
to agriculture. It is advised that the ~~r_of_thU!el~ 
lo~k after the field...himself.27 It is justifiably said that if the 
owner does not look after the field, it will fail him like a 
wrathful wife. If the owner fails to supervise the agricultural 
operations, Goddess of prosperity will desert him and in her 
place adversity will enter his field. Such sayings are popular 
all over india which emphasize and inculcate the importance 
of the supervision of cultivation by the owner himself.28

• 
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Importance of rains 

Cultivation was undoubt~dly dependent upon rains to a great 
extent as it is today. Ancient and mediaeval works frequently 
refer to rains and speak of rituals and their importance to 
procure rains. Rain God was invoked by. mystic chantings, 
sacrifices and rituals. A special sacrifice named kariri was 
performed for getting plenty of rains. Earth is described as. 

· parjanyapatni (wife of cloud) because the earth is ren<!ge_d.. 
fertile by the clouds through rains. Tamil poet Tiruvalluvar 
has mcluded a full chapter on rain just after the invocatory 
chapter in his famous work Tiruk.kuralbecause of the necessity 
of rain in an agricultural country. The first poet in Tamil who 
wrote the great epic Silappadhikaram ha~ glorified the sun~ 
the moon and the rain at the beginning of his great work 
and this indicates that the pro.speriry of a_ country depends 
on the amount of rain!al~_!ecetved by it. Even in the Vedic. 
age, rainfall was ·often predicted29 and was also ascertained 
in different regions and thus the produce from different regions 
were also accordingly ascertained. F~s.. were wellversed: 
in meteorology and climatology. Some of the ancient texts 
OOiitaiii-·cha~rary influence on ra.infall. Arter 
categorising clouds as avarta, samvarta, pu$kara and drol)a, 
these texts give interesting methods of forecasting rainfall in 

1 

~
particular year by observing natural phenomena like the first I 
ash of lightning, course of wind, etc. Immediate rainfall was · 
so predicted from the sudden croaking of frogs, rising of 

ants with eggs from their holes, dance of peacocks and so 
on.30 

Irrigation 

Even though cultivation was undoubtedly dependent oh rains 
to a great extent, and that people new how to collect a_!!~ 

conse~ater~he system of artificial irrigation was also 
prevafent frorli'VeiYincient days. In the Sindhu valley civilizatio 
river water was stored by building huge dams and was allowed 
to flow through channels. In,... Vedic tim_es, wells were dug and 
the water was lifted by means of wheelSan~as 
done through long pipes. Frequent references to rivers indicate 
that people were living mostly near rivers. and rivers played 
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an important role in the social, economic and cultural history 
of a particular land and its people. Irrigation through canals 
also was existent in the Vedic period an~l:";dya 
is used to mean a canal.31 A rlve_r_js_de~qibed as a~ 
and the canal as a calf. Rituals were performedatthe time 
of directing the course of a river and this suggests the opening 
ceremony of letting river water into a· canal.32 In the epic 
period, there are evidences of huge reservoirs for irrigation 
and that they were constructed at higher levels so that water 
could flow down to the fields at lower levels easily. 33 PfuJiQi 
mentions the methods of irrigation with water drawn from 
the wells.34 Large leather buckets were used for lifting water. 
Yoked bullocks with ropes were used to lift water from the' 
deep wells· for irrigation purposes. Poet Kamban, while 
describing the beauty of river Sarayu, has mentioned about 
the canals through whichtne river reached the· peasants. 35 

Periodic supply of water was done through channels and_the 
Naradasin[ti mentions two classifictions of dy~kheya 
(~o_i!t-~_~o_ij_~~ated. and bandhya 
(constructed to prevent w~ut.lt also state~( 

• that erection of dykes in the middle of another man's fielj 
was not prohibited as it was advantageous for irrigation purposesl 
while the loss was negligible.36 · 

History speaks of kings like Bhoja, Skandagupta, A5oka, 
Chandragupta, Karikala Cho}a. Rajetidra Cho}a and others who 
took great interest in .irrigating the fields. Constru~~ 

t
and tanks were considered to be an act of ieligi~us _2!lerit\ 
or piirta. Construction of irrigation works was the most important 
welfare activity which the State was expected to provide. 
Philanthropists also took interest in constructing public wells 
and dams for irrigation. Irrigation works of historical significance 
like the Sudar5ana lake in Saura~tra constructed by Pu~agupta 
under C~ffi'entioned. Several huge tanks 
with great engineering skill were constructed. Special officers 
were appointed for the maintenance of irrigational tanks. During I 
Vijayanagar period tax-free land grants were made for the\ 

l development and maintenance of anicuts, tanks, canals etc., 
to avoid repair and disastrous consequences. Conservation of 
entire drainage flow for irrigation purposes was also maintained 
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perfectly. Archaeqlogical excavations, inscriptions, etc.,· have 
thrown light on many details · regarding irrigation and 
water-management in ancient and mediaeval India. Many 
inscriptions speak of the construction, maintenance and 
administration of reservoirs and canals. The · Porumamilla-... 
inscription of 1369 A.D. implies that the science of irri atioll 
engmeering was wellaavance . t was known as Pathas siistra 
or hydrology and was studied and followed. The engineer had ( 
to be well-trained in ten sciences and he was called jalasatra 
Water divining and exploration of underground -water was in 
vogue from very ancient days and this science was ·known 
as dakiirgala. The existence of ground water was ascertained 
by a study of the growth of certain kinds of plants and _trees, 
anthills, insects, etc on the ground surface. A few workS like 
Brhatsarhhitii and Sivatattvaratniikara throw light _ on this 
interesting science. 

There are plenty of references to wet-crops, especially paddy, 
in our ancient texts which imply the consequential extens~on 
of wet-farming which might have led to a variety of inventions 
to harness water from natural, surface and subsoil sources. 
As a result, irrigation had attained a high degree of development. 
In some places where quant"IIL. of flow i_n the canals was. 
more seasonal and less abundant, canals were connected to 
a-clUiiil" of tank~M~ly ramfed areasthe dependence.~ 
more on subsoil water. Thus surface h drolo and water 
management were in a big v~~!aJised condition. It is said -
that drnefent types of irrigation like drip Jrrigation and pitcher 
irrigation were in vogue. Farmers themselves controlled the 
irrigation system and took precautions against seepage, loss 
etc. The traditional water systems were highly adapted to local 
agroclimatic conditions. They were the products of generations· 
of experience and required perfect social management to 
maintain them. The users, like farmers took active interest 
in water management system. The end-user control and 
communi management s stems were prevalent unlike today 
when everything 1s under the State-control. Since our country 
is a thickly populated one, our ancients evolved a vast variety 
of water harvesting systems for agriculture, drinking and other 
purposes. The ancients felt the necessity of small water 
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harvesting_structui:es than bigger darns-'_ There was also the 
pr~tice of ensuiifig -~qual advantages to all beneficiaries of 
a particular water system. There is lot of sco~a,Icll 
on water ma~m.ent system in ancient India _for__!he historians 
as well_ as_ for .the _i~~ol~~ --

Protection of crops 

Crops were generally classified as~ (grown by cultiva!!gn)._ 
and ~ (naturally growing in the jungle like the grains 
Nivara etc.}.l1 They were further classified according to the . 
timeof·sowing. Those sown on the fullmoon day of the month 
of Asvayuja was called Asvayujaka (~utumn~), Vasantaka and 
grai$ma crops are mentioned (vernal and summer cr9ps). 
Kauf.ilya mentions rainy crops (viir$ika sasya} followed by 
haimanamu$P (autumnal harvest) and haimanasasya followed 
by vasantikamu$!i (vernal harvest) and vernal crops follwed 
by rainly harvests. 38• 

Apart from the usual crops like yava, vrjhi, etc., fibrous 
plants like hemp, dye-stuffs like maiiji~ta (madder), njlj (indigo) 
etc., were also grown. Large varieties of fruits and vegetables 
were also grown. 39 Ancient texts like Susrutasalilhita and 
Carakasalillinata provide long lists of various crops which were 
cultivated in those days. Great care ~as-tale.!l to protect~ 
standing crops from animals, birds an_d ro.l>!>_~s~rvers called 
cavakas were appointed "'itProtect barley crop from deers.40 

~hadow figures made of straw called caiicabhiriipa were placedr 
i(l the fields to -frighten birds. Care was taken to protect th~ 
qops from locusts (salabha}, hawks (syena} and rats.41 

,· 
I . 

Harvesting operations 

During the reaping operaions the ripe grain was cut by a 
sick.le and then mowing was done. Then the crops were gathered 
'-....-~~- ··- ··----
on the threshing floor called khala where grain was separated 
from chaff.42 X special-~ng was done in ancient 
India as implied by the word JqfW;<f(t mentioned by Pat)i.Qi. 
In some parts of the country reaping was done, not from 

~one end of the field to the other, but in. an unsystematic I 
\manner. Some cereals were harvested by uprooting the whole 
'flant.43 
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Measurement or lands and boundaries . 

The rultivated lands· were divided into different holdings 
known as ksetra Some kind of survey · of the areas and 
boundaries ~ust have been done for the distribution of plots 
among individual peasants. Rules for expressing the area of 
a field in terms of measures are known as km;u;Ja, kula etc}4 

The siitra literature refers to the existence of separate flelds 
or k$etras which were carefully measured off and many a' 
time the fields were enclosed.45 It also becomes clear that 1 

the ownerhip of land vested in private imdividuals who had 
every right to gift, sell or lease it. If the lands were not enclosed 
by fences, the boundary was determined by trees, water 
embankments, anthills, heaps of stones etc.46 Naraqasm[ti 
mentions five types of boundaries viz., dhvajini{trees), matsyini 
(rivers and tanks), naidhani(hidden signs), bhay.avarjita(settled 
by argument of parties) and rajasasanatita (laid down by the 
order of the king).47 Manu and Kautilya have prescribed two 
kinds of boundaries for land viz., visible and invisib e.48 Smrti 
works have laid down elaborate ru es o settling boundary 
disputes between neighbouring landowners. · t. 

Impact on society 

From the foregoing dicussion it becomes clear that agriculture 
was an important vocation even in pre-Vedic period and rural 
economy was based upon grama consisting of k$etias or arable 
lands. Agriculture pyt an e~~ 
r~ This made possible for the agriculturists 
to settle down on his own piece of land. This gradually le~ 
to the peasant village communities and the start of a new 
mode of life. In course of time, when great empires like 
Magadha, Chola, Chera etc., were established," the· political 
unification brought about by the rulers, contributed a great 
deal to the development and imporvement of agriculturre. 
Agricultural officers were appointed in differrent zones and 
they were expected to be conversant with all the rules and 
skills related to agrirulture.49 Mahiibhii$ya mentions the 
employment of agrirultural labour which enabled the cultivator 
to relax and do only supervision. Improved rultivation led to 
the increased availablility of different food items which improved 
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the dietary habits of the people. Because of variegated cropping 
and availability of pulses and condiments and improved dietary 
and culinary practices, the nutritional impact of agriculture on 
society also could be inferred. Because of surplus to feed 
many, great cities came into existence and developed. Location 
of settlements along the banks of rivers was determined by 
the facilities of irrigation and transport they provided. 

' Farmlands were never diverted to non-farm uses. The 1 
biological potential of the soil and the biological wealth of 

1 the country were kept up. Agriculture was providing not only 
I food for the_.e_eople but also more jobs and more income. 
Different tYpes of-plant fibres were used Tor ba3tetr:Y.:mats, 
rope-making etc. Weaving of textiles became popular and the 
art of dyeing textiles flourished. The need to transport grains 
and other goods helped in the development of wheeled transport. 
It also necessitated the development of new tools and 
implements as hoes, plough etc., and also food storing devices. 
Availability of fodder in plenty as a by-product made it possible 
to domesticate cattle and as a result, veterinary science improved 
and many books related to this sub~ten. Use 
of pottery and polished stone tools also developed. Apart form 
food products, technologically useful products were also 
rultivated such as cotton, hemp, dye-stuffs etc. Technology 
improved and even the Lothal craftsmen had invented special 
rotary mill in stone which required less manual labour for 
grinding corns. ....______..----

\ 

--A~~h~re and ploughed fields were held m high reverence.\ 
Anybody urinating in a ploughed field or extracting seeds from 
a rultivated field was severely punished.51 If any farmer was 
found negligent in his duty of carrying on the agricultural 
operations in time, the king had the right to snatch away the 
land from him and hand it over to other man or officer of 
the village or to merchants.52 The foremost duty of a king 

\was to protect agriculture and render_ assist~ tOfarmers. 53 

Kau!i}ya has insisted thattheKin~d other afflllenrpeople 
should care for the health of farmers.· He should grant them 
'an ugraha' and 'parihara' to help them to maintain good health 
and get medial help during sickness.54 
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Agriculture was an important .vocation of the people' and· 
the agricultural practices had social and religious undertones 
also. It had become a . part of life of ancient Indians, both · 
living in villages as well as in cities. Domestic rites and festivals 
often synchronised with the four mam-agnculfurij pper~s 
of ploughing, sowing,· reaping and I-!a.ry_eshing_ ... Many rites arid 
ceremorues were·- pelformed in association with various 
agricultural operations. Deities like Indra, Pii~an, Suna sira were 
worshipped. Agriculture had its magico-religious aspects also; 
It must be noted that religious practices of several descriptions 
were intricately woven into the social fabric of ancient Indians 
and as agriculture was ·the mainstay of the people, religious 
rites of superstitious nature were considered necessary for 
successful agricultural operations. _ ·· ' · 

Agriculture has contributed to cultural development also. 
Many folk songss, pithy sayings, proverbs etc., came into vogue 
in different languages. In Kamataka special art· forms like 
Bayalata (open air drama), yak.$agana etc., emerged and were 
encouraged specially by the village folk. . · . ', . · · 

' . I 

No wonder our country is glorified and worshipped as 
~ ~ "'cl4"1~ftdcll tlfiH4i"'cll tm1T I 
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Some of The 
. Agriculture, Forest and Animal 

Produces in Ancient India 

PANDrr Dr. B. D. DANDAVATE 

Agrirulture is the only practice or profession known to 
mankind since time immemorial because it caters to all the 
necessities of life- from womb to tomb. Ayurveda advises 
practice. of agriculture as the foremost means for ensuring 
livelihood.1 Ayurveda describes three kinds of soils with regard 
to the flora and fauna., They are (1) Arid land (2) wet land 
and (3) ordinary land. Perularities of the psychosomatic 
constitutions of men in habiting these lands have been described 
at length.2 All kinds of products can be broadly classified in 
three groups depending on their sources namely, animal, 
vegetable and mineral. Substances collected from animal world 
are honey, milk, bile, fat marrow, blood, flesh, excrement, 
urine, skin, semen, bone, sinews, horns, nails, hooves, hair 
on the skin, etc. The mineral produces used in medicine are 
gold, ores, metals, sand, lime, red and yellow arsenic, gems, 
salt, red chalk, antimony etc. Substances from the vegetable 
group are divided into four classes: direct fruiters, creepers, 
flowery fruiters, and herbs. The plant produce used in medicine 
are the roots, bark, pith, exudation, stalk, juice, sprouts, alkalies, 
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! 
milk, fruits, flowers, ash, oils, throns, leaves, buds and offshoots 
etc. The rooters are sixteen and the fruiters are nineteen in 
number. The principal sources of oily or fatty substances are 
four. Principal salts are five. The urines as well as the milks 
are eight. The trees presented in purification therapy are six. 3 

The milks and urines are of women, shesheep, shegoat, cow; 
shebuffalo, sheelephant, shecamel, sheass and the mare. Sources 
of spiritous liquors are the grains, fruits, roots, pith, flowers, 
stalks, leaves, barks and sugar. All together 84 varieties of 
Asavas namely medicines containing alcohol generated by 
process of fermentation are described in accordance with their· 
source materials,5 which are mainly agricultural and forest 
produce. 

The substances used for preparing dietary articles and as 
raw materials for medicines have been scientifically classified, 
However, both are drawn from the agricultural-forest 
animal-produce and minerals. The articles of food and drink 
have been broadly· classified in twelve major groups. Out of· 
these, omitting the class of cooked food, the remaining eleven 
coming under our purview ar ( 1) corns or grains (2) pulses 
(3) meats (4) vegetables (5) fruits (6) greens (7) wines. 
(8) waters (9) milks and other dairy proudcts (10) sugarcane. 
and its products, and (11) adjuvants of food. - · 

(1) Group of corns: Comprises varieties of rice, coarse grains 
like wheat and yava etc., and the fme grains like~. ~. 
;ftc:rrt and others. Names of varieties or species of rice used 
were (1) ~ (2) ~ (3) ~ (4) ~ (5) ~ 
(6) ~ (7) rm (8) ~ (9) ~ uo• ~ uu ~ 
(12) Elilt:ii€4 (13) ~ (14) qcjtr (15) ~ (16) ~ (17) ~ 
(18) ~ (19) lfT"R"<:: etc., 

The names of some of the coarse grains are (1) ~ ' . 
(2) ~ (3) CWcii (4) mtart (5) ~ (6) <roli (7) ~ 
(8) ~ etc. About 10 kinds of coarse grains were in use. 

(2) The groups of pulses or legumes:Comprise of (1) ~ 
(2) ~ 3) tffilNI'llifl(4) ;ftc:rrt (5) ~ (6) ~ (7) ~ 
etc., and others · · 
(3) The group of meats/flesh are subclassified as follows: 
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(a) The Group of prasaha/ tearers comprises creatures, 
animals, beasts, birds etc., such as the cow, ass, mule, camel, 
horse, panther, lion, bear, monkey, wolf, tiger, heyna, large 
brownmongoose, cat, mouse, fox, hawk, dog, chasebird, crow, 
golden eagle etc., (total 29). (b) The group of burrowing 
creatures comprises four varieties of python, hedgehog, 
muskshrew, frog, mongoose, and porcupine etc., (total 13). 
(c) Wetland creatures are wildboar, yak, rheinoceros, hog, 
buffaloe, elephant, antelope and deer etc., (total 9). (d) A 
few aquatic creatures maintain on meats of tortise, crab, 
pearl- oyster, fish, estuarine crocodile, whale, conchshell, 
catfish, dolphin and crocodile etc., (total 11) (e) The group 
of aquaticbirds is formed by swan, crane, krouncha, goose, 
pellican, skimmer, gull, rak.tasirsak.a and chakravak.a (total 28) 
(tl Arid land animals . are- spotted deer, other deer species, 
black antelope, samber, black hare, wild sheep etc., (total 
18) (g) The group of gallinacious birds comprise common quail, 
rain quail, bush quail,~.~.~. jungle fowl, male bustard, 
button quail, peacock, partridge, cock, heron, stalk, adjutant, 
wild partridge, ibis, spoonbill etc. (Total 30). (h) The group 
of peekers is made of peeker, kingbird of paradise, coucal, 
common mynah, butcher's bird, kokil, bulbul cowbird, babbler, 
scarlet imnivet, minivet, Bengal treepie, toukar, hopper, hombill, 
green_ barbet, kingfisher, dove, Indian parakeet, window bird, 
blossom headed prakeet, honey succor, sarika, house sparrow, 
tree sparrow paravata and white pigeon etc. (Total 30). Thus 
ends the class of 158 sources and varieties of meat.8 

(4) Class of vegetables:Sources of vegetables are many. 
Anatomical parts of edible pot herbs, plants, shrubs, herbs 
trees, stems, pods, seeds, fruits, flowery leaves, tubers, roots, 
bulbs, kernels etc. Names of some of these are: lf!OT, Wlf, wit, 
~ fiR'"IUUI<fl, <fll<fl'il'<fl, ~. ~. ~ ~. liU'i._Cfiquif, 
~. :utt, ~ swordbeen, cabbage, onion, radish, prickly 
gourd, raw mango, red gourd, beens, turnip, double been, 
cucumber, and mushrooms etc. (Total 46). Vegetable soups 
are prepared form leaves, fruits, sprouted legumes etc.9 
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(5) Class of fruits: Grapes, dates, common fig, sweet .falsa, 
asmantaka. fruits of palmyra, coconut, . small, big and. jungle 
jujjube, peach, small jackfruit,; paravata fruit, Kashmari, 
mulbeny, peer, woodapp!e, mango, jambul, apple, banana, 
khirani, straw goose berry, kadamba, · ingudi, · tinduka, amla, 
Omegranate, ripe tamarind, pomello, karchura, orange, almond, 
walnut, abhishuka, edible pine, lakucha, usumana, priyala, 
amrataka, lemon, holy, fig, yellow barked fig, etc. (total. 52),. 

' ' • I • • -~ : ," I 

( 6) Oass of greens: Green ginger, jarnbeera, .tender radish,. 
holy basil, yawani, arjaka, drumstick, fennel, black mustard,' 
gaQ.4ira, fogfruit, Indian toothache, sprouts of ginger, ginger 
grass, celery seeds, corriander, wild carrot, sumukha, turnip, 
onion, garlic etc. (Total 20}. Some of these are used in dried 
condition also.u , ·1, • ' .. 

(7} Oass of wines:Names of some wi~es are '~, JffW, ~. 
ant!, ~. "CI"IR«, :tftad~l<ii, moo<i etc., and also wines· prepared 
from dhataki flowers, sugarcane, barley grains, grape ·wine 
and madhulika wine.12 (Total 19). · · · 

. ,• ' I 

(8) Oass of waters:All water is of one kind and falls from 
heaven (i. e., rain clouds). While it is falling, it is affected 
by the effects of the seasonal courses of the moon, the su'n,' 
and the wind. After it has .fallen, it acquires various qualities 
of the soils and the six· kinds of tastes in the' soil. Waters 
are classified as (a) celestial . water, (b) modified "by the' 
receptacle (c) Rain water falling during various seasons 
(d) water of unseasonal rains is unwholesome (e) autumnal 
water collected in hygienic condition is good for health (0 water 
of rivers originating form the Himalays is wholesome and holy 
(g) River water from the Malaya mountains is pure and like 
nectar (h) water of rivers flowing westwards is wholesome 
and pure (i) water of eastward flowing rivers is generally heavy 
(j) water of rivers originating from ~. ~ and mnft etc, 
mountains is unwholesome. (k) Similar is the water from rivers 
flowing only during rainy season. (l) Qualities of water of tanks, 
weUs, ponds, springs, lakes cascades and geysers is classified 
on all their counts. (m) The water which is slimmy. insect-laden, 
putrified etc., is unwholesome. (n) The sea or ocean water 
is provocative of all humors.13 
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(9) The Group of milks and dairy products: All important 
properties of previously mentioned eight varieties of milk have 
been described at length. As regards infant feeding, milk of 
shegoat and cow have been suggested as alternatives in the 
absence of mother's milk or wetnurse's milk. Astonishingly, 
contents of proteins, fats, carbohydrates and calories available 
per 100 gm of sample of each variety are almost the same. 

(10) Class~s of sugarcan~ and produds:Juice of sugarcane 
when consumed 1 by chewing _and sucking is wholesome. 
Machine- squeezed juice causes burning. ~ variety of 
sugarcane is inferier to ~ variety Jaggecy increases blood, 
marrow, fat etc. Jaggery obtained by boiling sugarcane juice 
down to 1/4, 1/3 and 1/2 its original quantity is crude and 
immature. Sugar is obtained by further purification of jaggery. 
Sugarcandy and crystal sugar are extremely pure. Sugar obtained 
form yasa (camel thorn) is sweet and asthingent. Treacle is 
the most unwholesome. Honey sugar is obtained form honey. 
Honey is a forest produce available in four kinds, namely 
bee honey, wasp honey, insect honey, and largebee honey. 
Bee honey is the best. Old honey is preferable to fresh honey .1 s 

(11) Group of adjuvants of food: These are used during 
cooking after cooking, and consumed as such along with food 
and drinks. Varieties of oils are (1) til oil (2) mustard oil 
(3) linseed oil (4) safflower oil (5) castor oil (6) priyala oil 
(7) almond oil and several others. Tallow, marrow and ghee 
are the fats obtained from animals. Ginger, long pepper, 
asafoetida, turmeric are plant produce. Salts are obtained from 
minerals and saline water and ashes of some plants. These 
are m, m, ~ rock salt etc. Some of the alkalies are 
~. ~ and o,thers. Other food adjuvants are celery 
seeds, black wmin, eumin, bishop's weed, coriander, and a 
few plant products.16 

Most wholesome for health as well as most unwholesome 
from all these have been specifically listed at length. 17 

nius only as a sample, approximately 500 produces obtained 
from the agriwltural forest animal mineral and natural sources 
are enumerated here. 
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CONCLUSION 

Ancient India was rich. in these produces and they were 
used by the society. Our ancients had established a harmonious 

- use of agricutural, forest and mineral products for a disease-free, 
healthy and longlife. · • 
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: Agriculture in the Time of 
Pataiijali of Mahabha~ya 

Da (Mas.) KALPAKAM SANKARNARAYAN 

Patafijali, the last of the three sages, who gave a finishing 
touch to Pfu].iniyan system of grammar, is notable for his 
Mahiibha~ya. (M. B.) Patafijali undertook the self-imposed task 
of preserving its chaste character. Patafijali in giving a new 
setting to the siitras of Pfu].ini, availed himself of the opportunity 
for presenting a picture of India of his time. On this point 
one entirely agrees with Bhartrhari, the author of the 
Viikyapadiya, who wrote a running commentary on the 
Mahiibh~ya which has been referred to by ltsing, the Chinese 
traveller. The account as given by Bhartrhari in five slokas 
in his Vakyapadiya, is' interesting, as it shows how this great 
commentary was written to preserve the continuity of the 
Vyakara.Qa S.mrti. These references suggest that, when Patafijali 
wrote his commentary, he tried to put in it the essence of 
all sciences -the germs of all principles. Those are important, 
not only for understanding the history of grammar but also 
in evaluating the Mahiibh~ya, and for throwing light on the 
cultural condition of India in the time when it was written. 
The slokas may be quoted here in original- (Chp. ll. 485) 
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cfcrsYr qa~RI4r ~ ~ 
m "4144J;,jl4i ~ ~I 

~~~~~ 
aWq ~f.d5tl4i ~ f.m"4": II 

In the words of the celebrated poet, the Mahabh~ya contains 
the germs of all principles- religious, social, scientific and moral. 
The Bh~yakiira could riot avoid references to the topics 
explaining the siitras, or in examining the viirtik.as of the 
precursor. A close study of this data considerably helps in 
fixing the date of Pataiijali, but also in revealing the condition 
of India of his time- social, economic, educational and also 
political to certain extent. A good. deal of information is also 
supplied by this work on Indian Geography- cities, rivers and 
villages; and also on other miscellaneous topics. Patai'ijali in 
his comments refers to important contemporary events and 
personalities. 

The Dh~akiira has also referred to the sacrifice performed 
by Pu~yamitra Sunga, his contemporary. Patai'ijali, in. his 
comments, refers to important contemporary events and 
personalities. While commenting on the Viirtika of Katyayana, 
and suggesting the use of the present tense (~ to denote 
an action or undertaking which has begun but not fmished, 
he cites an instance: "Here we dwell, we perform (as priests) 
the sacrifice instituted by Pu~yamitra (ihavasiimath -iha 
pu$yamitraril yajayiimaha) 1• This again, corroborates the 
testimony of the first reference pointing to the contemporaneity 
of the Bh~yakiira with the Sunga monarch Pu~amitra. Here 
Patai'ijali cites Pu~yamitra sacrifices (yajata) and the sacrificial 
priests cause him to sacrifice i. e., to be the sacrificer for 

·performing the ceremonies for him. According to Pfu)ini's rule, 
the order ought to be Pu~yamitra causes (the priests) to sacrifice 
and the priest (yajaka) causes him to perform it, (yajayanti). 
Thus the references to Pu ~amitra-his assembly, and sacrifices, 
a number of times, show that he may have been his 
contemporary and helps us to fix the date of Pataiijali roughly 
as early as the middle of the 2nd century B.C. This gives 
particular value to the Mahabharata as a source of information 
on the history, on the social aod cultural life and in fact, 
on every subject that concerns India of that period . 
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Whatever be the grammatical aspects in all the four instances 
quoted above, it is certain that Patafijali drew his illustrations 
from important contemporary events to make a deeper 
impression on the minds of his readers. · 

A close study of the Mahabhii$ya from the cultural stand 
point unfolds interesting details about social life of his time, 
as for example, division of society into groups, family life, 
food, agriculture, household effects, social festivals and other 
miscellaneous subjects. of interest. 

· The information furnished by the MB. about the economic 
, life of the people is exhaustive enough, and suggests a planned 
economy. As it was natural for a prosperous people to aspire 

· after a greater satisfaction of their needs, planning was essential. 
Patafijali mentions a good many economic professions. The 
land was, of course, the primary. source of livelihood. The 
social standard was fairly high as may be judged by the economic 

, .condition which covers agriculture to play the major role. 

· ' The types of vegetarian food relished by the people of 
. Patanjali's time help us to have the knowledge of the kind 
of crops cultivated then. They are Siill (paddy of ten varieties) 

· hayaml (a sort of red rice) yavtr (barley) and $a$tiklf (another 
kind of rice ripening in sixty days); some other cereals were 
yavaiii 5 (a kind of inferior barley) and tila (sesamum)6

• The 
auxilary edibles popularly known as pulses included mudga, 
rajama$a and ma~7 a kind among pulses having red marks 
with black and grey spots9

• 

The data furnished by the MB might not suggest innovations, 
but some interesting details are worth mentioning, like different 
types of land, methods of sowing, agricultural implements, 

· seeds and crops, grain storage and other miscellaneous items. 

Agricultural holdings 

The arable land was called k$etia. Patafijali explains this 
term while commenting on the satra: "~, ~ g ~ 
Cf.t4f.q""'IJqofl;;qJ<M ~ 'if lS::t!!41f*idl{" ~1" K~etra is an 
old Vedic term pointing to the existence of individual fields, 
carefully measured off, and fit for cultivation.10

• 
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Another word, me~tioned by Pataiijali is kedara11 while 
explaining the sutramtflt $etc., as~~: <<HI~cif(; ~ 
i.e., a field under water which is divided by bunds as suggested 
by Manu- ~, .. 

"(>liqc:4<t.%~R <t>lcli:SIIf.t ~: : 
;u;rr ~~~~:II X.38 , 

The sutrakara distinguishes barren land· (3i'!f{) from pasture· 
land (ft) 13 but Pataftjali has mentioned only the latter one: 
The area brought under cultivation was known as haly4 or 
sitya14

• The ordinary cultivator or agriculrurist was called 
Jangalagrrha1 5• The Bh~yakara also refers to the general desire 
for good fields ( suk$etrfya~/ 6• The Ma_hilbhil~ya also mentions 
the employment of agrirultural labour, which enabled the 
cultivator to relax himself, and do only supervision wor~ (~ 
~amft;f~~: ~ ~~~~ ~: ~ 
~11)17 

Prepartions and methods of sowing 

Before the actual sowing of the seed, the field was properly 
ploughed. This was done through oxen, also used for carts 
(rftoUst ~: ~ ~ tftt if) 18

• The plough was called ~I 
The stumps in the ground were weeded out by a hoe, known. 
as~l 19 

.: 

It was necessary to remove the weeds (<r'!') thorns and stones, 
before the actual ploughing of the land. The required number, 
of ploughs depended on the -fertility of the land and its 
dimensions, the maximum, noticed in MD is five {~:). 
After the ploughing of the land, the next stage was the sowing 
of the seeds, which naturally varied according to crops and 
seasons. PaQini in hi A~tadh)iyi has referred to different types 
of fields according to crops as for example, a barely field 
was called ~ ~ 1I<R ~ ~ lf<\', that of beans {~) ·and 
sesamum {~)10• Patai\jali ·does not distinguish them. As 
regards the required quantity of seeds for sowing, the K~ik4 
refers to ~. ~ and ~21 fields, that is, those requiring 
one prascha, drona or lhilri weight of seed; but according 
Patai\jali, there were fields requiring a hundred (khfira5atika) 
or a thousand worth of seeds kharasahasrilcal22• ! 
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.. ~sltr ~ &R~Idi%01${ ~ €1wnRt'fll ~ ufu: I €11{(1t;fQ<il 
~:I" 

Sesamum (rna) and beans (~) were mixed together in 
the process of sowing(~: m ~ CNfcr ~1)23 (~: ~ 

III'Iir ~). It was also rustomary to sow seeds on an auspicious 
day (~ ~)2\ though this fact is not mentioned in 
Mahabh~ya 

. After the· sowing of the seeds periodical supply of water . . . 
was required for the fields. This was done through canals 
(~ ~: ~1)25 as it was not unusual to expect drought 
in. that village (fc.irrn: ~ ~ ~ ~ !lllf:)26

• The crop 
was expected to be good if there was adequate rainfall27• ~~ 

c:rrr ~: ~=' · 
Ripening & Reaping 

Some crops ripened early but others took time. Beans ripened 
quickly ("~ Jmr:")28 but another type took sixty days 

(~ 3lN ~ ~)29• The standing crop also needed 
protection from animals, as well as from robbers. Danger was 
apprehended for the barley crop from deer (";r :q lfTT: ~ 
~ <rcrr ~")30 and so there was the need for an observer 
(~)31 (~ ~). A · shadow figure made of straw 
(~:)32 was placed in the field to scare crows and birds, 
causing destruction to crops; other damages were from mole 
(~), locust (~) and hawk (m)33 (~ 

crcf.tl~:l~:}11 When the crop was ready, reaping or 
rutting (a<R) with a sickle (~)34 was the next step. (~: 

~: ~: Q<!ijfib;!: ~~~~~II") The reaper 
was called (ffiCICii)35 (~ ffiCICii ~). probably agricultural 
labourer, employed on terms which are not mentioned, but, 
as at present, about 1/16 of the produce was his share. The 
over ripened grain, requiring immediate attention, is alluded 
to in the PaJ}ini.an rule m. 1.125, by the word lavya. Pataiijali 
mentions ~C:Wk1t<4 and ~CIN4tc436, probably, in a different sense. 
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Reaping and moving seem to be connected. After the cuttin~ ~ 
of the standing crop, the produce was stored on the threshing 
floor' (\<Rf)37 for being mowed~ which was followed by another 
process caJ.l~d ~- 38 A winnowing fan (~39 (&1:ttfRt<11ct1) was
used by the winnower (~) who· might have been an _ 
agricultural labourer, employed for the purp~s~ ~f separating 
the grain from the. chaff. F~i:mers kept then thre~hing floors 
close by in mutual interest. 

Storing 

The grain was seprated from the chaff, and stored in a 
granary, called <iiT! or~ 40 (~: ~: ~ ~). BothPai).ini. 
and Patafijali mention the agricultural operations with little 
difference in expression. The latter, in his comment on the, 
fdg~c:uR ~. refers to ~ ~ ~ ~<1Jtl44ci ~ 'fl'iH4ct'{"~ 1 • 

In sequence of time, during the performance of these operations, 
~ should come first, and the compound indicates ihe' 
time when barley was reaped, or was in the process of being 
reaped (~<1Jtl44ci). The second compound, mentioned as first 
suggests the storing of the barely crop, or barely str~w (~ 
on the threshing floor and lastly the separation of the corn 

' from the straw already done, or in the process of being done 
(~- 'fl'il"t4CI'l). ' 

Grain was stored in jars, and a person, so doing for a 
specific period, was called ~2 (~ 141"'4"'41~"1 ~ 1 <mm 1 
~: ~ ~ J'Tifcr1 ~ ~ ~ ij' ~: ~II . 

A good crop was an indication of the prosperous times 
ahead which could be found out from a single grain of rice 
(~ ~: m: ~ CfiUfcr)43

• Certain crops were ass~ci~ted 
with deflnite part in the lands of Usinara and Madra (J:tft"t(CI* 

~:44 and Magadha was famous for m or rice <• mE'{ 
~lr~).4S . 
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Other crops · 

Besides barley rice, pluses, and sesamum, which may be 
called~- ripening in arable land, there were other crops 
depending exclusively ·on nature without human enterprise 
aif-24"'41)46

• The latter cl~ss, probably,· included nivara wild 
rice which is not mentioned by Pataiijali, but is referred to 
by A5vagho~a (~ '1.10) as the only food for ascetics. 
Sug.arcane (~~t7 cotton ·(~)48, flax (311T) and hemp ('IW)49 

were also grown.· 

1 Thus the history and culture of this period has been considered 
, in the light of agriculture which played a major role in the 
economic life of the people. The importance of Mahabha$ya 
from this stand point cannot be minimised. Every attempt has 
been made to corroborate the evidence afforded by this magnum 
opus. It is certainly an authoritative piece or work, but to 

, add weight, other contemporary sources have also been tapped. 
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49) (V. 1. 2. p. 337. L. 4.) 
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Agricultural Practices Known 
To Varahamihira 

Da. N. GANGADHARAN 

Ancient India has been mainly an agricultural country. 
Agriculture is given importance even in modern times as is 
known ft()m the maximum allocation of funds made for it 
in our· First Five Year Plan. Unfortunately, it was relegated 
to the background in subsequent plans in order to provide 

· for the develop~ent of science and technology. The vast Sanskrit 
literature throws light on the economic conditions that prevailed 
in the past. Besides the literary works, there are a good number 
of independent treatises such as the Krsisastra ascribed to 
Para5ara, Abhil~itarthacmtama¢ of Somesvara, Visvavallabha 
of Cakrap~sra, Yrk$ayurveda of Surapala and the 
Upavanavinoda dealing with agriculture. The Brhatsarhhita of 
Vafahamihira is one such work devoting some of its chapters 
to agriculture. The aim of the present paper is to highlight 
some of the agricultural practices known to Varahamihira and 
make an attempt to compare them with modern mehtods 
wherever possible. 

Varahamihira, though well-known as an astrologer and 
astronomer, has also dealt with varied topics in his compendium 
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Brhatsarilhita. Agriculture, arborirulture and hortirulture al~o 
fmd a place in this interesting work. Besides an exclusive chapter 
on Vrk~yurveda (Treatment of· Trees, Ch.55), we have 
recommendations to kit ow the infulences caused by the positions 
of the planets. 

. We understand that two crops were usually raised within· 
a year and that there. was rotation of crops. The frrst crop· 
was known as piirvasasya and the second crop as aparasasya. 
He refers to these terms while describing the effects of /the 
Bhadrapada year of Jupiter. 

~ $ f.rs:lftr ll1fa" ~ ~I 
;r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ vm. n. 

They correspond to the present kharif and .rabi.. They are 
referred to as piirvaupta and Pascadupta in the Arthasiistra 
(II. 24). The piirvaupta included all the crops, the seeds of 
which were sown at the commencement of the rainy 
season-paddy, kodrava, sesamum, priyaiJgu, daraka ·and 
varaka. The pasclidupta comprises the crops, the seeds of which 
were sown in the autumn- kusumbha, masiira, kulattha, barely, 
pea, linseed and mustard. Besides these two, the Arthasastra 
refers to a madhyavapa comprising the green gram, black gram 
and saibya Cultivated in the middle of the rainy season. The 
text points out the favourable and unfavourable position~ of 
stars and planets and the advent of rain at a partirular period 
influencing the growth or causing the destruction of one crop 
or other viz., 

~ f.mm ~~ ~ ijqfogq4Jf.a ~I 
~ ~ Rtaa~'~l"u ~ ~sffit ;r wwf-111 
~~ ~ ~ twf2«1~,dl~ « e~aeqf 1 
~ ~ ~s:1f2~~j ~II 

Brhatsamhita XXV. 2-3 

The piirvasasya chiefly consisting of paddy is known as 
autumnal crop as it would get ripened in autumn. The aparasasya 
mainly comprising wheat and barley is termed as summer crop 
as they would be ready in summer. 
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Dealing with the growth · of crops in the chapter called 
sasyajataka (Ch. XL), Varahamihira explains the good and bad 
planetary combinations and their interences that have been 
declared by Sage Badarayana for the growth of summer and 
autumnal crops, at the time of the entry of the sun into Scorpio 
and Taurus respectively: 

· ~<ti~<!SI~:fl ~ GIIG(i4 1~·i'lffil: I 
ft • 'I ,.),. !OlUi!!I<RH'4Hi tiC:Will'll: ~ ~ .. 11 XL.l 

Varahamihira refers to sukiidhiinya(LXI.30) awned or bearded 
grains and kosadhanya (VIJI.8) or samfjiiti (VIII.lO) growing 
in pods or leguminous. They correspond to the modem botanical 
classes of mono:cotyledons and dicotyledons respectively. 

: Sukadhiinya: The following varieties of rice are referred to 
by Varahamihira: · 
1) sali, corresponding to the replanted variety now caiied 

jaqahan (V.39; VIJI.30 and XV.24) (siiradhiinya}. · 
t> kalamasiili, a variety of rice sown in May or June and 

'ripening in December or January considered as one of the 
best varieties (XV.S) (uttamadhanya}. 

3) yavaka (XXXX.3) (It is different from yava). 
4) siikaraka- Hog's rice (XXIX.2) (not mentioned in any other 
- · earlier or contemporary work). 
S) $BStika (As it takes sixty days for ripening) (XXIX.3) 
6) raktasiili -red rice. It is regarded as the best rice by Caraka 
. · and Susruta (Br. Sam XXIX. 2) · 
7) pai)quka- Yellowish rice (XXIX.2) 
8) ni$piiva (XVI.33). While Utpala takes it to mean siili, in 

another context he informs that some regarded it as 
synonymous with siili and according to others,· it denotes 
a leguminous yield. One is struck with wonder that so 
many species are mentioned. 

Rice and wheat together with barley formed the staple food 
of the people. Kodrava and kangu or priyarigu were also 
cultivated and eaten by the poor. It is the case even now . 

. Samidhanya: A Variety of pulses was also cultivated. The 
following are mentiond-mudga (XXIX.5), Mii$a (XXIX.5), 
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'masiira (XLI.2), kulattha (XXIX.5), kalaya (XU.5) and cal)aka 
(XV.l4). 

Oil Seeds: Variihamihira refers to lila, sar~apa and sidhartha 
or sitasar~apa among oil seeds. When sesamum seeds yield 
only half the quantity of oil or no oil at all, great danger 
is indicated (XLVI. 35). · 

Fibrous plants: Variihamihira mentions cotton, hemp sanl'B.nd 
linseed (atasf}. (XXIX.5; XXIX.6). 

Sugarcane: There are many references to the cultivation· of 
sugarcane. There is, in fact, a reference to sugarcane· forests: 

-

~~:mat~~ ~:I 
t~fa~~q..rlfct'l: trr~:rcm ;q~ffie'ffil5' 11 XV 6. 

There are numerous references to the abundant growth of 
crops and also adverse drought conditions or insufficient rainfall 
giving rise to famine both being indicated by the good or 
bad influences of planetary combinations ( Chs. XIX, XXIX and 
XLI). In the year, month or day presided over by the Sun, 
the earth will yield very little crop (ectf 'i(cf<8et4gar CRTf.r XIX. I). 
During the year presided ov~r by the Moon, the kings will 
rule over the earth justly and properly and enable the latter 
to yield a rich harvest of wheat, paddy, barely, kalama rice 
and sugarcane (~~ '1: XIX.6) ''· · 

During the year ruled by Mars, the crops that grow in the 
lowlying lands will wither away, and even if they grew, they 
would be snatched away by robbers ({ftfi::r ~ ~ m 
R«i=;t'i"4fct"141~4( ~ XIX.8). During the year presided over 
by Mercury, agriculture and trade would thrive (cmrr \illl('(lfctd'4T 

~ S1<ft ~ XIX.ll). During the auspicious year 'ruled by 
Jupiter, the earth will abound in excellent crops (fe.1Rt~'d'iet4<dd 
XIX.14). During the year presided over by Venus, the earth 
will be rich in rice and sugarcane (mat ~ qu wit 
El(l'iEII<IEIC~d qlf; qfi:'f'l'cilli XIX.l6). 

When Saturn rules over the year crops will perish in some 
parts for want of water, in others they grow being watered 
by artificial means (or as) the Rain-god will yield but little 
rain. 
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;omnf.r s>;ijfiwi'l 4d41 fcf.rr.rr -
~ !Jf1!1014<1f01 ~&Talf.t I 

m:41f.f ~ ~ <m-> 
~ fc;:<IICfi<\1(1f4 ~ sr¥11 XIX.21 

The following methods were adopted for predicting good 
or bad prospects of crops. Ch. XL ( 1-4) Sasyajatakarp describes 
elaborately the different positions of the Sun and other planets 
indicating good or bad prospects of a crop. Prosperity of crops 
could also be known from the profusion of flowers and fruits 
on certain trees (Ch. XXIX.1-14) kusumalatadhyaya, 
Varahamihira suggests the following method to ascertain the 
future prospects of crops. Equal weights of several seeds are 
taken on the full-moon day in the months of A~aqha and 
kept for a night sanctified with the Mahavrata hymn. Those 

' seeds whose weight increases the next day will flourish during 
the year, whereas those that go down in weight will not: 

· ~ t~IOigR'!aiN<~IHiai"'ll{-

· ~o:4~4~NCfidi~RI ~~ 

·~"''~~ 
JRUS~ ~ ~IIXXVI.l (~i"'i<i!l4~•1i't:414') 

Gardening: 

Closely. connected with agriclture is plant culture dealt with 
elaborately by Varahamihira in Ch.55. Gardening is ~losely 
connected with town-planning, house building and construction 
of tanks. As pointed out by Varahamihira, gardens should be 
laid on the banks of tanks since tanks do not look charming 
without shade on their sides. 

511o:(1'<%§141fclf.:tam• "'' • ~= 1 

~ "1~511ofl&::ll<ll'll'{ fclf.:t~~~~<:( II LV .1 

He has specified the names of the trees to be grown on 
the banks of the tank. 

~~= t~f.:tt!~"~~aeofl~: 1 

·Cfi{il~am~qti~~!)"''CJ'aRfrol II LV.l19 
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Even in modern times the importance· of laying down gardens 
on the banks of reservoirs has been realised. Maintenance 
of public parks constitu.ted one .of the charitable acts called 
purta in those days. Cities had abundant gardens and parks 
(LVI.8). Gardens were both artificial (Jqta) and natural {alqta) 
(LVI.3). Varahamihira mentions the auspicious trees to be 
planted in gardens as well as near the houses: 

a~fh!i~flCfi!J;ji'lfMqi: ~:I 

~: ~~~CITIILV.3. 

Temples had orchards in their 'p~oximity. 

Preparation of the soil and manuring: 

A soft soil is helpful for all varieties of trees. Sesamum 
is sown first of all and crushed when it bloonis in order to 
mix with the soil. 

~ '{: ~~ fucrr ~ fctw-{ ~I . 
::&l&iait:ai~ ~ ~ '!ff: II L VI.2 

This is the first act in the preparation of the soil. This form 
of· green manuring is still prevalent in some parts of India. 
From the references in this chapter we find tha~. the following 
are used as manure: cow dung; dung of buffaloes, goats and 
sheep, clarified butter, usfra, sesamum, honey, vicjanga, horse 
gram, black gram, green gram, barley, roots of certain plants, 
ashes, oil of sle$mataka, stale meat, beef and marrow of hog. 

The Agnipurfu)a recommends fish-washing for mangoes. It 
is reported to be still practised by mango-growers in certain 
parts of Benga1.1 

Methods of propagation : 

(1) Sowing of seeds, (2) Grafting, and (3) Transplantation .. · 

1) Sowing of seeds: The general process of sowing seeds 
is as follows: Seeds are soaked in milk for ten days, taking 
them out daily with the hand smeared with ghee. Then they 
are rolled many times in criw-dung and fumigated with the 
flesh of deer and hog. Then they are planted in a soil that 
has already been lreated (with the sesamum crushing) together 
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with flesh and hog's marrow. When sprinkled with milk and 
water, they will grow and bloom. 

cmmf1ir ~ ~ ifl'"ll41>i4$18t{iqll11dl{l 

~ crsm ~ St>ls141'fNai~U ~II 
14itt{(cMctttltt14f.4d ~ "' qfwlf4a•cto:ft 1 
~Ui$1'ilcllct~~d ~ 3'\l14!l'fflqct ~IILV.l9-20 

The expression kusumayuktameva should be noted. 

Another method would be to soak. any seed hundred times 
in a paste of ankola fruit or in its oil, or in a paste or oil 
of sle$miitaka fruit and sow in a soil mixed with hail. The 
seeds would sprout instantaneously and bear fruits. 

ltld:tTtsitaetift<tlclif.~ ~~ 
· ~ err aiFi ~clUlldif.'hcl"t err 11 

ct'l'fur <flt<ilR>:~Jtf~ ~ 1 

~ m£rr ~ fcfil4'%,dl{ll uv. 27-28. 

Special methods were adopted for making certain seeds with 
very hard shells such as the tamarind to sprout. 

Tamarind: Even a tamarind seed will sprout when sprinkled 
with a mixture of the flour of rice, black gram and sesamum 
and wheat particles together with stale meat, and fumigated 
with turmeric powder repeatedly: 

Rtf.atlf!l!Q CflUfu ~ sfi~l41"1ktcl"ffe<ftll'r: 1 

'@114iett~~la' ~ 'lf«rr :q tl"ffif ~IIUV.21. 

Wood-apple: Varahamihira describes in detail the method 
recommended for making the wood-apple sprout: The roots 
of asphota, dhatrf(myrabolan), dhava, vasika, vetasa, siiryavalli 
(together with the branches and leaves of the ·last two), syama 
(creeper) and atimukm are taken, boiled in milk and cooled. 
Then the seeds of wood-apple are soaked in this liquid for 
a period needed for hundred beats of the hand. Then the 
seeds are taken out and dried in the Sun daily for thirty days. 
Then they are sown as follows: 

A pit one rubit in diameter and twice as deep is dug. It 
is filled with milk and water. The pit is burnt after it has 
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become dry. The pit is then smeared with a mixture of honey, . 
clarified butter and ashes. Then it is filled with mud to a ' 
height of 3" and then with the flour of black gram, sesamum 
and barley. Then mud is put over this to the same height. 
Again jt is filled with the flour. of black gram etc. An infusion 
of fish and water is poured on it. ·Then the entire thing is · 
stirred well until it becomes a thick mass. Now the seed is 
sown at a depth of 4". Fish water and flesh water is sprinkled 
over that. Soon a tendril with excellent sprouts would cover 
the bower. 

~ 'l..cliP41txilatmft tjqqlm<til"lil{l 

~ ~d~~q~ ~41¥llfd5~: tt~dli!'i..cl\ II . 

~ ~ ~ ~ ciTarmf .~ <tif?t~afi'itl{l 
AA' AA' lli'tfqd'lcfNI~ftl ~ oal.S~II 
~ df'!!filldl{ I'J'Ifit ~ 5i1Cfd"'~'M~ffl{l 
~~~(!({~II 
"t'if<t~'lft~Rt~4~w g~4~fil<h41~<tt: 1 . 

'lt't41fli"'1&4W~d "f ~"41Qiq<( ~ ~ (!({II 
3'!t "f ~ ilg<'il·cli€1) ~ ~ fuml{l 

~ ~ ~ I'Grt4liqoft ¥lO:iN¥l11~ItRt IILV.22-26 

Sle~mataka: After removing the shell of the sle~ataka. seeds, 
they are soaked in water mixed with the paste of mik.ola. 
(alangium) fruits and dried in the shade seven times. They 
are then rubbed with buffalo's dung and laid in their dry dung. 
They are then sown in a soil soaked with hail-water. They 
will bear fruit in a day: 

ll~Ulld<tit4 iftm f.l~dl'tlf4 ~ 3m!': I 
3iltclfci>ii!cll~€§1414i tiR'tl~ql{ II 

'll~"'•n'l4'11!'"4w ~ .:r dTf.r r.rr~, 
<ti«tii'ilcl~~M o::i'dl"401 <bcl<ti<lfillll LV .21-30. 

2. Grafting: 

This method of propagation seems to have been well-known. 
There was a controversy about the antiquity of this art in 
India. 3 V arahamihira has recorded two methods of grafting: 
(l) inserting the cutting of a plant into the root of another 
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cut off from its trunk, or (2) inserting the cutting of a tree 
into the stem of another. The junction of the two in both 
the cases are C<?vered with a coating of mud and · cowdung. 
Grafting may be done in respect of trees and plants like jack, 
asoka, plantain, jambii (rose apple), lemon, pomegranate, grape 
vine,. palivata, bijapiira and atimuktaka (jasmine). 

q"let~nCfl ~ :st""l.<i'l::t''<~<{t~'lt: 1 . 

· ~t%:1'l<iat~. otl:stttRttJ<fOCflt: 11 

~ ~: CfljO:g(tcqj ~ ~:I 

'l_~i)~lr<IT ~ ~: 1qt <rci': IILV.4-5. 

This method of propagaiion is done in the sisira 
(February-March) for those plants which have· not yet got 
branches; in the hemarita (DecemtJer-January) for those that .
have grown branches; and in the rainy season 
(August-September) for those that hav·e large branches. The 
particular direction of the past of the tree that is cut off should 
be maintained in grafting also : 

3'tt:sttd~ll&t'{ mftit :sttd~ii&t'{ ~I 

~ "<~' ~ ~ ~ ~IILV.6. 
' ' ' 

The transplanted/grafted trees should be watered both in 
the morning evening everyday in summer; on alternate days 
in the cold season; and whenever the soil becomes dry in 
the rainy season. 

e1'li" !l!OW ~ ~ fcr-tRit I 
~ :q '!:f': ~ ~ UNar ~:IILV~l. 

3) Transplantation ( sarikramaJ)aviropaJ)a): 

The plant meant for transplantation at a distant place are 
smeared from root up to the stem with a mixture of ghee, 
uSira (andropogon), sesamum, honey, vicjariga, milk and 
cow dung. 

'ifdl~ft<Rta~~= 1 · 

3'tl'l_<i'IWi~tlfa9t"li e~'Sflt'lotfcl{lqotl{ II LV. 7. 
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Distance between trees: 

It is very good if trees are planted 20 cubits apart; moderate, 
if 16 cubits apart and inferior if 12 cubits apart. The trees . 
growing quite dose to one another and touching one another 
with their roots interlocked do not yield fruits in full measure : 

~ fci~1fdlf«t1 ~ qlQII"'d(l{l 

~ ~ q;pf ~ 1~11!EIJ{ULV.l2; 

~'RII~I"IIIdl«t«4: ~: ~ffi~Rl{l 

f'[*ij' ~ ~ ttl04'4i00f.a !ftftm': II LV .13. 

Diseases: 

Trees catch disease from cold weather, strong winds and.: 
hot sun. Consequently their leaves become pale-white, sprouJs 
scanty and sickly, and branches dry. Their milk oozes out: 

~HdCIIdiM Urrr ~ qJII§q:idll 

· ~ ~ >lll<!m?l~ ~:IILV.l4. 

In such cases the trees should be cleared of ·ulcers and 
the like with a knife. Then a paste made of viganga~ ghee ~ 
and silt must be applied to the~e parts. They should be s:prin~e<l · 
with water and milk. · 

~fct>Fi€dl1~dtd ~ ~ l 

~tit>fdq~"'*'lifflli ~ ~11LV.15. 

When the fruits are destroyed (prematurely), the tree should 
be watered with milk that has been cooled after being boiled 
with horse-gram, black gram, green gram, sesamum and barley. 
Being treated thus, it will have abundant flowers and fruits. · · · 

~ ~ "'l~~ft(!~~: I 
Cf\d~fiM<I: ~: 41cl!fKitt'i~ ULV.16. 

. . . . 

The following method is recommended for increasing the 
yield of flowers and fruits of trees, creepers and shrubs~ They 
should be sprinkled with a mixture of an aghakaofthe powdered 
dung of goats and sheep, one il{,fhaka of sesamum powder 
a prastha of wheat particles, a tula of beef and a dror;Ja of 

·water kept forseven nights: 
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~Rictii"'~l'!'"'fff!ll4~ ~ fdcli4Cfi'{ I 

~ ~ 1~¥iitlgcl41 ~II 
eR<Ili~&~: ~: q;nff ~: I 

<4~!lt'"¥icldHi '<f <t>cl!flll4 ~IILV.17-18. 

Auspcious trees such as ati~!A. a5oka, punnaga and s.irf.sa 
and priyaligu creeper should first be planted in gardens as 
well as near houses._ 

~fb!i~~Cfi ~1•1fMl<li: e1Wmr: 1 

~:_ ~ ~ ~ qrnLV.3. 

I hope some of these methods described in the above 
paragraphs will have to be experimented and the results 
investigated in our laboratories. 

The foregoing account makes it clear that people lived in 
tune with Nature in olden days. It is also made clear that 
in town-planning greater attention was given to the proper 
maintenance of the environment conducive for the growth and 
well-being of man pursuing the four-fold purposes of life. In 
contrast, with the increased use of the chemical fertilizers now, 
natural manure was used in ancient times. Being keen observers 
of Nature, our ancients had learnt to live in tune with Nature 
and-had moulded their life-style accordingly. The environment, 
land, rivers, mountains, and the atmosphere were kept free 
from pollution as against all sorts of pollution found in the 
present day. 

It is high time that we dispensed with the increased use 
of chemical fertilizers-harmful for the well-being of mankind 
and explore ways and means of living in tune with Nature. 

' ' . 
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Introductory: 

Agricultural Myths 
And Fertility Rituals 
In Kalidasa's Works 

M. K. SamHAR 

The pre-historic men had many superstitions, myths, rults, 
rituals, taboos etc., in connection with agriculture. A great 
deal of work is done by many scholars on the subjects like 
agricultural myths, fertility myths, fertility rituals, agrirulture 
goddesses and so on. In this paper I intend to study the 
'agricultural myths' and fertility rituals and myths' as appearing 
in the works of Kalidasa and also on the basis of Vedic and 
epic texts. By the word 'myth' I understand that a sacred 
act associated with any ritualstic practice and by. the word 
'ritual' I mean performing some refer and divine service. Hence 
a ritual is a worship that is organised. In the words of Lewis 
Spence 'Rituals speak of details and circumstances of an 
a<!oration, when the original reason for a certain ritual becomes 
forgotten and lost, a myth might arise to account for it; such· 
a myth would of course be secondary in its nature and is 
more of the· nature of a folklore than a myth. Ritual thus · 
arises from an original myth and gives birth to secondary myth 

' . 
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or folklore. " 1 There are certain mythological references to 
these myths and some times they have spiritual significance. 

The primitive society always laid stres on women as they 
had an essential and an important function of rearing up the 
young and also transferring the legacy of a tradition to the 

. offsprings. Hence females were represented as generative 
symbols, as means and. source for transferring the wltural 
traits, habits and traditions inherited through the ages. 

The leading anthropologists classify the surviving tribes into 
three categories: Those tribes managing their livelihood by 
way of hunting or gathering food; the second type is pastoral, 
and the third type the agricultural 

A pastoral leader should look after his tribe, should fight 
~ against the natural calamities and so his rituals consisted basically 

of sky and stars. He considered the Sky-God as the siapreme 
and assigned secondary positions to other deities, ··en the 
contrary the agriwltural tribes conceived the cult of the 
mother-earth and her as a female deity .. 2• As Thompson puts 
it, .. Accordingly agriwltural society rituals based upon fertility 
magic must have played . a very significant part and it is 
characterized by the extensive development of magic, .. 3• 

Women and the fertility of the soil are inter-connected. •-ne 
fertility of. the soil retained its immemorial association with 
women, who had been the tillers of the earth and were regarded 

·as the depositories of agricultural magic .. 4• 

Hence some of the beliefs are universal among the agriwltural 
tribes, viz., women are capable of conferring fertility upon 
the barren land, •are capable of causing fruits to multiply in 
and out of seasons', ··a barren woman is injurious to the land', 

· •a barren woman always makes the land barren', and so ons. 

These beliefs resulted in the origin of mother goddesses, 
fertility goddesses, protective goddesses etc. 

(a) Mother Goddess Cult And Fertility Rituals: 

Fertility rituals are always connected with females. These 
.rituals are present since time immemorial in all the civilizations 
of the world either directly or indirectly. As Briffault puts 
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at, "The identification of earth with woman pervades the thought 
of all stages of culture and pages could be filled with illustrations 
of the universal equation'. The mother and the soil are alike. 
In ancient India, at the wedding ceremony, the woman js called 
seed field, and the priests exhorted the bridegroom saying 
"Sow her with thy seed". In the Vedic hymns, the earth is 
the mother of mases, and he is the son of earth'6• 

This concept of fertility rituals and agricultural myths is present 
in India since the ~gvedic times. Vajasaneyf Sarbhita informs 
us that a queen had a sexual union with a priest at the conclusion 
of the Asvamedha sacrifice'. This was predominantly an 
agricultural ritual. 

Heaven and earth are described as universal parents in ~gveda. 
Dyausrepresented the male principle of the universe and prthivi 
was the female principle. 

Aitereya BrahmaJ)a speaks of the marriage of earth and heaven 
(IV. 27). . . 

'' 'Sita, the heroine of the RamayaJ)a can·· be considered as 
an agricultural goddess in the broad context. The word. 'Sita' 
etymologically means furrowing, an act of agriculture. A clear 
reference to Mother Earth is found in the Mahabharata, wherein 
Bhadevi is termed as the second wife of Vi~~u (ill-141). 
According to an ancient myth, she was overburdened 'with 
heavy population of the world, so she sank down a hundred 
yojanas. Ultimately she sought the protection of Lord Vi~~u, 
who in tum assumed the form of a wild boar and lifted her 
and restored her to the original position. 

A cursory glance Qf the woks of Kalidasa reveal~ to us 
the attitude of the poet regarding these concepts. There are 
stray references to these myths and rituals in a discret way. 
We. will make a detailed study of his works in thesucceeding 
pages. 

(b) Agricultureal Myths & Fertility Rituals In Great.Poems: 

1. Raghuvam5ariJ 

RaghuvamsariJ, a Mahakavya in 19 cantos basically deals 
with origin, evolution and decay of the solar race .. Yet the 
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work has copious references to some fertility rituals and myths 
as follows. 

. Dilipa, while addressing the royal sage and priest Vasisl}la, 
' speaks thus. 

~ N_"f!!iil"'t4 ~ i@<liR"'II 

. ~: Cfi?f ~: ~ Jr ~:II I. 62 

"'Oh! Sacrificer, the oblation duly offered by you 
to the holy fires turns itself into rain for nourishing 
the crops, or else would be drought". 

<m tr.f fcfemrqf Cfi?f ~ ~I 
fmi; m1llti ~ Clr't4Jil'-lii"!I9Cfll{ II I. 70 

"'How is it Oh mighty sage! that you are not grieved 
to see me destitute of the same, like a sappling 
of the hermitage, watered personally bearing no 
fruit!" 

Dilipa, bereft of issues, compares his state to a barren sappling 
and eulogises the powers of the sacrifices which are capable 

· of bringing prosperity and progeny through rains and boons. 
There is an indirect reference to an agrirultural myth associated 

· with holy sacrifices. 

·• 

The lush green crops above to burst forth with seeds is 
a fascinating and an enchanting scene to look at. Generally 
some rituals are performed at the time of the bursting of 
the crops. This natural phenomenon is compared with 
Dasaratha's queens attaining advanced state of pregnancy in 
a verse thus: 

, 
QJiiiiQ~Q:::it<ll {~JQJu~fSitl: I 

atO?I•folfidR"IT: Qt41"1Jiltc:niq~: 11 X. 59 

"'The queens who conceived all at the same time 
and whose appearances became pale, shone like the 
thriving of crop with the appearance of the fruits 
hidden within". 

Month of Sravai].a, the beginning of the autumnal season 
. captivates the attention ofKalidasa time and agaill. The torrential 
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rains have inundated the land and there is irrigation all around. 
Corns make their first appearance and people rejoice and begin 
worshipping the mother earth, as Kalidasa remarks: ·. ' .,... . . 

. ) 

i11mzi'1•11~ct ~: met UqfiJ 4>dicAAI:t I XVll. 2 

' "The human world is satisfied with the com on· 
the eve of its perfect development, ~nseque~t~ '"-on 
timely showers." 

· Atithi, so~ of KuSa. was dear to his people just as the month 
of SravaJ).a. m ;N\qrQfltct ~ XVlll.6 - . . -

2. Kumarasambhavarh 

The work deals with the love and marriage of the cosmic 
couple. Siva and Parvati and the consequent birth of Kumara. 
IQlidasa gets ample scope to represent the fertility oonc~pt 
through the above main story. Here fertility ritual is inter-mix~ 

. with agrirultureal myths. In fact the 2nd verse of the I canto 
suggests the rerurrent theme of fertility, thus 

~ ~: ~ Cffit ~-~ ~ ~. 

~ tMJf.J ~S ~~II I._ 2. 

"Making whom the calf, _all the mountains,with · 
Meru, expert in milking,· standing as the milkman;. 
milled (for him) lustrous jewels and efficacious 
medicinal plants. from the earth pointed out by P{'tu. 

.-

The heroine of the epic poem is Parvati. She appeared as 
a missile of Kama (~3m~{ 1.31) and possessed elevated 
breasts (1.40), a symbol of fertility. She alone is capable of 
bearing the seed of Siva among women. 

N~~~~ 
m err ~ en ~11J:ft Jll{ tl n.60 

(Only) The two are able to bear the semen, deposited 
by us two- She (Uma) (that of Siva) and his watery 
form, that of mine. 

~ a4:l4f-t~Cfl 'lf%r: h (1?ii"4rt'i4~qf<l!'lll . 
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, As a pre-requisit~ to this fertility ritual, we fmd Parvati paying 
respect to Lord Siva, who is practising penance on the table 
land of the Himalaya. (Ks m. 16). She continues penance 
to attain her desire till its fruition. <t>JI~i:iji4 (llf:~l V.6 

Just as the Earth is distressed by draught, Parvati is distressed 
being unable to unite with Lord Siva. Indra, the rain god, 
should send showers, irrigate the land for prosperity.~~ 
d*'!l&i9dll{ V.61. Siva should unite with Parvati for bestowing 
a child on her. Siva is inclined toward the marriage for begetting 
a son, . just as a sacrificer secures arai)i for generating the 
holy fire. VI. 28, & Vll. 4 7 Angiras is hoping for an auspicious 
'yoking'. ~ WJ4T 4'1di¥itHt II VI 79. 

Parvati at the time of her marriage held an arrow in her 
'band, which is a symbol of love. (m 34i'dGiiOi'{ vm. 78). She 
was waiting for the arrival of the bull-emblemed god. Vll.29 
('f'l'i'l'i"fllld'ICJ:). At the time of the marriage, the couple shone 

: like the brilliance of the Sravai)a month. She is eager to have 
a union with Siva; just as the earth being extremely parched · 
by the sultry summer season is eagerly waiting for the first 
showers sent by lildra. . 

f.l~jq<flit'flclCiiOidNh ~: Jll"llti' ~II Vll.84. 

The X canto of Kumarasambhavam explains an aspect of 
fertility explicitly. The seed deposited by Siva was received 
by the river Ganga (a River goddess), but was troubled by 
intense· fever owing to the world consuming and unbearable, 
powerful semen; she transferred the same to the bodies of 
the six Krittikas, who had come for bathing in the river Ganges. 
They gave birth to Kumara and nurtured him. 

The transfer of siva's dangerous energy form Ganges to 
Krittikas speaks of a fertility ritual and the concept of niyoga, · 
very common in the Mahabharata times. 

Siva is referred to by epithets such as Vr~abadhvaja, Va~. 
Vnapati, Vnadhwaja, Pa5upati, ~anu retas etc., symbolising 
bull and and character of the bull. It is many a time regarded 
as a symbol of fertility. Siva represents the powerful masculine 
force and also a fertilizing force. uThe bull is a fertilizing 
generative power of nature which is manifest also in the sky 
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as storm"8• The vehicle of siva, i.e., the white bull, white 
as the Mount Kailasa, "represents the fullness of life, and 
the bright alternating rhythm of life with its many transformations 
that are symbolically "related to the phases of the Moon"9

• 

Indra is impelling the Cupid to tempt Siva for a union with 
Parvati. 

The word ni$ekaused by Kalidasa signifies a nuptial ceremony. 
It is generally done on the same day of the marriage or during 
Srava.I).a month. It is one of the 16 · saiilskaras and includes 
Garbhadana or impregnating the bride, through an official 
ceremony or rite. Thus Kalidasa is informing us about .an 
important fertility ritual through these verses. 

C. Fertility Rituals & Agricultural Myths in Love Lyric5: 

1) ~tusamhara 

~tusaiilhara depicts six seasons in 144 stanzas. The major 
theme consists of miniature painting depicting amatory situations 
or sentiments. We get references to agriculture myths iii stanzas 
1-3, 7, 10-12, 15-17, 19 & 27 of then canto. The' poet 
describes the clouds as appearing like the breasts of a woman, 
with child. ~ tl•llfllli~lt<Hlll'~: 1 ll.2 ' 

The poet compares the earth to a beautifuf lady who is 
not white: fcNrfcr ~I 

The antumnal season , sends the poet to raptures. ~ok 
at this verse: 

~ fM~i«!lfuRioti ~ 

~la1f.l mtat ~: tl\iftru 

~:~:. 

:u~~'floi~4Ciotlf.l ;;r ~= u m.2 

"The earth is whitened by the kaSa. flowers, the · 
nights by the moon, the waters of the rivers by 
swans, the lakes by lotuses, the forest regions by 
the sapta pail) a trees bent with the burden of flowers. 
and the ground by the gardens." 
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Further, 

~ 
~I 
~: @IUlf~: SIRi•UfqdiR 

~'ll"d<lfOI ~ "fJTT ~II ill.16 

"M(m are delighed by the numerous fields, wherein 
· the ground covered by lines of rich rice crops which 
·are charming with many herds of cows lying 
undisturbed and which are resonant with swans and 

. flocks of cranes". · 

The great poet describes the beginning of the fertility ritual 
and the conjugal bliss of the females. Just as the rich, rice 
crops in the numerous fields excite the minds of the farmers, 
in the same way the women glorious in all their limbs, highten 
the passion of men. ~ IV.8 

,- Everywhere the village fields are full of rich and ripe rice 
1 ~ GisliJfclo41fcl!li'l«l'li and the farmers are rejoicing owing 

to the fertile lands. The earth being fertile denotes that love 
is exuberant everywhere Sli6i*l'll'l'{ V.l · 

The poet compares the earth to a newly wedded bride with 
red garments. ~ "'CICI~ \llfcr ~:I VI.19 The earth itself 
appears like a young bride wooing her beloved, may be a 
king or a farmer of connoisser of art or a Nature lover. It 
is interesting to know that goddess ~ is also an agricultural 
goddess. She has an appel~pon mw i.e., relating to autumn. 
She is white and bright as the autumnal season. mw vrata 
is observed in the ~ season for prosperity in education 
(This is the view of the author). 

2. Meghadiitam: 

· In the love lyric, the hero Yak~ one day sees a cloud 
clinging to a hill on the first day of A~c.lha month and remembers 
his parted and pining wife. He praises the cloud in many ways 
and requests to be a messenger to convey a message for his 
wife. The cloud is capable of making the earth fertile i6cf ~ 
~ ~ ~ 1.11 and the rays of the Sun can 
impregnate a cloud, 'l'f ~tlc4i6¥t<l:q4: RV Xll.4 
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The earth surrounded by hills appears like the breast of 

mother earth, dark in the middle and white in the rest of 
its expanse-~ ~= «13' ~ ~: m fcn:oR ~: 1.6 

Sravar:ta month excites the passion and activates the energies_ ' 
of the lovers, farmers, poets and the common man. The farmers 
begin to cultivate the land vigorously and nurture the s~edlings 
and the crops pregnant with seeds. 

d) The concept in dramas- (1) Malavkikagnimitram. ' 

. Kalidasa introduces a powerful agricultural -myth and a 
corresponding fertility myth through his work 
Malavikiignimitra.ril. Dharini, the chief queen, is very much 
worrried as the aS<>ka tree has not yet bloomed with flowers 
although spring season has set in. ~ ~ ~ aq;ftqp~i'JCflt4 
~-She instructs Mli.lavika, the heroine to perform c?l6({fsti41. 

Dohada primarly means "ardent longing". It is derived from 
the root doha. It gives various shades of meanings such as · 
longing of a pregnant woman, pregnancy, the desire of plants 
at the budding time, vehement desire, foetus, 10. Yajfiavalkya 
says in his sa.rilhitii 

c?IMt4151({14'1 IT'if ~"'li<il~411;(1 
~ JR1Ii' cnflr ~ CflT<f fWi m-: n m 79 

"The foetus may become defective if Dohada is 
not performed. It may become deformed or even 
die. Hence this ritual is dear to women." 

Dohada poetically is supposed to exist in plants desiring 
to be gently kicked by fair ladies, in order to put forth flowers 
or fruits; then secondarily it is applied tc. anything which 
produces such desire. 

Mj{'"licldictl'1i ~ ~:f.dl{ I 

~~~~~~~~ 

A commentary on Nai$adhiyacharita.ril I. 82 says ~ 
IRI'N: ~:lr.r 'iCiftf ~- There is a reference to that kriya 
in Raghu va.riJSa VIII.62 Nai$lldha ill. 21, Meghaduta.Iil.18. 
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A§oka tree would recieve the treatment. The vernal beauty 
with gleaming red asoka is said to excel the paint applied 
to Malavika. She is embellished with ornaments and lac dye 
to perform the dohada act. 41CI<J.tiiclth ~~ill Act. 

The red paint laid upon her feet excites the passion of the 
Kirig m.ll. Malavika gently kicks the a§oka tree. The tree 
gets horripilated and bursts forth with flowers. She is rewarded 
by way of winning the heart of the King through this act. 

Red colour is the renewal of life. It is a fertility symbol, . 
and represents the menstrual discharge and "sometimes is 
appropriate to the female figurines supposed to represent mother 
goddess and mother earth.' 2 To quote G. Thompson "It is 
a worldwide custom for menstruating or pregnant women to 
daub their bodies with red ochre, which serves at once to 
warn the men to keep away and to enhance their fertility. 
In many marriage ceremonies in India, the brides forehead 

1 
is painted red, a sign that she is forbidden to all other men, 

· save her husband and a guarantee that she will \)ear him 
children " 13• . 

. "The grandeur of red is found in the festival of Holi which 
is a ritual of fertility connected with the theme of death and 
resurrection,' ' 14 

· Generally, the desires of a pregnant women are fulfilled 
by their husbands. It is opined by modern psychologists that 
tlie mode of thinking good or bad by pregnant women has 
a direct influence on the growing foetus; we hear a number 
of ancient Indian stories in· which persons, kings and others 
were engaged · in extraordinary feats to fulfil the desires of 
their pregnant wives. The Martgala Gouri Vrata observed by 
married women at the onset of Sravlll).a month is primarily 
a fertility ritual. They use betel leaves, nut, red cloth each, 
16 in number which represents the age of young girls who 
are in the prime of youth. At the end of the vrata, the jar 

· contaning sweets is given as dana (gift) to their mothers. Here 
the jar is a symbol of uterus. 

Even the seemartta ceremony performed represens a fertility 
ritual. The pregnant woman is adorned in a green sari, which 
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is symbolic of prosperity and fertility. 0J!lkara is played upon' 
the lute and the performers hope that the kid in the,mother's 
womb hears the same and the psychic breath is infused into 
the kid through these ritual acts. · 

Thus asoka dohada kriya in Miilavikagnimitrarb represe~t~ 
mixture of fertility ritual, an agricultural myth and a funeral 
rite existing in Kalidasas times. ' ' · 

.2) Vikramorva5iyarh: · 

The entire drama symbolically, ·represents an ancient fertility. 
rite and a myth. The episode of Pururava and Uravasi i~ found . 
in the ~gveda for the first time X.95 .. Keith is of the opinion 
that 'the ~gvedic hymn is of considerable interest and antiquity . 

. The hymn clearly refers to one of those alliances of nymphs 
and men, which are common in all literatures as in the stories 
Thetis and the German swan maidens, who often for as long 
as 7 years are allowed to stay with mortal men, the taboo · 
of seeing the hero in naked is of interest and primitive ·in 
nature.15 ' 

Sathapatha BriihmaJ)a 11.5.1 gives an' interesting account of 
the above episode, wherein the two conditions of_ Urvasi in 
order to stay with Pururavas is highlighted. The same narration 
can be found with little variation in SiiyaJ)a. Bhii$ya on ~gveda · · 
Sakta. As many as 8 different sources of the same episode 
have been enlisted by western scholars. 

From the stand point of .fertility rituals, . the Sathapatha . 
BfahamaJ)a account is quite interesting. "He then made himself, 
an upper aral)i of a5wattha wood and a lower araJ)i of the 
same', and the fire which resulted therefrom was very full 
by offering which he became one of the Gandharvas. Let him, 
therefore, make himself an upper and a lower araJ)i of asvattha · 
wood, and the fire which results therefrom will be that very 
fire; by offering it he becomes one of the Gandharvas." · 

Here 'Pururavas and Urvasi are compared to the sacrificial 
woods ara.p.t the fire is generated by a friction of these two 
~ieces of wood, Th~ir son is Ayu. Agni has an epithet of 

• Ayu also. 1 ~ Puru was a mortal. He became popular in the 
three worlds owing to his daring exploits. The gods encouraged 
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him and used him against the battle with the demons. He 
ought to have been given an immortal status. But it could 
not, probably it would not be possible without his death and 
resurerrection. Hence, they ushered in the taboo of nakedness 
through the episode of Urvasi. He was given the status of 
a Gandharva at the end of the sacrifice. 

3) AbhijiJanaSakuiJtalam: 

Only scant information is available with reference to the 
above in this drama. Kat)va, the sage considers the marriage 
of Du~anta and Sakuiltala as a holy sacrifice (Echo of 
Vikramorvasiyam. The venerable sage is glad that the "offering 
of the oblations has fallen right into the fire". Even, the heavenly 
voice substantiates the above statement in a verse thus. 

S,6ll:fi•ul%ci ~ ~ ~ ~: 1 
~ <r.m 9Rf.t aiDPNf ~II N. 4 

"Oh sage! know that your daughter bears within 
her for the prosperity of the world, the glorious 
seed implanted by Du~ailta as the Sami tree holds 
fire in its interiors". 

Sakuiltala is compared to the mother earth which is fertile. 
Sariigarava commands the King to accept her "'Who is now 
with a child for joint performances of religious duties". 

~ llffi'ltildi ~6t14'<1(0iillld I V act. 

The King compares Sakuntala to a fertile land where the seed 
bas been sown in proper time for e.g., 

. I.. 

e{tfltas<4.kllR ~ ~ ll<rr "IT1f ::r:Si=a"'gfct""a'"'ll 

Cfl@lt4'llun ~ ~ ~ Cfi1'a ~<lta<ll"'ill VI. 24 

"That lawful wife of mine, the mainstay of my 
line, was rejected by me e~en after my own self 
had been implanted in her, as one would reject 
the land in which the seed had been sown in proper 
time and which was to yield a mighty harvest''. 

Mlirica compare$ the triad to faith, fortune and formality 
which are the 3 pillars of a sacrirfice (Vll.29). Kat)va had 
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termed their marriage as a holy sacrifice and the same point 
is emphasised by Marica . in the Vll Act.· The king is united 
with his wife and son,, .a sign of prosperity. Marica confers 
upon a boon on Du~yailta thus. 

(ICf ~ ~: ~:~I 
~ ~ tcffifur: 5fiumq II Vll.34. 

The belief and the myth that the King is dependent on Lord 
IIidra for rains and IIidra is dependent on the king for sacrifice$ 
is evident here · 

CONCLUSION 

From the information collected above we come to know 
that agricultural myths, fertility myths and fertility rituals were 
there during Kalidasa's time. Kalidasa equated the barrenness 
of women to the barrenness of the land and compared 'the 
pregnant women with offsprings to a land prosperous with 
crops. Kalidasa was of the opinion that marriage was sacred 
and compared it to a ritual of sacrifice. He held the view 
that a healthy marriage should end in progeny, just as the 
fertile land shining with crops. 

Kalidasa eulogised the SravaJ}.a month as it was capable of 
bringing joy and prosperity to the farmers in particular and 
the people at large. He even approved the concept of niyoga 
as taken from the example of the birth of Kumara, which 
is an important aspect of fertility rite. He recognised the 
importance of fertility rituals and agricultural myths in the life 
of man and hence gave a thrust and importance to them through 
such depiction of aS<>ka dohada, ni$eka and other fertility rites. 
Kalidasa appreciated the fertile land and the exuberance of 
love and dalliance indulged in by newly weds in the fertile 
month such a~ SrlivaJ}.a. He worshipped the woman and earth 
as prakriti or Sakti and gave her a spiritual status and a meaAing. 
Puru$a in association with Prakriti only is capable of creation 
for the overall progress of society. Thus I would like to conclude 
with a reference from Marshall who rightly observed that:
'In tfie later Sakta phase of the primitive mother goddess cult, 
the devi is transformed into the, eternally existing all powerful 
female principle, the prakritior Saktiand having been associated 
with the male principle, the Puru$8, she becomes Jagadarilba 
or Jaganmata-The Mother of the Universe, the Creator of 
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the gods. In her highest form She is Mahadevi, the consort 
of Siva, but in spite of her being consort of the latter, she 
is the Creator.' 17 
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Magic in. Agric~lt~re · 
. ' .. 

DR. (Smt.) KALA ACHARvA 

Magic plays an important role in the life of human-being. 
The sacraments and sacrifices, ceremonies and festivals are 
linked with. magic in some form or the other. Even fields 
like agriadture and warfare have not remained unaffected ·by 
magic. 

Indian farming depends on rains. No wonder, many a rite 
is practised to get either good rains or good crops. The fertility 
of land and growth of crops are also to be ensured. The 
crops are to be protected from insects and worms. All these . 
are linked with 'Soma Sacrifice', MaJ')giika Siikta (to· propitiate 
the frogs as they are supposed to be the carriers of rain), 
Sakvarfsong, Gokula~tami celebrations, marriages of pJants and 
deities, female-deity worship and· similar practices. 

Let us see how the above mentioned devices are used in 
agriculu~re in India. 

Magical devices to ensure rains 

a) Soma Sacrifice 

Soma is the name of 'Soma plant' as well as of the moon. 
The moon is the Lord of waters. Aitareya-BrahmaiJ.a says that 
that the rain comes from the moon.' The moon lies. in the 
womb of waters and is known as ap§m peru i.e. an. impregantor 
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of waters.1 The moon is also addressed to as 'retodha' the 
sustainer ofvirile semen in the Vedas. 3 Even the Purfu)as mention 
that the chariot of the moon equipped with horses and 
charioteer, comes from the womb of the waters4

• 

' .. 
The terrestrial Soma, i.e. the Soma plant is the replica of 

the celestial one, i.e. the moon. So, the plant is attributed 
as the rain giver. The plant is described as the king of waters 
and the offspring of water. A few illustrations are cited to 
support the point. 

, "Pour down .the rain upon us, Pour a wave of waters from 
· the sky· and plenteous store of wholesome food. 5 

· ."The drops of Soma juice effused fall like rain upon the 
earth."6 lndra is the deity who releases the rain. So 'Soma' 
is mentioned as one approaching the heart of Indra. "He, 
Pavamana, has streamed through the fleece-then he runs into 
the jars fmding his way to Indra's heart7

" 

· · Soma sacrifice is a device for getting rains. ~gveda mentions 
Parjanya (the rain) as the father of the 'mighty bird' i.e. of 
the Soma. So the son, being propitiated, brings the favour 
of the father. 

A few illustrations ar~ given to strengthen the point. 
; 

• He (Soma) creates the waters, he makes the heavens rain 
' . ~'Through your purification create rain for us, from the sky, 

: th~ wave of the waters. " 8 "Pressed drops, bring riches to 
. us, purifying yourself:'.Let the sky r~n, Let the water flow.9 

Pour on Oh! Pavamana' rain .... 10 Pour on us rain celestial, 
quickly streaming, ·refreshing, fraught with health and rc-ady 
bounty_,.,. 

b} MaQ(Iiikasukta and marriage of frogs 
MaQdiikasiikta12 a hymn from Rgveda remains a riddle for 

traditional Indian s.cholars including SayaQa and the foreign 
scholars, as they-.:could not trace the continuity between the 
stanzas ofthe hymn. · 

1st to 6th stanzas ofthe hymn are nothing but the praise 
of frogs. These frogs gather round the pool to honour the 
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l 
first day of rain time. They have lifted their voices and have. 
come forth granting riches. They have vouchsafed the treasure. 

In the 7th and 8th stanz;t., appear the •brahmins'sittrng aro'u'nd 
the vessel of Soma, talking of Soma rite' Atiratra.' Here we 
have t9 fmd out the relation between frogs and the brahmins,: 
which would justify the entire hymn as a continuity. Anyhow 
this point has remained unnoticed by the sc~olars. · 

While intrepreting, the western scholars take the hymn as 
the panegyric of frogs, clearly a satire on the priests. 

' . . . 

Oldenberg and Macdonell find it difficult to synthesize the 
stanzas in the hymn and hence mention it as 'a satire of priests'. 

To me, the entire hymn depicts a magical rite performed' 
by the Brahmins to ensure the rains. The Brahmins ar~ imitating 
voices of frogs as a device of rain magic .. This ·is similar to 
the practice in Queensland. Frazer gives the account as follo~s~: 
'At Roxburgh, in Queensland, an artificial pond is made in; 
the ground. Men, who come forth dancing and singing round. 
the pond, mimic the cries and antics of various aquatic birds 
and animals such as ducks and frogs which are believed to. 
ensure the rains'13• · 

If Mangiikasiikta is interpreted in this way as a magical rite 
performed by Brahmins to ensure rais conflict between the~ 
stanzas of the hymn would altog~ther disappear. 

This interpretation would also justify the tradition of arranging · 
the marriages of frogs which exists in Dibrugadha in Assam. 
These marriages are believed to result in rains, good crops 
and fertility. 

c) Sakvari song 
This is a prayer offered to Lord Jndra14 which is to -be, 

uttered by a pupil, clad in black garments with black trimmings. · 
These black garments signify 'black cloud', The pupil_-.vho-. 
is an ally of the water, by means of utteJ.:ing the prayer, 
propitiates Lord lndra, reminding him of his heoric deed of 
releasing waters and sending the rivers to the earth. This causes 
rains in accordance with the magical formula, 'Like porduces . 
like'. 
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d) Gokul~i festival 
This festival is observed on the eighth lunar day in the black 

half of the month of Srava.pa. The youngsters imagine themselves 
as the 'Govindas' i.e., the cowherds. Forming a pyramid in 
a 'towerlike shape they break to pieces a jar, tied at height. 
Curds in the jar is made to fall on the Govindas. This curd 
symbolizes semen while the water which is thrown on these 
'Govindas' by women stands for the rainfall. Thus the festival 
is a magical device for the rain and prosperity. 

Propitiating raingod by giving a magical tum to the rite can 
be noticc;d even in the practice of Abhi~ka (i.e. pouring water) 
on the Sivaliilga. This is practised when there is a drought. 

Charms to safeguard the crops 

It would· be interesting to note that there are a variety of 
charms for the growth of crops, also to prohibit rats and other 
creatures from eating crops and thus to safeguard them from 
harm. These charms are found is Atharvaveda.A few illustrations 
are cited below. 

"Raise thyself up, grow thick by your own might. 0 grain! 
Burst every vessel. The lightning in the heavens shall not destroy 
thee." "When we invoke you, god grain, and you listen, then 
you raise yourself up like the sky, be inexhaustible as the 
sea."15" 

"0, Nabhasaspati, keep strengthening food, in our house, 
may prosperity and goods come here" 16 "Shut their (of those 
creatures who hurt the crops) mouths, that they shall not eat 
barley."17 

-
Role of Female deities in agriculture 

Female deities play an important role in the magical 
phenomenon of making the land fertile. They also vouchsafe 
growth of crops. Maidens and married women are worshipped 
as they represent the female deities. Idols of female deities 
are also propitiated by observing festivals. These female deities 
stand for generating power and fertility e.g. an image of woman 
generating a tree from her womb was found in the excavations 

- of Indus valley civilization. R. C. Dhere has explained Lajjij;Jgaurf 
images in his book Lajjij;jgaUifsaying that they stand for fertility. 
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Saktipiija is an important component of Indian tradition. One 
illustration of Durgapiijais explained here to point out magical 
aspect in it. . . · 

The image of Durga bears moon on her head. _The schol~s 
have not given any justification of the existence of the moon 
on the head of a deity. To me; the moon,' as is pointed earlier 
in this paper, stands for semen. This semen is united with 
'Sakti' the goddess, and thus fertility to beasts, men,· plants · 
and land is extended. 

Black goat is. offered to the deity. The colour of the :goat 
resembles the cloud and the bloodshed which takes place when 
the goat is offered symbolizes the rain. The jar filled with 
water which is installed as an auspicious symbol during the 
course of worship stands for generating power. ' i 

Marriages of deities 

Tulasi Marriage- Tulasi, the sacred plant, stands for the godde~s 
Lak~mi who is married to Bal~!J.a, a form of Lord Vi~!J.Du. 
The marriage is celebrated on the eleventh day of the white 
half of the month of Kartika, . when Lord Vi~!J.u wakes up 
from his sleep in the sea. His awakening from waters, symbolizes 
accumulated procreative energy. The marriage results in 
abundance of crops fertility and progeny to human beings. 

Same is the ·reward gained by celebraing the marriages of' 
Ra.ma and Sita, Siva and Parvati, the Sun and the Earth. 

Indian scriptures, thus contain a number of references to 
the magical rites to be performed in agriculture. While these · 
are not mere descriptions but a manner of inducing the . 
environmental energies to generate and produce. Thus these 
gain a meaingfulness as magical references.·The above exercise 
is an attempt to survey these magical aspects in our ancient 
lore; -. · 
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Glimpses of 
l{r~iparrasaral} 

(A Sanskrit work devoted exclusively to different 
agricultural operations.) 

Dr. RAVINDRA V AMAN R.umAS 

Innumerable references to agrirulture in the ~eda attest 
that agrirulture has been playing a vital role in the economy 
of Bharat. One would expect a number of specialized works 
on the subject. However, Cfo~<nr<: is the only Sanskrit work 
of its kind so for available. · 

The work has been edited and translated by G. r. Majumdar 
and S. C. Banerji and published by the Asiatic Society of 
Calrutta in 1960. 

There are two other titles, Krsi Sasana, which is nothing 
but a compilation of passages, relating to agriculture. culled 
from different sources. The anonymous MS No .. 5276 called 
Krsi Sastri (Appendix) deals only with the time suitable for 
some of the items ·of agrirultural operations; the author in 
the second verse promises to set forth the time for agrirultural 
operations "(l'll'lfl{ 't'~if.zful: 02• 

The introductory verse tells us that Sage Parasara is relating 
Krsi Kanna - Vivechanalil. We are not able to teD whether 
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the author ParaSa.ra is the same who wrote Parasharasmrti. 
Varahamihira, the renowed astronomer refers to Parasara as 
an authority on astronomy as well as cattle science in his 
Brhat Samhita. The work may belong to 6th or 1Oth Century 
A. 0.3. . 

The work opens with a eulogy of the author. Rice is then 
eloquently extolled as the principal source of strength and 
domestic happiness. · 

· The most remarkable feature of the book is that it considers 
agriculture as depending merely on rainfall {Vf$.timiila
kr$il;Jsarva) and all forms of irrigation resorted in the areas 

.. of scanty rainfall are conspicuous by the non-mention in the 
oook. It is suggested that the Kr$i-parasara described the 
conditions of Bengal or at least the rice-producing areas of 
Northern. India enjoying plenty of rainfall.4 · 

That fields were extensively cultivated in Northern India in 
the regio~ now called Bengal and many crops, especially paddy, 

· were largely grown from very early times is amply borne out 
by the various literary references. 

: 1) Mauryon Brahmi Inscription of Mahasthan (2nd Century 
~- C.)-: the Inscription records the grant of paddy to 
people .. 

2)' Raghuvamsa of Kalidasa (5th Century A. D.) IV. 37 
(utkhatapratiropital) kalamah) hints at transplantation of 
paddy plants. 

3) Hiuen Tsang's account (Vide Beat's Buddhist Records. 
II, 7th Century A. D.) p. 194- "the soil is flat and loamy 
and rich in all kmds of grain- produce", p. 194- "it is 
regularly cultivated and is rich in crops". 

4) Ramacarita of Sandhyakaranandin (11th Century A. D. 
m.' 17 refers to various kinds of paddy crop in parts 

· of Bengal. s · 

The Text begins with an eulogy of the author and of 
agriculture. 

' 
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~ ~ 't~Cfl4fcti?t:q:t'{l 

~ ~ ~ :kf<N<FtR: II 5
• 

The introducing verse· tells us that Sage Para5ara is· relating 
~-karma-vivecanalil. Rice is then eloquently extolled as the 
principle source of strength and domestic happiness. The 
influence of planets on agriwlture and rainfall is dwelt upon 
in some detail. Then the clouds have been divided into four 
types viz. Avarta, Samvarta. Pu$kara and Drol).a and effect 
of each is described. · 

~~:~:m~1 

~ ~ cnft s:)Vr ~ znft" II 7 

Avarta is confined to a partiwlar locality, under Samvarta 
there is water everywhere, under PU$kara water is scarce and 
under Drol).a the earth has abundant water. 

Next we find detailed and interesting methods of ascertaining 
the annual rainfall, the practical value of such meterogical 
forecasts has, of course, got to be tested. These are followed 
by an enumeration of the indications of immediate rainfall, 
such as, the rising of ants from their holes with eggs, sudden 
croaking of frogs etc., as well as a statement of partiwlar 
position of the sun, the moon and the planets effecting rainfall. 8• 

Regarding the position of planets and the indication of drought 
the work observes: Mars causes immediate draught while 
passing on to (the Nakshatras) Uttara-Phaluni, Uttar~<.lha. 
Uttafabhadrapada, Srava.Qa, Hasta, MUla, JyeWta, Krittiki and 
Magha. 

The sun at the back of Mars, dries up even the ocean. 
It is he who, being in the reverse position submerges eyen 
mountains. ' 

Venus being in Citro causes immediate rainfall. Mars being 
in Leo, the earth becomes full of embers. He, indeed, in 
conjunction with the sun, dries up even the ocean9• 

ParMan. versed in the lore of agrirulture held that agrirulture 
when supervised yields gold, when not supervised, indeed causes 
poverty. 
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11'k'lcdR=ta• ~ ~ ~~ 
;ft: 'f'~!l<luli ~-qum= 11 1o. 

Agriculture, cows, commercial knowledge, women 
of royal family- these are impaired, in a trice through 
a moment's. lack of supervision. 

· ~ qJilJ•{14ai ~ <J<II3*1IR :q 1 

~ ~ !J{d'iota/SOJI((II11
• 

The work. maintains that agriculture should be undertaken 
by a capable person wishing welfare of the people, because 
an incompetent cultivator resorts to begging . 

... :~"f~~:l 

~ ttcf.ilt41Gffl: ~ OiiCitft~Rt 1112
• 

A farmer doing good to cows, regularly going to 
fields, knowing the proper season, mindful of seeds, 
free from lethargy (beci>mes rich) with all crops and 
does not suffer. 

Bulls. are an essential element in agricultural operations, as 
such great care of and humane treatment to them have been 
strongly ordained. 

~ :q ~ ~ cmr.r ~· 
qJt:;cflgJNfci ~ IJffii ri ~II 
qj{;Q\gjf-ld ~ ~ :q ~· 
qJt:;Rt<nttc:n~Oi ~ :q fcl=t!i4f.a 1113• 

Carry on wltivation in such a manner so that it 
does not inflict pain on the drought animals. Grains 
obtained by the suffering of drought animals are 
condemened in all the rites. Corns, obtained through 
oppression of drought animals. Though grown 
four- fold, are quick.ly destroyed by their sighs. 

Cetain rites e.g., those to be performed in Laguda-pratipat 
in the month of Kartika, are enjoined as they are supposed 
to be conducive to the health of cattle. Regarding the number 
of bulls to be employed, eight is the best and two is the 
worsL One who wishes constant favour of the Goddess of 
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Wealth should use ten ploughs. The possession of a single 
plough is most vehemently condemned14

• · 

Cowdung as a manure- has been highly extolled to the point 
of veneration 1 s. . · 

Parasara notes; The soil is like gold in Magha, silver in· 
PhalguiJ.a, copper in Chaitra· and like the paddy ~ Vais~ha., 

Gold is cultivated in dewy season (hemanta}, copper and 
silver in (Vasanta}and paddy in summer (nidagha}at the advrent 
of rains. · 

~ ~ ~ ~ dl!3~<4i!f.'{l 
~ f.tctillCfiicl « • g q;rrtJir u'6• 

Nula-ropanaforms an important part of the cultivator's work. 
It consists in fixing, at the prescribed time, the plant called 
nala (reed) with leaves at the north-east corner of the field. 
This is to be accompained by the worship of paddy plants. 
This nala is supposed to avert all evils .to the paddy. The 
practice of fixing poles of various designs in the fields in order 
to scare mischievous birds and beasts still prevails in Bengal 
and a large part of India17• · • · · 

Before harvesting the crops, the owner of the paddy field 
·must observe the rite called mu$pgrahaiJ.a on an auspicious 
day in the month of Agrahayal).a. 18 

The ceremony called Pu$yayatra to be preformed when the 
harvesting is not yet over. In this ceremony there should be 
worship of lndra and a sumptous feast with kinsmen of the 
owner consisting of various delicacies kept on banana leaves 
(kadal dala} the principal item being new rice (navannar. · 

The stage following the harvest is mardana or separating 
the grains from the stalks. ~~~fts of paddy should be 
weighed by standard weights. ( « ~ 

The last thing is to be done is the Lak$mi Puja (Worship 
of the Goddess of Wealth) 20• 

The rites and ceremonies, associated with the various 
agricultural operations, may lead the modern agriculturist, with 
a bent of scientific mind to see the work as a priestly manual 
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adding to the widespread sacardotalism of ancient India. It 
has been rightly pointed out in the introduction that religious 

- practices were closely interwoven in the texture of life of the 
ancient Indian so that even such practicae things as agriculture 

. could not escape the agricultural rites. 

· The book undoubtedly contains very valuable information 
regarding the important business of agriculture The instructions, 

·shorn . out . of the superstitious matters the speculative 
astronomical observations and the religious practices, cannot 
fail to impress us even to-day21

• 
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Agriculture As Depicted In 
Kautiliya Arthasastra 

. MEENAL p ARANJAPE 

It is a very wellknown fact that Arthassstra of Kautilya is 
an· important work on political economy and administration. 
As this work deals with all the aspects of governance one 
naturally comes across many principles regarding agriculture. 
These principles and directives are of two kinds: (a) The role 
of the state in the · development of agriculture. This 
includes- (i) Various rules and directives given to the ruler 
to encourage agriculture among the farmers and cultivators 
who are either owners of the land or lease-holders. (ii) . Various 
incentives given to them by the state. (iii) State activity related 
to the development of water sources. (iv) Administrative officers 
and their related functions. (b) State owned lands which were 
brought under cutivation by sitadhyaic$a who was the officer 
in charge of this activity. ' 

Another important aspect in agriculture is not just the method 
of cultivation, using natural manure, development of various 
water resources but also getting right price for the produce 
so that the cultivator and the buyer both are satisfied; various . 
taxes are imposed on cultivators. and assistance is given to 
cultivators at the time of natral calamity. In KautilJyya Artha5astra 
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all the above-mentioned points are disrussed as agrirulture 
was the prime factor in the economy. In this paper an attempt 
is being made to get a glimpse of the condition of agrirulture 
and its importance in the state economy. Here it is already 
assumed that the work Kau{ihya Anhasasira belongs to about 
321 :B. C. as accepted by most of the scholars. 

As rightly pointed out by Prof. K. T. Shah, "A close study 
of our ancient writers will not fail to reveal their profound 
appreU.ation of the problem of food and population, long before 
Malthus touched off his pessimistic note on the evils of excessive 
population 1• In book II Kau tilya describes in detail how 
colonisation should be done Systematically. Here also one comes 
across special directives given by Kautilya. Even though given 
in the book on colonisation, these directives appear to be 
applicable and relevant to all the countries. 

It is important to note that ~utilya proposed that the villages 
to be settled should consist mostly of siidra agrirulturists. Thus 
agrirulturists were encouraged and he also further points out 
that a village should constitute minimum of one hundred families 
and a maximum· of five hundred families2

• 

. 'fhis shows that Kautilya was careful about the fact that 
·ihe population should not overstrip the primary source of food 
supply. 

· The land in village was supposed to be distributed as follows. 
Some of the land was to be given as grants to priests, preceptors, 
chaplains and Brahmins learned in the Vedas as gifts to Bhahmins 
which was exempt from fines and taxes, with rights of inheritance 
passing on to thier heirs or successors. · ' 

· It cannot be said ~at this simply meant that Kautilya was 
partial . to Brahmins.· First of all it did not necessarily mean 
that land given to them was very productive as in a later 
section Kautilya points out that •'The land unsuitable for 
agrirulture besides alloting to pastures, was to be granted to 

'ascetics-those engaged in the study of the Vedas and 
soma-sacrifices with safety promised to (everything) immovable 
and movable in them, one 'goruta' in extent at the most. " 3 

· These Braha.Inal}.as also discharged important functions by 
teaching the Vedas etc., and imparting education. 
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The heads of the departments, accountants and others gopas; 
stha.nikas, elephant trainers, phys_idans, horse trainers and 
couriers were given lands temporarily whichout the right of 
sale or mongages. 4• · 

It was necessary for the Government to settle these officials.· : 
as they were to look after administrative and ·defence. side 
of the village. But it was equally important to check that they 
would not misuse the land given to them; they could. not pass 
it on to the next generation; neither could they sell or mongage. 
it for monetary purposes. They paid taxes ·in ~d. 

But in contrast to them, the tax payers were allotted 'arable'· 
fields for life'.5 

The other farmers who. were trying to make unarable land . 
arable were allowed to do so and the land was not ' taken · 
away from them. ., , 

It is, however. very important to note that the ruler was 
supposed to take away land from those who did not till them· 
and could give them to others who would till them? · 

This rule is very important as it saved a common . till from 
going into the clutches of Government Officers or feudal lords. 

lbis illustrates that Kautilya was very much concerned and 
desired that no land with productive capacity should be wasted. 
·This is one of the important principles with reference . to 
agricultural land and its proper use for the sake of revenue. 
of the State. 

The following incentives and concessions were given to tli.e 
people engaged in agriculture: · 

a) The fanners were to be provided with grains~ cattle, ~d 
money, which they could pay back afterwards at their 
convenience. 

b) Exemptions from the taxes were granted at the time of 
settlement. 

c) Irrigation works were to be undertaken with natural water 
resources or artificial sources to be brought in from 
elsewhere or the ruler was also to help the farme~s who· 



· : were doing their work in the land routes and planting 
. · of trees or manufacturing of implements etc. 

d) · Agrieultt:lre \V~s to be protected from opression by the 
levy of fines, labourers and taxes and herds of cattle 

. (oppressed) ·: by theivees, wild animals, poison and 
crOCQdiles as well as by diseases.• . 

e) ~The . region lilid waste by the army of any enemy or 
•.:; by 'foresters,: or · idructed by disease 'or famine was 
· :' exempted from payment of taxes.9 · 

Methods of Agriculture 

·: E~en th~gh one comes to know these methos from the 
section descrif?ing functions of sjtadhyak~ it is equally possile 

~that similar methods were used on private lands, even though 
in the section · of sit~dhyak$a all these methods are mentioned. 
The section begins with qualifications expected for sit~dhyak$a 

. or list of qualified persons he was to emploj. "Sitadhyak$a 
punself conversant with practices of agriculture, '{1~01~1161 or 

· tapping· underground water sources and the science of rearing 
phints or assisted by experts in these fields should carry out 
. .all the: agriadtur.al work." . 

· The · terms ~.' ~. ~ mentioned here are hihgly 
~ignificant. These terms show that there was a specific technique 
.of agricult\lre, not only that the methods to tap underground 
water·sources .were developed and also the term~ refers 
·~o . scien~ of rearing plants. This shows that at that time for 
·agriculture peOple did not just depend upon whatever natural 
resources were available but tried to improve upon them, 
obserVed them ·and experimented upon them.10 

Next important point that is mentioned is about rainfall. In 
. 2.24.5 · & · 6, it ·is mentioned 16 drol)as is the quantum of 
rairi in dry · Jands, one and half time, of (that) in wet lands, 
where sowings are in conformity with the nature of the season, 
13 droiJ.as and half in a5makas, 23 in avantis, unlimited in 
the · apararltas and the snowy regions and (unlimited) as to 
time in lands where sowings are made with the help of canals. 
These_'lines indicate tha\ measurement of rain and rain guage 
was - ~ery well , known .. in 2·.5.7., while describing the work. 
of~ it is clearrly mentioned 'iliUwrit t~l$ti'111<ffo:ltt€i ~~II' 
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In the magazine he should place a basin with a mouth one 
aratni (in width) as a rain guage. · 

According to it gauge Is square,· each side being one 'cubit. 
The Brhat Sarphita (23.2) also refers to 6~1'4:tiidl ~adding 
that it should measure 1 Adhak of rain and that the capacity 
of vessel should be one droiJ.a, for rain is measured in drol)a. 

. . . . . . 

On he basis of 511 cubic inches in a drona and a cylndrical 
rain gauge with a surface area of. about 254.3 sq. inches 
(1 aratni about 18 em.) diameter, 1~ dronas -~ 32 inches of 
rainfall & if the gauge mouth is understood to be square, 
18" X 18" 
they rain would amount up to 25". -

It appears that Kautilya ·was fully aware of the distribution 
of rainffall on the vast territory. This also shows that these 
observations and checking and rechecking of the judgements 
must have been done after a long observation. 

In Artha5astra it is also mentioned further when a season 
is considered to be good. 

Accoding to commentators, monsoon was considered spread 
over for four months- sravaiJ.a to Kartika. 

In 2.24.6 it is mentioned that 1/3 rd of rainfall in first 
& last months together, and 2/3 rds in the intervening two 
months, were considered as excellent season. .· 

Astronomical observations ~ere also adVised. Position and 
motion of Jupiter, rising and setting of Venus and modification 
in the natural appearance of Sun were observed. It is mentioned 
that successful sprouting of seeds is known from Sun, from 
Jupiter formation of stalks in the crops, from Venus rain. 
However how to observe these and how .to arrive at a proper· 
judgement is not mentioned anywhere.12 

Continuous rains for 1 days, 80 days showering drops of 
rain and 60 days intermittent showers alternating with sunshine. 
This rain-fall according to Kautilya is even & beneficial. 

Sitadhyak~a was advised to decide on the crops to be sow'n 
according to the requirements and availability of water whether 
plenty or little. 
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Sali-rice, (sftft", ~) Priyat\gu, ~. ~ are f1rst to be sown 
Mudga (If") Ma~a (~) blackgram ~bya are middle sowings; 
Safflower, lentils, Kulith, barley, wheat, linseed, mustard are 
sown last. 

, 
Sali and other such types of grains are considered as best 

crops, vegetable middling, sugar-cane worst. (Sugarcane 
according Artha5astra is fraught with many dangers and requires 

,much expenditure. According to the availability of_water, wet 
crops, winter crops and summer crops were decided. Not only 

·the availability of water is considered but we also find thought 
given to the· type of soil. For e. g., it is said that region 
where the foam strikes (the banks) is(~) suited for creeper 
fruits,. (regions) on outskirts of overfolw (4tl<U6"<11) are good 
for long pepper, grapes, sugarcane, the borders of wells good 
for -vegetables and roots, moist. beds of lakes are good for 
green grass, ridges of farms are good for perfume plants, 
medicinal herbs, Usiragrass, (~. ~) and others. 

The method of sowing was as follows: 

. The seeds were soaked in dew by night and dried in heat 
by day for seven days and nights was the treatment; for seeds 
of grains, for pulses this same treatment was given for 3 or 
5 days~ In case of planting of stalks, cut was smeared with 
honey, ghee, pigfat mixed with cowdung, in case of bulbous 
roots only ghee & honey were used; only cow dung was smeared 
on hard stone like seeds; in case of trees, pits were dug and 
grass and leaves were burnt in pits and filled with cowbones 
and cow dung at proper time. When they sprouted they were 
given manure with fresh acrid fish along with milk. of Shouhi 
plant. 

Rites & rituals at the time of sowing the seeds were simple. 
I 

First the seeds were immersed m water containing gold and 
the following mantra was recited. 

._ 

~ ~ m ~ ;pf: ucrr1 
{ftffl'Jr~~~~~~ll 

It is, however, interesting to note that those learned in the 
Vedas, 5rotriyas and tapasvis or ascetics were directed to take 
only those flowers and fruits that were fallen on the ground 
.for worship of Gods, rice and barley for agrayai)a sacrifice . . 
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At the time of harvest, to avoid the danger of fire, it is 
specifically mentioned that workers were not allowed to carry 
fire on the threshing ground and water was to be provided 
all the time on the threshing ground. · · · 

Sheds in which the grain was to be stroed was supposed 
to have high waDs and high roofs, with speciat instructions 
to make tops neither very compact nor very light. . · · · 

It is mentioned that best land is adevamaqka not depending 
on the God of Rain, implying plenty of natural resourtes of 
water, like rivers, lakes etc. 1" But when there is scarcity of 
these irrigation was necessary. It was an important activity 
of state. Two types of setus are mentioned sahodak~ by 
natural springs of water, while aharyodaka implies storing of 
water by means of an embankment.• 5 ' • .: · · 

The first one was preferred to the second ,one.16 

Private ownership of irrigation tapls was thought of; ·one 
could mortgage the tank. Ownership of tank was lost, if it 

. was not used for 5 years. · 

At the time of new stettlement every on~. had t~ coniribute
1 

in any manner by paying part expenditure, labour, giving 
implements and carts for the work of irrigation. 16 

. -
For agricultural labourers (both in the farm, fruit, flower 

and vegetable gardens, wage was fixed one paJ)a and a quarter 
per month plus· food for them and their families. Samiiharl[ 
along with his assistants kept full watch on yields and recorded 
them.17 Pradesl[ collected the dues. There is, however, 
confusion over taxes to be paid as bhaga 1/6th share, kara, 
daJ)da, balipragraha. 

There is also udakabh{Jg, rate for water consumption. 
' ' 

PaJ)ylidhyak$a was to carry out important functions of fixing 
prices.'' · · 

PaiJyadhyaksa also tried to strike balance by intervening at 
· the time of glut and centralizing the sale of a particular 
commodity so that prices will not slump. . 
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Conclusion 

.. From the points discussed above it is very clear that approach 
towards agriculture in ancient days was systematic. Proper 

· techniques for tapping the underground water-source~ were 
developed. Natural manures were used. Oose observation and 
to ·some extent experimentation appears to have been carried 
out. regarding types of soil and rain. Rain gauge was known 
and utilized. With astronomical observation, attempts appear 
to have been made for the forecast about rain, and crops. 
The alternative arrangement, in case the rain failed, was thought 
of. Therefore, importance was given to irrigation. 

" The development in agriculture depends a lot on the policy 
of the State. 2300 years ago as it can be seen that the State 
had a definite policy for agriculture. This policy has modem 
feafures like long term planning and short term planning. 

_ Colonisation · was mainly done by encouraging agriculturists. 
An .the facilities \Vere given to cultivators by the State such 
as seeds, tools, etc. Exemption from taxes in early years to 
the cultivator, and also during famines was thought of. State 
help was given for irrigation work. Compulsory involvement 

. of people concerned in the irrigation project is a unique feature 
from' which we can learn a lot to-day instead of expecting 
government to do everything for us. _, 

· ·The State acted as a middleman and tried to strike a balance 
between traders and buyers; however, how the tax was charged 
is not very clear. · 

.. The overall picture is that Agriculture was a systematic and 
well planned activity encouraged in all the possible ways by 
the state. · · 
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Some Common 
Agricultural Ceremonies 

and Rites hi Manipuri Life.: 

Dr. M. Karn SINGH 

Being an agricultural country, agricultural rites with special 
reference to rice production, harvest, rainfall and drought, 
formed an essential part of the life of the Mat)ipuri people. 

: The land was blessed with crops which nourished the people. 
·some relatively common popular rites and ceremonies are 
described here to illustrate this point further .. In urbanised 
·and modem life-styles some critics of the folk way life, hold 
that emphasis on magical_rites is not dependable . 

. The paper shows the rites connected with agriculture as 
the basic requirement of their life. 

Phaoibi Khurumba (Worship of rice-goddess) 

Lores/ legends (later reduced to writing) are abundant in 
.Manipuri language regarding Phaoibi (com Goddess), the 
presiding deity of agriculture. We have folk songs or treatises 
on Loutraol (Hymns concerning the first tilling of soil), 
Phoukourol (Summoning the spirit of paddy), Koda.i Khurumba 
(adoration of the granary d~ity), Phaoibi Warol (goddess ·of 
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paddy), Lango! (incarnation), etc. The account differentiates 
between Phaoibi and her seven friends viz, Ngariima (deity. 
of fish), Thumleima (deity of salt), etc. The account also refers 
to her as the daughter'of Almighty Guru (or Soraralllitdra) 
and invokes her as more dramatic than her friends or sisters. 
Shakespeare, the author of The Religion of Manipur remarks 
of Phaoibi as the spirit of rice and not as an Umanglai (forest 
deity). But the epithet Umanglai to whom Laiharaoba festival 
(annual merry-making ceremony) are dedicated by the villagers 
is applied to Phaoibi in such concepts as Phoungakchao Phaoibi, 
Ithai Phaoibi, Arong Phaoibi, etc., which are in several locations 

l 

of Manipur valley. 

The earliest text eulogising Phaoibi as a goddess of beautiful 
crops is the Lango! (incarnation) in the Chakpa area. ·The 
Moiraiig SAyons(epic lore ofMoirangprincipality) also mentions 
her as one of the first incarnations and speaks of how, she 
fell in love with Moirang Akongjamba the mortal hero and 
to de!Ilonstrate her regard and association of her as a 
fickle-minded lady changing her . dwelling place from one to 
another is also plausible as she abandoned one area on account 
of her degradation. Her wit was connected with the Chakpas 
(Sheduled caste) and Moirang (one-of the classes} in the early 
stages. Her wit is being adopted among all clans and houses 
of every agriwltural community of Manipur from the kings 
down to the individual houses. 

As per the codes of the Meiteis, ploughing must commence 
on Phairel Panchami (about January). It is a day sacred to 
the wltivators. The wltivation by a tenant on this day details 
the formalities to be observed by the Landlord and tenant 
with respect to annual rents in paddy due to be got by the 
Landlord. The tenant cannot be evicted after this. 

During the regime of the Maharajas, the people observed 
a practice in which the Raja/Ruler was obliged to offer to 
Phaoibi fruits and vegetables at four comers of a specially 
prepared piece of land. Besides, there is the practice also 
of dividing the land into three sections when seed had to 
be sown. Ploughing the field without reference to the condition 
of the land is necessary. 
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. · The ploughing, sowing of paddy seeds, harvesting, gathering 
paddy in a granary and worship of the deity in the granary, 
are observed by the people on sacred days and not on bleeding 
day" and inimical ,day, according to Pre-Vai~avite Meitei 
calendar. 

i • 

Harvesting Rite 

'. f.>rigin of a grand harvesting rite is traced to the Puyas of 
~ter where it is stated that the Maiba has to invoke Phaoibi 
·to. increase· the rice yield. Shakespcar, the Political Agent of 
Manipur, an eye witness of the elaborate ritual recalled it 
in his writings, ~hich · he translated as the Mantra for the 
English speaking world:- "By the Maibas, the glorious heap 
of paddy becomes more beautiful. "You from Mayang Khullen, 
let ·it increase, let it grow, grow up, let it grow long. On 
this day of . .calling all we your· grandchildren, offer a black 
hen to you 1 our Lady Phouoibi addressing you as Loimom 
Phou. What we have of the cooked rice, let it not decrease 
but increase. What we l~ave of the Zu, let it ferment again. 
0, Lady, I make the paddy to increase on the thrashing mat · 
as .the rivers fertilise the land." 

People of Pre-Vai~avite times· think that the offering of 
a black. hen and rice beer can activate the function of Phaoibi, 
thereby acrumulating good. fortune. In contrast, in the case 
of the Hinduised Manipur, the elaborae .ritual for paddy plant 
and rich harvest at the expense of the Government was not 
countenanced since the 18th century. 

A~rding to rurrent practice the sacrifice-black hen and 
rice beer, has been abandoned. Rice mixed with flower or 
a banana leaf is to be thrown in four directions by the owner 
of the paddy (after the ritual). It is quite sufficient for this 
_propose. 

· An attempt is made to accommodate the results of previous 
harvest by the Maibas of to-day. If the last year's harvest 
is good the following formula is used: "You gave us good. 
crops last year; we pray you to give us good crop this year." 
In the case of a poor harvest in the previous year, a different 
formula is used. It runs as follows. "The last year's crop was 
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not satisfactory; Let there be plenty this year. Let the~e be 
no insects." 

· It is to be noted that archaic · Manip\lri language of the 
incantation and the skill of the Physician/Maiba serve to voice 
the general sentiment indicative of the need of the community~ 

Phoukouba rite (Calling the rice). 

The ceremony of calling the rice may be held on the last 
day of thrashing paddy where the paddy is to be cairied to 
a house for storing. The mode of performance may vary with 
the time and cirrumstances. Full ritual style is the privile.ged 
task of the Meitei Maiba (Medicine man/priest) at the. time. 
When such mishaps as theft of paddy, burning of paddy or 
passing of a cow tresspasser on the thrashing site, it is thought· 
that the rite is carried out to request Her to remain instead 
of withdrawing on account of the mishaps. Offerings include 
four poles, bunch of paddy plants, a big mat, white cloth, 
Langthrli leaves, itisbing flower, bunch of banana having odd 
number, sugarcane, cotton, tobacco, mudk.y, pan; cbillies, salt, 
fan, plantain, tlag, bamboo, turban and spade for the cultivator, 
Taken. leaves, etc. 

Important offering must be either fish or Ngatento be cooked 
with herbs only (without spices) along with rice. The eloquent 
expression ofPhaoibi's greatness is to be found in the recitation 
oflores placing before us a conception-the goddess of wealth 
and prospertity-a rite conducted by the M&bawith the burning 
of Khoiju LAilham and melrui (incense). 

Kotlai Khurwnbl Rite 

Adoration of the Phaoibi in her stone form in the granary 
is another rite performed in the month of Wakching in front 
of the paddy room by offering materials and puja. It is adopted 
by the big or small houses with good intentions for Her. It · 
is performed by every member of the household together with 
other necessary rites, viz worship of dieties of the four directions, 
ruling deity of the village. The house resounds with the prayer 
showing her greatness. It goes on to say how the thiklai T!6bi. 
younger sister of Muba being unable to be satisfied with the 
boons of abundance of pigs, cows, lands demanded the change 
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of skin and lyang Sitpa (to move touching the ground with 
belly) like the snake. The goddess expresses her inability as 
she is not a snake or reptile. A compromise was reached 
in which they made friendship each year and revealed to Muba's 
sister, the colour of Laiphi (god's garment) in a divinatory 
process; she was blessed with a good and worthwhile life 
on the earth and final release hereafter. 

Kurak Lamtaiba 

This precultivation seasonal ritual takes place on the first 
or the third or the fifth day during the month of Ing&'June-July 
in honour of the presiding deities of the North, South, East, 
the south-west and north-east (Koubru, Thanging, Wangbren 
and Marjing). Offering of wind, owls, pan, fruit, flowers, 
Langthrei .leaves, rice, fish etc., are made to them as well 
as to the . rice goddess. Children are fed with these cooked 
materials. It is also observed widely at the onset of the cultivating 
season. As a general custom the villagers of a particular Loi 
(Scheduled Caste) community are prohibited from tilling the 
soil and staying outside the village. The rite is typically Loi 
as it was not observed by the Meiteinised or advanced section · 
of Meitei society. Symbolically it corresponds to Amu Vaci 
where no tilling is done according to the Hindu calendar. 

· The Vai~avised Meiteis also continue this rite by altering 
a little. They surrender such habits as offering of wine, sacrifice 
of animals. They worship God Puthiba in the same month 
in order to protect the cattle from the visit of natural calamities. 
The owner of cattle is not expected to let loose cattle in 
the village after the celebration of this rite. 

Ceremony of driving away the caterpillars 

The ceremony is the worship of a certain goddess Laphurit 
Leima Wadagnu Chomkhoidoisibi said to be the daughter of 
a Hao (Hill man). This is observed specially at the time when 
the crops were being attacked by catterpillars. The main ritual, 
which is common to the hilly and plains people, involves the 
puja by the Pandit Achouba /Head Pandit of the royal palace 
with the help of tribal people, viz Korns, from Sagang and 
Tonshem. Functions like the sacrifice of a pig, a cock, an 
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egg, fish, paddy, molasses, milkt frutits, sweetmeats, the betels 
and daksina along with recitation of mantras to drive away 
the insects are held. The tribals who join the paja were 
entertained to the flesh, of animals and eggs. The'' remaining 
of the offering was divided between the Maibiis (Priests) and 
the Manipuris who assisted them. The function was held in 
Hiyangei (October-November) in honour of Loillai (deity of 
paddy). This rite wa recorded by Shak.espeareduring the reign 
of Maharaja Churrepand Singh of Manipur {1892-1940) as 
an eyewitness. But increasing knowledge of Hindu methods, 
of sickness and disease, of weather and seasons etc., discredits 
such ceremonies which were/regarded as essential to welfare. 
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Bhagirathavidya 
Irrigation Engineering in 

Ancient India. 

JAYANT R. RAMDAS 

· Shri B. G. Kher, the then Chief Minister of Maharashtra, 
. while inaugurating the''· Fourth International Association for 
Hydraulic Research in Bombay, on 2nd January, 1951, 
addressed the gathering : "India is essentially an agricultural 
country and .Iitdians have always fully appreciated the beneficient 
use of water as is evident from the Vedic prayers and specially 
from the famous hymn Apohi$t.f. We have been using artificial 
irriga~on as an aid to agriculture from times immemorial starting 
from.very ancient times. The science of irrigation has developed 
in this country to its present state of advancement and for 
us the science of Hydraulics is synonymous with the science 
of irrigation " 2• ' • 

Shri Kakasaheb Kalelkar used the termimology 
"Bbaglrathvidya" for Irrig~tion Engineering in ancient India . 

. · Valiliiki has immortalised, the story of Ganga's descent to 
the earth from the heavens as narrated by sage Vih-amitra 
to the young boys Ra.ma and Lak~ma.I}.a first on Siva's jafj 
and therefrom her flow into Bindusaras when released, and 
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whence she multiplied herself into seven streams-Hladini, 
PavanT, Nalini (eastward bound), Su~. Sita Siiighu (westward 
bound) and Alaknailda following the course of Bhagiratha to 
reach the ocean and the netherworld3• 

Irrigation works often of enormous size were undertaken 
by the beneficient kings as religious and social duty. The most 
famous of that was of Girnar, the history of which has come 
down to us. We do not know as to when the great embankment 
over 100 feet thick has crumbled4

• 

King Rudradamana has left the earliest important inscription 
in correct Sanskrit, a long panegyric which records his martial 
exploits and his reconstruction of a great artificial lake at Gunar 
in Kathiawar which had been excavated under Chandragupta. 
and improved in the time of Ashoka. This inscription is certainly 
amongst the earliest dated records of ancient India and proves 
that Rudradamana was reigning in 150 A D.5• · · · 

The city governor (according to Artba.Sastr~ had other more 
positive duties. He was responsible for the cleanliness of th.e . 
streets and the prevention of fire. His duties also involved 
prevention or alleviation of such disasters as famine, flood · 
and plague. Thus the last record we have of the Girnar dam 
is how it burst and how it was reconstructed by the local 
city governor Chakrapalita during the reign of Sbnda Gupta, 
Chakrapalita, the son of the provincial governor Pr&}adatta 
is praised in the inscription commemorating the rebuilding· of 
the dam in terms which are indeed panegyric but certain passages 
are quite unexpected and depict the city governor as a popular 
figure on the most friendly terms with the citizens. In any 
case, these verses show the ideal set before the local official 
in the Gupta times and, therefore, are very significant6.'-

SamarangaJ)asiitradhara is a work on architecture. It 'means, 
literally, an architect of human dwellings and deals with the 
planning of towns and villages, building of houses, halls and 
palaces as well as machines of various kinds. · 

The author of the work, as mentioned in it, is Mohanjadhiraj ~ 
Sri Bhojadeva who is probably the same Bhoja of Dhora who 
ruled over Malwa in the first part of the lith century AD. 

.... -
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and to whom maoY important works are asaibed, such as 
Smgaraprakda a work on alal)kara and SaraswatilcB{JJhabharai)a 
(grammar).; 

The samarangana sutradhara is worthy of attention. The word 
Sutradhat.a literally means 'thread bearer' ie., an architect who 
takes measurements by means of the plumbline. Here is a 
pun on the word 'samara' which means both a battlefield and 
a mortal human being (Sa.+ mara} destined to die. Thus the 
title as applied to Bhoja would signigy firstly that he was 
the architect of the fortunes on the battlefield i.e., who planned 
the strategy of battle leading to victory and secondly who 
was the architect of human dwellings i.e., civil architecture 
on an extensive scale. The epithet in its second denotation 
is a fact of King Bhoja's building activities, who planned cities, 
palaces iemples, educational institutions, and hospitals, wharfs, 
lakes, ponds, stepwells, pavillions, resting places, roads, graves 
etc., in a liberal spirit7• · 

·, Probably. the largest of Indian irrigation lakes until recent 
years was the lake at Bhojpur near Bhopal built in the middle 
,0f the 11th Century by Bhoja Paramara, the king of Ohara. 
This too has vanished. The embankment was breached up 
by the Muslim invaders in the 15th century and has never 
been restored but it is evident from available traces that the 
lake. ori~ally covered no less than 250 ~-~es8• 

Another monument due to the genius of King Bhoja was 
·the Bhoja Sagara in which water was collected from the three 
enclosing slopes of mountains and stored into a reservoir by 
building an embankment on the fourth side. The fame of this 
wonderful lake resounded in popular memory throughout the 
mediaeval times and has been preserved up to our own times 
in the Hindi saying: 'Tala to Bhopala Tala aur Sub Talaiya' 
i.e., amongst the lakes the foremost is the one called Bhopal 
Tal or the lake built by King Bhoja, round which was planned 
the city of Bhopal, the others are mere ponds of water9

• 

The art of building . embankments for artificial lakes has 
reached its perfection in mediaeval India and its greatest example 
, was that planned and erected by Bhoja that was perhaps equalled 
later on by IUjasamudra lake of king IUjasamudra of Chittor10

• 
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Ancient lndi~e.re.....a,w.are.~Qf...th~g~i!J..&..f~!.S~Qf~r. 
its weight an(l"tts re]a_!i~~~~~!dP.-~~qu~ti~s which are~~hi~fly 
used in hydraulic machines as is ~~-~~~~! __ f!_OP,J."_.!~~Jef~r~n£es 
in--the ttJOttiiiOI~QR -- . . .. ---- . • . . . 

UiU ~ iRNlUf, ~ <lmll 

~ ij2!1ft1~ ~ ~dlfq'<i II 

((CIIil<ftf.l CfiTllff.r ~~~II t1ll'tilJ1IT ~~-~,.~o. 

When water flows with a force, it conveys things with it 
or it pushes things coming in its way; when water drops from 
a height or exerts an impact and when it is pushed :form 
one direction, it reaches in all directions and these are properties 
of water that are used in water machines. When a thing· floats 
in water, it means that water lifts it up with a pressure equal 
to its own weight. When turbines and sprouts rotate,1fli1eans. 
water reacts on the pipes while getting out at the open ends12

• 

~ ~ T.l' ~ !IIRiGI'ifC::<i I 
;;rff eft \iltq 101 Ill I Ri ~ "i cl "'::JOt\! II t1ll'tilJ1IT ar. H 

Water can be stored; it can be supp~ed; it can be directed . · 
or compelled .. to react and in this -way its force can be used 
in hydra~]£Jnachines. Such storage etc., has to be resorted 
to oecause the power of water is greater when stored, as 
it is situated at a higher level, or as it is available in a larger 
quantity or as it is conveyed in a more water tight tube12• 

KalhaJ)a Raja tarangiQi in his gives us the details of the 
great engineering operations which were carried out during 
Avantivarman's reign for the drainage of the valley and its 
irrigation. These operations were carried out by Avantivarman's 
skilful engineer Suya. The systematic regulation of the course 
of the Vitasta, down to the rock-bound gorge where it leaves 
the Valley largely reducing the extent of the water-locked tracts 
along the banks of the river and the damage to the crops 
caused by floods. The construction of new beds for the river 
at points threatened by inundationbreaches was among the 
measures designed to achieve the same object. The change 
thus made at the confluence of the Vitasta and its most important 
tributary, the Sindhu, can still be clearly traced. It shows like 
the large scale and the systematic basis of Suyya's regulation. 
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The result of the latter was a great increase in land available 
for cultivation and increased protection against disastrous floods, 
which in Kashmir have ever been the main cause offamines.14• 

<ey<'d(ll~~l: ~ i1<t\l'lf•il'll'il!l6({1 

<m=(IT: ~i01J*IROI ~: .~11 C... ~o~ II 

Suyya made the different streams, with their waves which, 
like the quivering tongues of snakes, __ mov~. about according 
to his will, just as a conqurer does with- the snakes. 

-----·-- ------- --- --
According to Kalhar}a, Suyya supplemented these measures 

by equally important improvemen_!~ _ _!I_t the system of irrigation 
-which is indispensibl~_(or_th~--cul~ivation __ o_f rice, ~~e staple 
produce of Kashmir. The facilities thus secured for cultivation 

·produced a radkable reduction in the price of rice, the cost 
of a rice being1 alleged to have fallen from 200 Dinaras to 
36 Diniu-as in consequence14

• 

William Willcocks aptly remarks, 
"Following the genius of your country, your ancient 
writers (Vysa in the Mahabharata) described the 

· physical facts they were writing about in spiritual 
language, but the facts were all the same. Every 
canal which went southward, whether it has become 
a river like the Bhagirathi, or remained a canal like 
the Mathubhango, was originally a canal. They were 
lined out and dug fairly parallel to each other. They 
were spaced apart. I remember quite well when I 
began to line out a system of canals for the irrigation 
of the country, I was astonished to fmd everywhere 

- that 3: so-called 'd((ad river' on the mC~,p_~~~ Jl!~t 
where a canal should._be pla,_c~d~6• 

Dr. Buchanan testifies to the irrigation works of the Hindus. 
~e notes. 

"At Condataru I saw one of those Hindu irrigation 
works for which south India was always famous. 
It was a large reservoir formed by shutting up with 
an artificial bank in an opening between two natural 
ridges of ground. The sheet of water was seven 
or eight miles in length ~eemilesmWiath -------·- -·------ ----- ----------
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and was let out in numerous small canals to irrigate 
field's in the d~eason. In the rains it was replenished 
by the rivei;- th~re- were·- sluices at different'' places' 
tWenty Or thirty feet wide, · an4 these. sluices were 
fortified by stones placed in a sloping direction, to 
let out the S!!P.erfu_ous water. The reservoir could 
irrigate the"'land!l of thirty two villages dunng a drou&llt .. , 
of eighteen months. ina counuyiiabietOTa.Iiiiites 
frcmr-w-aiJ.rofrains, a reservoir such as this is of 
inestimable value"16• . 

Dr. Buchanan also refers to another reservoir in his journal: 
"On my way to Arcot I saw another splendid Hindu 
reservoir called th~ Kaveri Pak. The reservoir is about 
eight miles long and three miles broad and fertilises 
a considerable extent of country. I never viewed 
a public work with more satisfaction, a work that 
supplies a great body of people. with every comfort 
which their mortal satisfaction will permit them to 
enjoy"17• 

It is well known that the Egyption inig~t.!2_t.lJ~-~~unded on 
Indian practices18• - . --· Referencces 

1. Rig. 10.9.1 
2. Joshi G. G. 'Bharatiya Jalasastra '(in Marathi), Shilpa Sansar, 

Feb., 1955 p.130. 
3. Sivaramamurti C., Ganga, 1976, p.ll 
4. Basham A. L. The Wonder That Was India, 1954 p.192. 
5 .. Ibid. 
6. Ibid p.1 04 
7. SamarangaJ)astatradharaofBhoja edited by V. S. Agrawal, 

1966, p. xiii. 
8. Basham, Op. Cit., p.19J. 
9. Bhoja, op dt, p. xiii 

10. Ibid 
11. Vaze K. V. Extract from a paper on 'Silpa Saitsar' 19 

March, 1955, p.173. 
12. Ibid. p.193 
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13. Kathana's Rajatarang.iQied.M.A. Stein, 1900,1ntroduction, 
p.98 

14. Ibid. p. 98 • 
15. Snpa Sansara, Feb. 1955 p. 133. 
16. Dutt Ramesh, Economic History of India Under Early British 

Rule, p. 199. 
17. Ibidp.197 . 

· 18. Roork.ee Treatise on Civil Enginering works in India, p. 
4.· . . 



''Parjanya'' 
The Mechanical Water Machine

. An· Exposition 

DR SuriARSHAN KUMAR SHARMA 

In this critical comments regarding 'Parjanya• Drl A. A. 
Macdonell remarks: 

.. This duty occupies quite a subordinate p~sition, 
being celebrated in only three hymns. His name often 
means •Rain Ooud' in the literal sense; but in most 
passages it represents the personification, the Cloud 
then becoming an under, a pail, or water skin. 
Parjanyais frequntly described as a bull that quickens 
the plants and the earth. The shedding of rain is 
his most prominent characteristic. He flies around 
with a watery Car. and loosens the water skin, he 
sheds rain water as our divine (asura} father. In 
this activity he is associated with thunder and 
lightning. He also produces fertility in cows, mares 
and women. He is several times referred to as father. 
By implication his wife is the erth, and he is once 
called the son of dyaus ... 
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Dr. Dev Raj Chanana4 takes Parjanya as a synonym for 
'Sky' in the Vedas. According to Dr. Chanana in Atharva Veda 
(AV) bhiimi is called the patni of Parjanya. Parjanya is the 
presiding deity of-.cloud and rains, or ·the rain cloud6• Dr. 
Hari Datt Shastri7 also takes Parjanya to mean 'a cloud showering 
fo~ rain, a water skin (drti).' 

Rgveda8 V 83; Vll 101, 102, 103 are entirey·devoted to 
the invocation of 'Parjanya' . This god is also referred to 
as such in Rgveda vn 102.59

; VI.75 15B10
, IX. 113.311 ; 

Yajurveda Vajasneyi Samhita) (VS) XXXVI-1012 Taittiriya 
Samhita ill. 5.8.1 (Ts)13 Atharvaveda (AV) 1.2.1; IV 15.4 
X.106-7; XII.l.42;14

• 

Madhusudan Mishra1s, while dealing with the 'Etymology 
of . 'Parjanya' (Rain Ooud) in Vi5ve5variinai\da lndological 
Journal Vol. XIV Pt. 1. March 1976 pp. 5-6 remarks: 

"The etymology of Parjanya 'Rain cloud' has so far remained 
obscure. it is not clear which root Macdonel postulated to 
explain it when he said that it means (rain cloud') in the . 
literal sense. Of course, its epithets 'Vnabha' literally 'Sprayer' 
and 'vf$~yavant' the possessive form of V!$~ya 'the bhava or 
karman of vf$an' 'Sprayer'- contain the root Vr~- 'to rain' -to 
spray, which at least suggests that even the radical element 
in 'Parjanya'could have the meaning 'to rain'. But the primary 
problem is what may be the root inherent in 'Parjanya', on 
the face value of it? Professor Mishra derives 7'arjanya' from 
'Parjan' presupposing Prj/Parj. Quoting Benfey, Bohtling, K 
and rain deriving parjanya from 'sphiirj' and 'pari-janya' (on 
the anology of parisad or par-sad-assembly) he remarks that 
Benfey, Bohtling, K and Roth were all embarassed by the 
phonetic difficulty. Analysing the root 'sphiirj' and tracing it 
back to its original form he calls it a hyper Sanskritised form 

·of the Pralqt root (Phnujj -+ spurj -+ spr.j.) He calculates 
the difference between 'prj' and 'sprj' in having an ex~ention 
in sprj at the beginning. He obviously traces the development 
of 'sphiirj' from 'prj'. And from the association of thundering 
with raining, he assumes that 'prj' means (to rain) pour down. 
Prjlparj the guttural variant of 'prj' may explain the formation 
of phalingl (meaning encompassing; leather bag any- thing 
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to hold liquid- a receptacle of water, a water jar. Pharig~, 
or parigha- in which the water is poured down. This su~ests 

· Prj(g) associated with pouring down as ·meaning. Prj(g),he 
takes as the extended form of Prhav,ing the word 'Pura'tlood, 
a stream and concludes that· 'Prj' defmitely means. to rain, 

~.. • . ,J 1 . 

'to pour down' 'Parjan' definately means ~Pouring down (an 
action noun). Parjanya he takes to be a nominalised adjective, 
one connected with pouring down i.e., the rain Cloud. . · 

• ; t.· 

18Yaska in Nirukta X.lO. gives the etymology of Parjanya 
as under. 

'1'arjanyastrpeh adyantavipa.iitasya tarpayti janyal;l. Paro jeta 
va paro janayitava. Priirjayita va, rasanlirp. tasyai~a bhiwa~. · 

"Vi vr-k~an hantyuta hantiraksaso; Visvam vibhaya bhuvanarh 
mahavadhat. Uta nagam~te vr~yavato. Yat parjanyal;l 
stanayanhanti · du~Jqta/;J. · Vihantivrk~fn vihanti ca rak~lirpsi 

SarvBIJi Casmadbhutani vihyati .maha vadh~t. Mahanhyasya 
vadhal;l apyanaparadho bhita/;1 palayate. Varsa karmavato yat 
parjanyal;l stanayanhanti du~lqtal;l papalqta/;1. "19 i.e. parjanyal;l 
(cloud is derived from (the root) trp (to be satisfied) by 
reversing the first and the last (letter); one who· gives 
satisfaction and is favourable to men (Trp + Jan yah · = P[t 
+ Janyal;l = Parj = Janyah = Par + Janyah -:.or he is so 
called (because) he is the best conqueror (Parah + lin} or 
he is the best progenitor - Paral;l + Jan or he if the bestower 
of juices (Pra + rj). The following stanza is addressed to 
him. · 

"He strikes down trees and he strikes down demons, 
the entire Universe was afraid of the great slaughter20; 

even the guileless fly from the rain or when parjanya 
thundering strikes the evil doers." 

Professor Mishra takes this attempt towards 'its etymology 
as off the mark. 21 · 

Peter Peterson21 referring to Buhler and Muir quotes the 
etymology of parjanya as given by Bloomfield as pari (about) 
and lana (follk) i.e. guarding the folk through. 
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. Dr. Siddhe5vara Varrna23 in his Etymologies ofY.iska'refers' 
'to 7'arjanya' with _reference to RV. V. 83.2 and construes 
·this word to

24
mean as derived from Pra + arj i.e., One that 

_emits fluids. Dr. Sudhir Kumar Gupta in his •• Vaitikabha~a 
Kenairukta adhyayana, KI Riiparekha (Yaskiyanirvacave} 

· NO.l18 re-iterates the etymology of P/lfjanyaas given by Yaska. 
~ 

. Dr. Siirya Kanta25 construes 'Parjanya Krandya' to mean
rumbling like Parjanya (RV. Vllll 02.5; Parjanya-Jinvita (RV.Vll 

.. 103.1) as impelled or quickened by Parjanya; Parjanya Patni 
(AV X.10.6) to mean having Parjanya as a husband; Parjanya 
retas- RV VI 75.15 to mean sprung from Parjanya; nourished 
by rain; Parjanya Vrddha (RV. IX.113.3 as nourished by rain. 
Sir Monier Williams deriving Parjanya from (pr Cor Prj} takes 
it to mean a cloud or a rain cloud. Lexicons such as Abhidhana 
Cintamal)i of Hemachandra27

, Amara lwsa of Amara Sitpha28 

_ and !Jedini Kosi9 illustrate 'Parjanya' among the synonyms 
of coud. Hemachandra30 also takes Parjany .. haryasva{bhuk~i
Bahudanteyavrddha.- · Sravvasasturaglt, among the forty two 

. names of lndra. : . - · 

A review of the texts of the Vedas quoted above along 
with their exegesis makes it evident that Parjanya has been 
construed in its emperical sense as a synonym of 'Megha'. 
Even Virendra MuniSastra31 , a staunch exponant of the syrnbollic 
scientific expositions of the Vedic words constructing it as 
a synonym of 'Megha'translates the verse- 'Vi Vr K~an hantyuta' 

1 etc. as under: 

· r · ; "This Parjanya destroys the trees by having struck 
them with thunderbolt (or lightening). It annihilates. 
the demons. The world fears this mighty 'Vadha'. 
Even the innocent flees having taken fright from 
this spraying one. This Parjanyathundering alonglight 
dates the miscreants. 

But a minute observation pertaining to the critical examination 
of the ~g-Vedic, Yajurvedic and Atharva-Vedic Siiktas can 
afford an inlinking into the symbolic factor that can be construed 
by an interpretative study of the cultural background in which 

'the expression has been employed in references of Vedic as 
well as Classical literature. According to A. A. Macdonell, 
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Parjanya invoked in full in three hymns is ·only mentioned 
some thirty times in the ]Jgveda. The mime in several passages' 
still means simply 'Rain Qoud'. The personification is, therefore) 
always closely connected with the phenomenon of the rain 
storm in which the rain cloud itsel( becomes as udder, a pail, 
or a water skin often linked to a bull; Parjanya is 
characteristically a shedder of rain. 32 

Dr. ~a Kumara33 construes 'Parjanya' to mean- a cloud 
that showers rain. Taking 'janya'as a technical word companent. 
he says- •one that replenishes from all sides the sensate and 
the insensate objects that take birth in. the Universe. While 
showering forth waters accompanied by lightnings or electric 
powers; Roaring in the spirit of a lion mounted on a chariot 
full of waters it promenades about in, the sky. It has been 
called huge water vat called d[ti'. 

•1(aniJcradad V(Sobha};J jjradaanub retO dadhatyogadhJSI,l 
garbh~ ·. 

beDowing the bull of quickening gifts places. Seed !n the palan~ 
asagenn. 0 j

0 

•·vr-.kfan Vibantyuta hanti rak$aso viSvaJll vibhaya bhuvanar,n 
Milivadhat · 
UW!aga sate YT$1Jyiivato yat parjanyal;J stanayan hanti du~s 
Divo no Vf$!iJp maruto rari-dhvam prapinnvata Vf.f.QO a5vasya 
dhariil;L · 0 • • 

.Arv§to elena stanayitnunehi apo niS-in-cannurah pHanaif6 

Abhi kranda stanaya garbhamadh§. 
0 

Udanvata pari diyi rathena. 
D(tilp sulcar~ ~itaip nyancaJp 
Sama(1 bhavan tudvato · nipadiil). 37 

Mahantaip K6sumdaca ni$Dlca syandantiilfl kuly.ilJ vi~ital;J 
Purastat. 
Gh(tena dyava p[thivf vyundhi suprapli.paJP bhavat-vaghnyii. 
bhyaJT8 

yat perjanya Kaniiradat stanayan 1-~i du~k[a~.· · 
Pratidam ViSvvam modata Yat .K.inf.:a P(thivyamadh? 
av~irvar~udu ~u grbhiiya akar dhanvanyatyetava ii. 

Ajijana o~d/Urbhejanaya Kamuta Parjiibhyi vido Man~40 
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are the most important verses in the ~eda V. 83 worthy 
~f consideration from the point of view of the topic under 
consideration. 

In these mantras words such as ''drte'' 

•'Mahantam ko5am.. ..syandantam kulyah'' ''ghftena 
dyavap[thivi vyundhi" SuprapaJ)arp bhavatvaghn. 
Yabhy~-are technical, Kosain RV.1.11.2.11 41

• 

Yab~ sudana ausijaya vBI)ije ~rrgha.S- ravase madhu ko5o 
ak¥uat; meaning the store of honey or a vat fuD of honey." 
etc. Sam~ ati-varaJ)yavya, divyah na kosaso abhravarsah, v[tha 
samudrarp sindhavo na nici{J. Sutaso abhi kalasan - ~rgran42 • 
. . 
Meaning: 

f. ' 

; "These Soma juices pass through the woden fleece like the . 
rains of heaven showered by the clouds; the effused juices 
flow promptly to the pitchers as rivers running downwards 
How into the ocean.43 

""da.SaSvan da.Sa kosan da.Sa vastradhibho janah; 
da.So hiriU)ya ph;J(jan divodasadasa-ni~arp44 

Meaning chest, trunk45, along with "GobhirviD}.o ajyate 
sobharir}.arp rathe kose h.iraQyaye. 
Gobhandhavah sujata-sal). i~e bhuje, mahanto nal). sparase nu"46 

•"The·· voice ·of the (Maruts} blends with the songs of the 
saubharis in the receptacle of their golden chariot. May the 
mighty weD born Maruts, the offspring of the (bridled} cow 

. be gracio~:~s to us in regard of food, enjoyment and kind~ess."47 

and ·vrti" in RV IV 45.1 

.. e~ sya bhanurudiyarti yujyate; 
rath~ parjma diva asya sanavi; · 
P[qaso asmin mithuna adhi tryao 
d{ti stUifyo· madhimo vi rap5ate48 

•'drtfSturiyo'' here is significent of ••a bucketful or a leather 
bag or a leather water machine for the inward and upward 

· movement of water (madhuno} etc.- amply illustrates the point 
that in ~eda V.83 7,8; d[ti"and 'ko5a'have been associated 
with Parjanya. '1J[lim su Kar~a v~tam nyaiicarp" is translated 
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by A. A. Macdonell- as "Draw well the water s~ .unfastened 
downward". 
"d[t:Up" the rain cloud here is compared to a water skin 1 
doubtless like the leather bag made of a goat skin still used! 
in India by water carriers"50• Actuy it should meari 

.. Pull downwarde the well kint water machine" Provided with 
a water skin as in a "Catasa" (a mechanical Pully system 
well) for the over flow of waters. Like ~eda V 83.8; vn 
101.4; 

"Yasmin vi5vani bhuvanaani tasthuh 
tisro dyadsstredhii sasrurapal), 
trayal) kosasah Upasecanaal) 
Madhva cotantyabhito virapsa1p"51 

Having 'trayal) kosasal) ypasecanasal) is quite significa.D.t in 
so far as the sense of three ko5as (water buckets or leather 
bags ( ko5a being a synonym of drti) provided on to a. water 
pulley moving up and down in order to fill up water from . 
a ·well or a reservoir and to bring it up and then to send 
it down. 

"Madhval)" occuring in IV, 45.352
; X.73.953 has been 

invariably meant sweet juice or sweet water symbolically in· , 
the form of honey, mead etc., as in "Apnsiikta" (RV 1.142 
1-1354

) (samiddho' agna-vaha devan adya yatasrucel55 ; 

ghitavantamupamasi modhumantam taniinapat.56 

Sucil) pavako adbhuto madhva yajhaip mimik$11tP7 

Dr. Deo Prakash Patanjala Sastri has construed 'madhu maiJtam' · 
as having water and 'ghrta vartam' as having heat and light58, 

Vll.102.2.1 59 also contains the word 'Madhumattama.Ip'iis an 
epithet of parjanya. 

· "Parjanyaya pragayata; divesprtaya mihC,)U$e; 

Sa no yavasamicchatu. yo garbhamo$adiiinarp · . 
Gavarp kp)oty arvatarp. parjanyal) puru$Il)arp Y. 
Tasma idasye havirjuhota madhumattamaip gJarp 
nal) sarpyotaip Karat". 

In RV. IX. 113.360 
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"'Parjanya vrddham mahi$MP ta11l silryasya duhitabharat . ., is 
also symbolic of the point that a buffalo swollen by parjanya 
may mean that leather bags of a 'CaJasa Well" swollen by 
water while coming down and going upwards. Siiryasya duhita .. 
may be Us.a the daybreak when wells play admirably. 

In classical literature Kalidasa in Raghval!lb XVll.l561 

••stuyamanal) k~aJ)otosminnalakyata sab vandibhi}). Prayrddha 
iva parjanyal) siirangair abhinandital)." and 
Samarangai)asutrdhara of Bhoja- xxxyJ-.562 ·~jyena payasJj 
dadhna piijayacchi khinat!l puna(L 5aligodhiima mrdvadyai 
rdhanyaih parjanyamarcayet" Can also be construed 
symbolically to mean the same apparently cloud but symbolically 
a water machine. 

Dhanaprua in his Tilakamaiijari has referred to the tenn 
·c~.tasodaka" construed by the commentator as 
·carmapuPJjalam'in the following prose compound. ••.4gantuka 
pipasa prati kriyodyulcta bhulcta parijana Punarulctopapadita 
recyam!na caPJSodake$u'63 caPJSa has been construed as a 
synonym of 'carmapiifa' by Medinik.ara.64 

In Amarakosa 'drti' also means · a bellows-" d[ti-sfmanta 
barite romanthodgitha budbudA1)'6 s · Hemacandra in 
AbhidhanacintAma¢ has it as .. d[titl khaiias Oma mayi val~ 

· karakapatrika'66 •sir Monier Williams takes it as a skin or 
leather, a leather bag for holding water and other fluids 
(figuratively a cloud) a pair of bellows.67 or bloated skin. 
Parjanya vrddham mahi~am-has been translated (RV IX.ll3.3) 
along with Siiryasya duhitabharat. as "The daughter of Surya 
brought the . vast soma .large as a rain cloud"68 On Rgveda 
V.83.8 A. A. Macdonell's remarks: 
"'The process of shedding rain here is compared with the 
drawing up of a pail from a well and pouring out the contents'• 
in illustration of-

•"MahantaJp Jco5amudaca ni~ca. 
Syandanta!p kulya vi~ta purastilt. 
Gbitena dyavap[thivi vyundhi. 
Suprapiir)a.rp bhavatvaghnyabhyap.· 

i e. Draw up the great bucket pour it down: Let the streams 
released flow forward: drench heaven and earth with ghee 
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(or water} or grease; let there be a good drin_Jdns plac~ for 
the cows". · 

. ' ' \ •': 

-amply corroborate the view expressed by me above t~~!j 
1'arjanya' the god invoked by the Seers_ in RV V. 83,. VII 
101, 102, 103 refers to a Vedic contrivance of a mechanical 
water machine having buckets in a circle or a row moving 
up and going down made of leather and supplying waterr for 
irrigaJ;ion purposes. . . 

"~gveda IX.96.6" Mahi~o mrgfu;lmp' has 'Mahi~a·~ to mean 
a 'Buffalo' In RV IX.113.3 also we can equally construe
"Parjanya vrddham mahi~o.rp" as a buffalo grown up along 
with the water machine whom the daughter of Surya i.e. Morning 
twilight brought up symbolically. A buffalo is dark. The bellows 
is equally dark or it is normally made out of buffalo's hide.·.: 

The allusion of Kalidasa. -"Pravfddh3.' '. iva · Parjanyal}. 
Sara.Ii.garnabhinandita\1."72 can also mean: "Water machine of 
huge norm welcomed by the peacocks, Elephants or spotted 
antelopes or by thrush birds (Cataka) teh variety of senses 
taken by Sir Monier Williams. 71 

. . . 1 .. 
Hence etymologically viewed and construed by a comparative 

study of the Rgvedic hymns. Parjanya to me is a symbolic 
term for 'Mechanical water machine' having · 'd[tis' forming 
its components employed for the transference of water in a 
streaming flow for purposes · of irrigation · (a 
bhrantimadvariyaritra} of Malavikagnimitra.rp of Kalidasa A~ 
II.12. . 

','Bindiitk~epanpipasul) paribhramati 
Sikhi bhrantimadvariyantra.rp"73 
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Water Exploration · 
In Ancient India 

G. v .. TAGARE 

Water is essential for agriculture whether ancient or modem. 
Agriculture in India depended mainly on rainfall since ·ancient . 
times. People knew that much of the rain-water percolates. 
through the soil and flows underground through ~·veins" as 
~1~ does in--.. our ~ody. By observation· of trees, . soil · and 
such other external indications and by actual digging of wells, 
people arrived at certain broad conclusions though they did 
not have remot~ sensory apparatus, air-craft for conducting 
aerial surveys or any i..ANDsAT satellite to supply detailed 
photographs of the land surveyed. They recorded their fmdings 
in short compendiums which later developed into schools or 
traditions · 

Today I propose to state briefly what Vadhamihira, the 
great astronomer of the 6th century A. D. recorded about 
water exploration of his times. Var~amih.ira (VM) was an 
astronomer of international outlook. He based his work on 
astronomy the Brhajj~taka on the siddhantas of Pitamaha. 
Romalca, Paulib, Vasi$tha and Silrya. Out of these, Romab 
indicates some Roman work, Pauli8a is of Paulus Alexandrimus, 
and the so-called Siirya Sid_dhanta was imparted by the Sungod 
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to Asura Maya at Romaka. VM expresses his appreciation 
of the works of western astronomers by calling them adorable 
like Rsis in his Brhatsamh{ia (BS} 2.15 as follows: 

. : • ~ fg qCf41@1 ~ ~ (astronomy) ~~ 

· ~asN~I ;. ... ! .t: .I .. ;; . 
The BS on which I have based this paper is an encyclopaedia 

of the India of the 5th-6th cenL AD. It deals with different 
branches of knowledge such as astronomy-cum-astrology, 
geography, architecture, civil engineering, water-exploration, 
iconography, prognostic characteristics of women and animals, 
jewellery, prosody (both Sanskrit and Prakrit) etc. 

· · The present paper is based on the 54th Chapter of the 
BS. Its title is DAGARGALAM.(~•111fc:11{) a copound of Prakrit 
and Sanskrit word: Daga (~) - Sanskrit udakc(~) •water', 
and argala .. An impediment". Such Prakrit-Sanskrit or 
Sanskrit-Prakrit compounds were current in the speech of 
common people as can be seen from the conversation of 
Patha5iilaboys in another contemporary work, the Kuvalayamiilii 
(vide G. V. Tagare- History ofPrakrit Literature, pp. 320-322). 
The significance of the chapter is that it deals with 

· .. under-ground water". This chapter consists of 125 verses. 
The first· part of the Chapter-verses (Aryiis} 1-99 are based 
on Sarasvata Muni's work and the rest (VV.100-125) on that 
.ofManava Muni. From the observations, divinations etc., about 
'underground water by Sarasvata Muni, it appaears that he 
was an expert in botany and zoology with some knowledge 
of geology also. Muni Manava was a geologist with subsidiary 
knowledge of botany and zoology. 

·'Before trecord the summary of some or' the fmdings of 
those ancient scholars, I should plainly state the limitations 
of their theories, if they are to be verified today: 

1. The author, Varahamihira belonged to Ujjain. As such, 
, . < his observations' are limited ·to the Indo-Gangetic plain 

· iJ! general and Malwa in parti~lar. 

·: 2. The work was written in the 6th Century A D., and 
during the last 1500 years there have been climatic 
changes. 
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3. Much more important than these is the very favourable 
man-land-forest ratio of that period. In '1947; 33 per 
cent of land was covered with forests in India. Today 
they say that it is about 11 per cent. If this progressiv~ 

. deforestation continues, God forbid, but, I am. afraid, 
we shall be contributing a great desert of India' to' the 
world-map, as underground water depends on the rainfall. 
Hence, I doubt how far the old conditions are verifiable. 

' j ' I •- 'J 'J 

In the Introduction to the BS. VM. tells that though· the 
rain-water as it falls from the sky may have the same taste 
and colour, it varies in taste and colour due to its contact 
with the earth (soil) of different types. It should be tested 
with reference to its surroundings. This· needs be taken irito 
account when we live in jungles of conerete . surrounded by 
vast slum-areas. There are some commonsense observations 
such as: The water-table (of the ground water) varies according 
to the rain-fall; water in a well or a tank is rain-water percolating. 
through different. types of soil; underground water flows through 
the "veins" of the earth. 

The Sarasvata School 

The observations are given in the following way: 

1) If in an arid land, there is an Indian fig tree· (udurhbara) 
three cubits to its west, at a depth of 2 1/2 puru$a (the 
height or measure of a man) plenty of water will be found. 
(11) 

. . ' 
2) If to the east of a jambii tree, there is an ant-hill, water 

will be found below two puru$aS. (9) 

In this way Sarasvata goes on predicting water 
c. . ' . 

3) If an ant-hill is near the trees called· arjuna, nigadi, b~dari 
etc.(12-16) 

4) If in arid area, kampilla tree (Marathi Rui Mandara, 
(Rotteleria Tmctoria ?) is found there is water at a disance 
of three anlits to the east (21). 

I. 

In brief, it may be stated that the presence of an anthill 
or that of a serpent den is regarded as an indication of the 
underground water. A number of trees like the banyan. s!Jmi, 
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udUITJbara, palas, bilva and many other trees are listed as having 
water at a particular depth at its particular direction (The list 
is too long to be given in a short paper like this) 

·, An illitrate water-diviner told me that when he kicks the 
ground he feels the resonance of water underneath. I did not 
believe in it. But I fmd the same test. given in v. 64 of the 
BS. Sarasvata gives one general caution. The depth at which 
water can be found depends on the nature of the soil e.g., 
arid etc. · 

~ar.&~~g-~:~:1. 
~ f.lfiiM~~ mrf'r: ~lit' 

"The above mentioned indications are applicable to a watery 
·country (aniipe 7' bahiidak.e). In semi-arid land, water should 
be predicted as being under five purn$aS and in arid land 
(Marudes'e) as under 7 puru$aS. ". 

In v.99 VM. tells that this section was based on the Dagargala 
'in of S~asvata and the remaining chapter is based on manava 
Munis work: 

. ~ava Muni's Dag:p-gala 

Manava Muni seems to be a geologist. He surmises the 
; presence of water by. the colour of the soil or of the rocks 
and stones. He says: If the soil is of the colour of the sun, 

· fire, ashes, . camel or donkey, there is no water underneath . 
. Where the earth is red, bamboo-sprouts' are red and milky, 
· there is water. A stone or rock like beryl in colour or like 
green gram; or dark like a cloud, ripe fig,bee, collyrium. or 

. is' brown, water is in plenty below. A rock like a pigeon, 
. honey, ghee, silken cloth in colour, indicates inexhaustible supply 
of water: There is no water under a rock full of red or variegated 
spots,· is pale white or ash -like in colour or like a camel or 
a donkey or an angu$!ika flower-like in colour but if the rock 

. is like the moon light, gold, sapphire or pearl like in colour, 
they contain wa~er underrneath (VV.106-110). , 

. · · In vv. 111-117 methods of breaking a rock or a slab of 
· stone are given. Manava Muni has given a list of the plants 
. or trees which indicate presence of water, in what particular 
direction of the tree and at what depth. 
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Reading both the sections one finds that the old wa~er diviners 
had considerable knowledge of botany, geology and zoology 
current in pre-sixth century A.D. - · · • 

Varahmihira concludes: "on the authority of Baladeva, I 
explained rainshowers that fall after the full moon day of 
jye$!ha. · This second method of water exploration ~nder the 
earth is properly explained by me- V arahamihira. 

V arahamihira was a great scientist of his age. His findings 
should be verified in the area to which he beloged, i.e., M. 
P. and not in the Deccan trap of our area. i.e., Maharashtra: 

' . ' 

Some Specimens (Excerpts) Of The Text. 
. ' 

1. If in arid (waterless place one fmds a vetasa plant {Calamus 
Rotang) and if the ground at a distance of 1hree cubits 
to the west of that plant is dug, for half a puru$a there 
is certainly water. 

· 2. In the case of an udumbara tree, if you dig two . pru~s 
deep to three cubits to the west of that tree, you will 
fmd a vein i.e., current of sweet water. · 

3. When a bilva and an udumbara tree are found growing 
together you will fmd water 31/z puru$1JS deep if dug at 
a distance of 3 cubits. 

4. If there is an anthill to the north of an arjuna tree and 
if you dig three cubits to the west of that tree, ·water will 
be found at a depth of 31/z puru$as. 

5. If a there is a cocount tree with anthills, there is a vein 
of good water flowing at a distance of 6 cubits to the 
west, at a depth of four pru$as. 

6. If a nirgundi tree is found with an anthill, you will get 
sweet water at a depth of 2 puru$1JS to the south of the 
tree at a distance of 3 cubits from the tree. 

7. If an anthill is inhabited by a serpent and is near to the 
north of madhuka tree, if you dig at a distance of 5 cubits 
from the tree there is water under 71/z purU$1JS 

8. Water is found near 'Milky" trees, having long branches 
or very short in height; but there is no water if the trees 
are sickly. 
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9. The spot where trees, shrubs and creepers are fresh and 
. fme and the leaves are entire (untom), there is ample water 
· under three puru~as.. 

,1~ •. Where there is grass of the type of gokshura, ku~a. nalika 
trees and shrubs with milky juice, and trees like vibhitaka, 
Naga ke5ara, padma, nipa, water will be found at a depth 
of 3 puru~as even if these are found on an elevated or 

. higher ground. . · · 
' ; ,• I 

, The above is a random selection of verses. Hence the verse 
numbers are not given. These are from the 54th· chapter of 
the B.rhatsa.Ihhita. · 

I 

It is noteworthy that this chapter is given after the chapter 
·dealing with construction of houses. It is followed by a chapter 
on horticulure. · 



Fertilizers In Ancient ·India ' 

R.P.DWIVEm 

It is well kwnon that the increase in population of independent 
India. has assumed alarming proportions thereby rendering the 
problem of feeding the growing population almost unsolvable. 
Not one of the knowers of science and technoloy are thinking 
of fmding new ways and means for increasing the produce · 
from agriculture. They are mainly Interested in reducing the 
wastage by eradicating the plant pests" and diseases as well 
as by devising proper storage methods. In this context, it 
becomes significant to think of the efforts made in fertilizing 
trees as well as plants in ancient India. ' 

It must be said to the credit of the thinkers in the Vedic 
age 

. 
~ tftcrr ~ ij'1fffif Fci~~~~j'ldi ~:I 
m. ;r: ~ qq{li'RIICI~rt<i!J~cft ~ ~ n' 

Indian's most important contribution to · the world ·of 
agriculture is rice (Oryza Sativa),' the staple food and crop 
of most of the south, south-east and east Asia; sugarcane 
varieties of legumes and tropical fruit like the mango also 
are native to the subcontinent. Archaeological records of this 
region's prehistory are still incomplete and uneven and evidence 
of how the transition from pastoralism to crop forming took 
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place and is taking. Nothing is known, however, about the 
farm communities that must have produced a surplus of 
agricultural products sufficient to sustain the population and 
fill the granaries of the metropolitan centres. 

' • • • i I f 

Of cours~. but it is not clear at what particular time agricultural 
production took place and by whom specially in India. 
Nevertheless from the Vedic age some kind of manure or 
fertilizers were used to make fertile the land for good production. 

,,~,, 

In the m KaiJJ!a of Atharvaveda the word ~uquu: used 
for the earth is indicative of the fact that Indian agriculturists 
.were familiar with manures and fertilizers. 

~ ~f.l~~~"l rJrrt ~:I 
~ UP:t 14t4'14lcii ~II 

-~.11 ~·~)(!~ 112 

It is known that in the post- Vedic age viz, Brahmai)a, 
ArB.Qyaka and Upani~adic age, agricultural practices developed 
'and they followed rotation method to increase the soil fertility. 
Agnipur~a in chp. 282 on Vrksayiirveda has laid down rules 
about the trees to be planted in gardens, grafting and 
·transplantation of trees as well as diseases of trees and their 
treatments to tight them. Anupaja trees are mentioned in 
connection with transplantation and grafting. Our ancients have 
• also give~ a diagnosis of deseases of trees and their treatments 
to overcome the diseases . 

.. 
W:st'ad411'd'ltO{'I:q~~a<4iR,lltt 

~. ~ 'lll~~~fta~: II 
· f!<t:tftaqq: ~= 'bcl!l~M m
~wCflt\illtt<f¥ ~ faarf.r ~ 11 

·~'lie~cfi ~ mroi ~ 
~: ~ 'bd~tf~ ~:II 
~ ~ ~ ~ mftR: 
~ dll§~)qci' ~ IIRr tg ~ 
{l~l¥1f4iJqoJ ~ ~113 

On the same topic, Varahamihira also discusses in his eminent 
work. Brhatsalilhita in chp. LV dealing with gardening and 
agriculture. He speaks about the sesamum treatment for the 
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soil to prepare for gardening and agriculture. _ 

¢'It~ f%or ~~~I 
!J~dltai~:q JIC(.ft4i('Ciiifd&~ ~: 114 

On the subject of distan~e between two trees fu. a gard<:m . 
Varahamihira says that trees should be planted 20 cubits apart:. 
He also discusses the diagnosing of the diseases· of trees and 
their treatment. In this connection he speaks that trees· get 
diseases from cold weather, strong winds .·and hot_ , sun._ 
Cosequently, their leaves become palewhite, sprouts seanty 
and sickly, branches dry, and their milk oozes. out~ ·' · · ' 

~ftdCIIdld~ij·~ ~ 41~4:ildl 

~ ~ ltli@lt~tfl .:.11 

-~~~ 
wsii·"!o4s'<fll'ffili ~ aft\c:rrftuiT 11.5 

Kautilya also deals with this problem in his Arlhasa.si;-a XL 
PrakaraJ)a, chp. 24 ~:. He expects the superintendent 
under of this department to be in the know of not only ·the 
science of farming but also of v.rk$a jnana. In fact, he wanted 
this officer to be in touch with different methods' of tilling 
the land and making use of the rainwater in enhancing the 
fertility of the soil · · ., 
~: '!'fqd=*:U;Gi<!a.iigCl~{:a{~EHli'l err ~ 
!J'''NiclltiiCfl~CIIfaCf!lc;ihlifll4ftt ~ ~-~I 

gtll<414'1!f"'l ~ itiQN<i:iiil%fd tl1"4aft\ill"'i m ~ err 

~ ~ ~ El..<fi<CifiiN:~ltl'!'t!'ffiiN: Cfilosaft\ill"'i ~ 
~ ~ ~ lti'!'C{Icl4:1 ~ ~ 
~:m~:.:r~~-~ 
~I ~ Wif<ii ~ :q ~16 

•• : •• ;r tt4'fm fcmRr 
~ ~ fcrnRr 11

7 

The subject of "dohada" of trees an'd plants often refe~ed 
to by Sanskrit poets and dramatists really underllnes'th~ special 
treatment of manure or fertilizer; dohada which comes under 
kavisamaya i.e., poetic conventions cannot· be summarily 
dismissed as flights of fancy only. The famous verse in Ratnavali 
(11.30) viz., uddamotkalikarb has spoken of the. wonderful 
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appearance of abundant flowers on the favourite jasmine creeper 
of the king as a result of application of a fertilizer supplied 
by a hermit. 

From a study of the great works of Sir John Lubback, Mr. 
Tylor, Mr Fergusson and Mr. Monier Williams and other savants 

· in the field, it is learnt that man first· worhsipped....![_e~s 
gods theJI!_~elves. He believed that thetree- iiaJTsoul of its -own. Later on, as time advanced, the idea dawned on him 
'lliiittrees might become the receptacle of the spirits of gods 
and that they were peculiarly liable to be occupied by ghosts 
and goblins. · 

. M. G. Subramayam Pillai in his work •'Tree Worship and 
Ophialatry .. mentioned that if a coconut, mango or tamarind 

·tree had failed to prove floriferous and fruitful, the barren 
tree is beaten with a pestle on a day of eclipse and this method 
is believed to cure the tree of its barrenness. 7• 
_, 

: The jingling anklet worn by. a beautiful maiden helping the 
a5oka tree to blossm, if analysed may lead to some principle 
of sound and music therapy giving rise to physical vibrations 
in plants. Scientists to-day have already come to the conclusion 
that music comes to the help of life and growth of the plants 
and contributes to their growth and yields. Dr. T. C. N. Singh, 

· a retired professor of Botany, Annamalai University, has come 
to the conclusion that the sound of 'VT.pa'. produces beuer 
results in plants than that of a violin. Experiments have been 
conducted m the U.S.A., Canada, and the U.S.S.R. and it has 
been established that musical therapy considerably helps the 
plants to give getter yields.8 · 

Not only in ancient times but even now-a-days I found in 
the North India the agriculturists applying fish, blood etc., as 
a manure to better the yield. 

Mention of some fertilizers in Abhila$ilarthaciiitama.Qi viz., 
scratching the tree with thorns and fumigating them with cow's 
ghee, water and fat of parrots and rats, as well as fumigation 

-of trees by burning turmeric, white mustard etc., clearly indicate 
that the topic of fertilization had received sufficient attention. 
A mention has been made in some Sanskrit works on 
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vrk$iiyurveda that creepers besmeared with honey produce red 
flowers. Recipes for making fruit remain ever-green are also 
found. It is interesting to note that cross-breeding of plant~ 
was also practised by the ancients. A mention has been made 
that the plantain trunk if wAtered with the flesh and serum 
of a boar and decoction of alikola bears a pomegranate. 

The treatment of this subject in Abhilii$itiirthacintamaJ)i speaks 
of a give and take between specialists of the so-called north 
and south as genius need not be cabined and confined to 
a particular clan or a race. This is just in keeping with the 
rational approach of thinkers in ancient India, who were never 
opposed to observation and experiment, although they believed 
in dharma to be the focal point and the guiding stat. 
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RAMA BAI 

Ancient Indian seers had established that plants were also 
living beings with the difference that their consciousness
sariljflawas internal or dormant (Manul.49). They have feelings 
of both pain and pleasure. Just as preventive and curative 

• medicines and tonics are prescribed for human beings, for 
the plants also are prescribed medicines and tonics. In ancient 
works on Snpa5astra (architecture) ( Silpasasstra of Vi5vakarman 
LXVll.3; LXVIll 8-10; LXX.7.8) KauP!ya's Artha5astra, Jolly's 

· edn. 11.20. p.70 and Varahamihira's Brhatsarilhita, we come 
across sections dealing with trees or vrk~yurveda in connection 

· with I agriculture, gardening and town-planning. In the 
Atharvaveda too (1.2.6, m.6.4) there are prayers for the sweet 
and juicy fruits of trees and creepers. Many ancient sages 
like Ka5yapa, Gargya and Parasara and mediaeval scholars like . 
Cakrapat_rimi5ra, Somapala and King Somadeva ill of the 
Chalukyan dynasty have written on this subject. Fertilizers and 
manures play a very ,important role in agriculture. When the 
soil loses its fertility proper manuring has to be done in order 
to get good and abundant yield. We find that our ancients 
had paid much attention to this aspect of agriculture. 

Varahamihira in his Brhatsamhita in the LV adhyaja deals 
with the treatment of trees, elaborately. According to him, 
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sesamum should be sown and when in bloom sh9uld be crushed~. 
This is the first step in preparing the soil. This correspo'nds 
to modern green manure. Another ·manure2 described. ,b:y 
Varahamihira is the watering of the trees .and creepers ~by 
milk- boiled and cooled and mixed with horsegram,· blackgram. 
greengram, sesamum and barley. This mixture should b«? aP.plied 
to the trees and creepers when the flowers or fruits. of which 
are destroyed suddenly (V. 16). Again he mentions' a thir~ 
type of fertilizer3• i.e., trees, creepers and bushes should be · 
sprinkled daily with a mixture of two aqhakas i.e., 128. palas 
with the powder of the dung of goats and sheep~ one aqhaka 
of sesamum, 16 pal as of wheat· particles one tula ( 100 pala&j 
of beef and one drol)a (256 pala&j of water, kept for seven 
days. 

If seeds are to be sown or young trees to be planted, which 
would produce good results, the soil should be manured in ·. 
the following manner. First a pit should be dug and it should 
be filled with plenty of bones and cowdung or any_otherdung 
and the same should be burnt. Then the ashes have. to be 
removed and th~ pit has to be filled up with a layer o( sand 
at the bottom and over it a layer. of the flesh and serum 
of goats with water should be made. If seeds are sown in 
such pits the seeds will produce very good trees. 

- . : ;/ ) 

The soil of the pit of a tree struck with lightning may • be 
brought and put into the pits of the park trees with a view 
to avoid the trouble of snowfall. · · · - · ' 

Cooked white rice mixed with curds and rock-salt is also 
thrown into the pits with a view to attract hail-storm. 

··-,.'; 

1Ci>g<{l6d"!~ ~ R: I 
ooN !Cifcfl@j em ;r ~I 
~ ,. ~ ·~ 
R'ld:tiicl41<{'f ~ ti~C:C'i ~ <.:1-tl 

~ ~ Q JWilt qf2~1<011{il 

Sarngaclharapaddhati- Upavanavinoda Bombay 
Skt. Series·~ pp. 309-340. · 

Abhilfi$itarthacmlamaiJidescribes that perfuming the trees with 
the smoke caused by b~ming nisa (turmeric kunkuma}, viqa!'Jga 
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(~ry9ib~ p~iculata}, Siddhartha (white mustard), the flowers 
of Arjuna plant, mixed with fish and the flesh of rohita 
(a kind of deer) is not only conducive to the abundance of 
flowers and fruits but destructive of all worms and insects 
and also of diseases. 

' The. perfume caused by the burning of Vi(janga, Hmgu 
(asafoetida, smdhiira (red lead or Grislea Tomentosa), marica 
(pepper), vaca (a kind of aromatic root}, bhallataka ( Seme 
CarpUS Anacarduim), and buffalo-hom mixed in equal quantities 

:will destroy all kinds of insects and worms. 

· Perfume caused by the burning of fish, clarified butter, white 
.mustard and plantain leaves will be conducive to the abundance 
of fruits . 

. • Trees . watered. with the fat of kira (parrot) and kuranga 
(a kind of deer) will produce abundance of fruits in all the 

, seasons. : .. , 

· Milky trees watered with milk mixed with vi(janga, honey 
:and clarified butter and perfumed with the smoke caused by 
the burning of nata ( Tabernacmontana) and ku~tha ( Costus 
speciou~ will always produce fruits. 

Creeping plants (?) watered with the decoction of ku$tha 
(Alangium Hexapetalum} mixed with the milk and fat of cows 
and agara (Agallochum} will always bear fruits. 

~ 

Pomegranates manured with the grease and flesh of a deer, 
elephant, cat, kro4ha (wild bear} and chapa will bear abundant 

' sweeet fruits. 

Oranges manured with any flesh (palala) mixed with cow's 
milk and jaggery will bear plenty of fruits. 

·' Mango trees watered with the decoction of ankola (Alangium 
Hexapetalum} mixed with honey and the fat of a wild boar 
will always bear fruits. The Upavanavinoda gives a different 
manuring for this. Like this we fmd many fertilisers for different 
trees and plants in Abhil~itarthacmtiimaiJi, also 

3i<Mf4:>R: mtw 11 11cli'Bif~~G3IT, ~ ~ 
I Q~'<449''1~1ROII I ~ ~~~:II 

- Upavanarinoda 
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For example: 

1) Honey, clarified butter, jagerry and milk mixed togetJ;ter 
makes a good manure for kapittha - cf: Upavanavinoda, . 

~ ~ ~ '<f Cflftk41'a~' I 
cfh("'Cflc:<li"4RI1lie~uf.t ~ ecu-~ 11 ... 

2) Powder of japa (China rose), tila, and equal quantity of 
honey and clarified butter- for Amalaka. · 

3) The paste made of vidailga, ~~a, madhuka (Liquorice root), 
surabhi and jati mixed with madira (liquor) and salt for 
coconut tree. 

4) The paste made of the powder of_an ivory piece and 
elephant's tooth thrown at the root of .the plantain tree, 
even in a mixy soil, and when covered with fresh soil, 
will bear fruits as big and long -as an elephant's trunk. 

5) The mixture of oil-cake, liquor and fish is a good fertilizer 
for bfjapiira tree- cf. Upavanavinoda 

~"':SCfll{(<ii<l'a~n·f4loc{)qijftoJ q- ~: 

~s'!l~il4cl<=IIRfeCfd: ~- ~ ~ mcrqn 

Similarly we have good manures for tamarind tree, a8okli, 
tilaka tree, syama creeper, mallika, japa, karQ.ikara etc. · · 

Plants producing flowers having no smell will bear fragrant 
flowers when they are manured with the soil taken from the 
pits of plants bearing fragrant flowers and are watered with 
the water mixed with the powder of gaildhapatra (sandal tree 
leaves), musta (cyperus roundus) tagara (Tabemaemontana 
coronaria) and usira (Andropogon Municatus). . . . 

The Vi5vavallabha of Cakrapanimisra also mentions . such 
manures for trees and creepers. The Vrk$ayurveda of Sripala 
as well as the Upavanavinoda mention a fertilizing solution 
called kUIJapajal. This solution is prepared thus- flesh, marrow 
of bones and flesh and fat of the deer, hogs, fish, sheep, 
goats and sangins as far as possible, should be mixed together 
and should be cooked in water. When it is sufficiently cooked, 
should be poured into a pot and milk should be added to 
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it. Then powdered oilcake of sesamum and honey should be 
added. Mix the same with soaked black-gram and ghee. Spread 
this mixture in a shallow vessel and pour hot water on it. 
When this is transferred to a pot, the latter should be sealed 
and buried for a fortnight in a room. The contents of the 
pot are now called kUJ)apajala which becomes a tonic for the 
trees. 

3><JI·fchRArt41'1i i!tt®l'ld&fWi411{ I · 
Jriti !l'1ijj' ~ il<{l'l"''IC:H1itam-ll 

, (\l~ctf.l<M: ~ ~ ;fl\1Jr. ~I 

~ 1%' f~ <a'.~~ f~ll 
~ ~.ffiaRt ~ <MI 

. ~~i:n:q etel""'l"4itall ~ ~ <M 11 
. ~ ,"R"i. ~ "''TliT :m:<fi6 ~I 
~ ~ ~ cffiw1~1~ ~I 

~~~~:II 

According to Surapala's prescription marulunga fruits would 
become as big as ku$maJ)c;las if its creeper be watered with 
a solution of oil-cake, fish-meat, rat-flesh and liquor in water. 

Bilva and wood-apple trees would bear sweet fruits it they 
be watered, before their flowering season, with a solution of 
honey, ghee~ milk, ·jaggery and its sediment. (~ 
Cffi<rr ~ ctiN?Oif.lt>C~, 1) . 

. . The Kautukacmtama¢ gives a prescription for making grapes 
sweet and to remove sourness of mangoes. 

[ . . ~· 
, '. The AgnipuraJ)a has a· section dealing with Vrk~yurveda. 

!,",Thus we see that our ancients possessed sufficient capacity 
and evinced enough enthusiasm for analytical thinking and 
scientific experimentation in agrirultural activities and they gave 
much importance to green manure. 

• References 
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Women, )forests & 'Agriculture 

's. D. BHATT 

We are midst an ecological crisis because of man's so ·called 
conquest of Nature. Conquest 1 or meddling?"! Chemical 
effluents, nuclear waste, pollutants, anJ increasing 
Carbon-di-oxide in the atmosphere pave culminated in the 
ecological disaster, because of the so-called-wiser homo sapiens. 
Ecology includes all species of life, but the supposed to be 
'thinking species' has dug its own grave by its 'most' unthinking 
behaviour! But · the ancient Indians were practical · · and 
considerate because they knew and understood the nature· of 
Nature, forests, agriculture and the feminine principle.' They_ 
were practitioners of the slogan "Forestry supports to 
Agriculture and animal Husbandry." 

Our ancient Indians acted individually but thought globally 
and in relation to nature. Agriculture survived because forest, 
survived, forest, survived because they were· an inseparable 
part of nature, both in principle and in practice. To them 
Nature symbolised the embodiment of the feminine prmciple 
prakriti. Nature was an expression of sakti, the feminine and 
the creative principle of the cosmos. To produce, provide, 
sustain and renew are the activities ·of Nature/Forests or 
arat)yani. 
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Forests have always been at the core of Indian civilization. 
They have been worshipped •j.Ua.Qyani'~ the Goddess of Forest, 
the primitive source of life and fertility. In folk and tribal 
adtures, trees and forests were worshipped as Vana Devatas. 
In Bengal, she was associated with Sherora tree, Sa/and Asvatha, 
in Assam she was Rupeshwari, Adi, Lalita, Mother Earth (Devf 
Mahatmya) 'Great Mother' image as a symbol of sympathy 
and fertility has been worshipped, since pre-historic times under 
various names and various forms. 

Pralqti lies in stones, trees, pools, animals, fruits, rivers 
1 

and mou!J.tains. Indians, especially women worshipped all these. 
TuJsi was sacred not only as a plant with wrative properties 
but as Brmdavan the symbol of the Cosmos. In the daily worship 
women renewed iiie refationsliipc;fihe home with the Cosmos 
and with the world process. Ontologically life in all forms 
arose from the feminine principle. Our ancients knew that 
the ecological ways of knowing naturewere participatory. Nature 
herself was an experience and women were sylviarulturralists, 
agrirulturists natural scientists and water resource managers. 

1 Women produced and reproduced life not only biologically 
~t also through their social role in providing sustenance. They 
did this by managing the cycles in forestry and agrirulture. 

They transferred fertility of the forests to the fields and 
to animals. They also transferred animal dung/waste as fertilizers 
for. ~ops and ciops to anim3ls as fodder. The Indian villages 
even today have pits for the waste in their backyards. Women 
worked with the forests to bring water to their fields and 
families. · 

. This partnership between women and Nature ensured 
sustenance. They, therefore, knew not only how to collect 
and eonsume what was grown in Nature but also knew how 
to make things grow. They played the role of preservers and 
~eators because they knew they could not replace what they 
destroyeci. How ·could creators destory something that took 
millions of years to grow'! The producers of life, therefore, 
rightly became the real saviours. (Even today, Chipko movement 
·was started by Amrita Devi a woman). 
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Survival of forests/mankind · has been· . due more to 
women- the-collector than to man the hunter I destroyer. 

From times immemorial there has been great regard a4d 
respect for both animal and forest life in India. The Aravya 
Sariskf(i was not primitiveness but· one of conscious choice. 
According to Rabindranath Tagore, the distinctiveness of the 
Indian culture cOnSists· in its having been. def~ 
fo~hest form of cultural evolution. ; 

Indian's ancients had traditionally reoognised the dependence 
of human survival on the existence of forests. They' knew 
the importance of forestry. In the past .there used to be small 
village forests attached practically to every village or groups 
of villages. These forests used to meet the requirements of 
the villagers in respect of fir~oo4.. small timber .. grass~ fruits 
~<_l __ seeds. They did not have to go to cities/towns for 
employment or livelihood. They had no fear;. of 
degenerating/crippling the village economy. These patches of 
forests used to provide such raw materials as~ 
seed for oil extraction, small wood for fuelz......§mall timbeL.for. 
toys and" furniture, bamboo for basket.1. leaf_ for fq.Qg_e..LJOOt 
aiialruitfor var1ous-purpose8."The~ttle population too;;-; 
taken care ~f=- -

J' 

· These forests prevented soil erosion and therefore, helped 
retain fertility. Such forest areas helped towards extension of 
agriculture. The ancients definitely knew the art arid science 
of cultivation of the soil, the breeding and raising livestock. 

, I - t, 

They were wellversed in the science of agrobiology. Their 
scienctific knowledge and observation of the plant kingdom 
is evident from such terms as vrk$ayurveda, vanaspati-vidja 
and aravyakas (ancient texts). 

Their science of forests did not perceive trees, as just wood 
but they knew their multifunctional nature. They knew how 
Nature always extended indication to serve and protect the 
~an and his environment and his requirements. Through 
Ayurveda they utilised the plant wealth for the welfare of 
man. 
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A systematic knowledge about plants and forest ecosystems 
was thus generated and informal principles of forest management 
were formulated. 

J Vegetation was divided into various categories- Vanaspati 
f(Fruit bearing), Vanaspatya (fruit and flower-) Virudhi (Shrubs) 
0$1idhi (die after ripening). 

1 
' Scattered village forests, easy reach of canal system, the 

use of trees as..biQ!p_gical pumps, checked both water logging 
and alkali formation. Raising village forests as a stand-by during 
famine~ pr~ntion of pollution ~~~~s. Such 
forests created a habitation f~r- bnds. and small wild life. This 
also. increased underground water resources. 

~· ... k-...__ __ 

! Their agronomy or application of scientific principle to 
cultivation of hmd also helped in creating a general convention 
among people that everyone cutting a tree should plant anothg 
in its place. : - ; · _ ----

A' natural.system of conservancy was in· vogue. Almost every 
hill-top wa,s dedicated to some local deity and the trees. 

Sacred forests and sacred groves were created and maintained 
throughout India as a cultural response for their protection. 
Festivals in celebration of seasons or a culmination of the 
farmers hopes and achievements, like harvest festivals, festivals 
welcoming spring, rains, also show how IndjUJeligion_and 
eulture were rooted in forest~ nf>!__!hrough .f€?_arL_!lOL-becauss 
of ig'h-o~cbu~~~rQiijll J~cQlogic;~ _ _insight_and.foresighl7"-------. . . 

The techniques, principles and methods- on which India's 
agri- culture rested were varied in nature depending on the 
nature· of the soil and the crop. But though varied they were 
almost primitively simple, retaining almost a static pattern a 
man, a pair of animals and a few simple villagemade tools 
~at the soil required . 

. . The actual success of agriculture in India largely depended 
bn Nature. Overpopultaion had not then create~ 
among the .... people. Village industries kept a great part of the 
population engaged in fruitful economic pursuits. A proper 
balance between womenana--Nature, Nature and forest and 
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forest and agriculture .kept the general econoriric· .conditions. 
above the subsistence level. They had no teChiiology which. 
back-fired, no unmanagable wastes Prrfng, no bio-d_~adablq · 
threats to eco·systern, no radio-activity fro~losi~ns o( 
mfi:lear-weapans or installations, no over:croppmg . nq 
overgrazing, · no overlapping . and no political ~_n.omy:, of., 
commodity and"l::ashflOWS"lJesiioying natural cycles.: . . 

---- -·"''·- ··• - - -·-••• • •• ",· ·- - -- • T ••'•••'.:,,,., ...... ~ _..,.__ ________ ~ .... ---~--- · 

. - India's best ideas have come from man's communion With 
trees, rivers ad · lakes and Nature. The peace of th-cr . forest. 

-has helped the intellectual evolution of man. The _wltU.re of 
the forest fuelled the culture of Indian society s·ays Tagore: 

-~ 

in Tapovan. ------It does not call for conferences on ecological issues to save .. 
our forests, agriculture or our planet. Individual efforts. can: 
collectively usher in a healthy world. Our ancients · kriew the 
art and had the skill of taking a small step but the. tight" step. 
forward for us because they· were committed· enviorirnen~alists. 
and friends of the earth. .. · · 

They have saved the Earth by saving the forests .. Isn'i it 
our duty to save the Earth for our posterity? So let us re8utrect. 
our Forests to Rejuvenate Our Agriculture. · · 

J • 
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Bullock Cart Mandori 

Bullock Cart-carrying persons - 'Bullocks resting with cart nearby 
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Bullock Cart covered. llorsedriven Cart as o.rriage 
Spokes clearly seen. 

Coi'C:red Cart 

Goatdriven Cart 



Bullodc Cart in Torna-~ frrarr 



·Toy Cart Hronzc Kolhapur 
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APPENDIX 
(1) KEY STATISTICS OF TIIE ,IND~ ECO~OMY 
N. B. Figures for 1991-92 are not final in' all cases •.. 

Agriculture 

1950-51 
1960-61 
1970-71 
1980-81 
1985-86 
1990-91 
-1991-92 

Agricultural Agricultural Foodgrain~ 
·, Production Productivity Production 

Index Index 

1967-70 :::: 100 

58.5 76.0 
86.7 94.2 

111.5 108.8 
135.3 127.8 
158.4 149.0 
191.8 ' 176:7 

[190.0 n.a. 

Mn. tonnes 

50,8. 
82.0 . 

108.4 
129.( . 
150.4 
176.2 
.172.0] 

(2) NET DOMESTIC PRODUCT BY INDUSTRY OF ORIGIN* 
(At Current Prices) · ·· ·. 

1990-91t 1989-90t 1988-89 . 1981 -82 -

. : Rs; crores •· 
. ' ' .. ., . 

Primary 1,50,586 1,25,708 1,13,994 52,755 
Of Which (35.8) (35.3) (36.5) (41.0) 
Agriculture 1,32,927 1,09,150 98,927 44,971 

(31.6) : (30.7) (31.6) . . 34.9) 

Note: Figures in brackets ·show percentages to iota! . . · · 
t Provisional · · 

. ; ·: i • .. 

(3) NET DOMESTIC PRODUCT BY INDUSTRY OF OIUGIN 
(At 1980-81 prices) -, • 

1990·9lt 1989-90t 1988-89 . '1981-82 

Rs. crores 

Primacy 65,245 62,663 60,718 48,416 
Of Which (34.6) . (35.1) (36.1) (41.3) 

. Agriculture 58,921 56,401 54,477 '£ . 42,643 
(31.3) (31.6) (32.4) (36-4) -

-Note: Figures in brackets show percentages to total. 
t Provisional. 
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(4) STATES' DOMESTIC PRODUCTS & PER CAPITA 
INCOMES 

(At Curreat Prk:es) 

Net domestic product Per capita income 

1989-90. 1980-81 1989-90. 1980-81 

Andhra Pradesh 
Arunachal Pradesh 
Assam 
Bihar 
Goa 
Gujarat 
Haryana 
lllrnac~ Pradesh 

·Jammu & Kashmir · 
Kamatala 
Kerala 
Madhya Pradesh . 
Maharashtra 
Manipur 
Meghalaya; 
, Orissa 
pUnja~ 
Rajasthan _. 
Tamil Nadu 
Uttar Pradesh 
West Bengal 

Rs. crores 

19.793t 
342 

7,699 
17,824 

851 
21,668 
10,032 

1,999 
2,422t 
18,012 
9,991 
18,00 

45,613 
618 
551 

9.416 
14,311 

12,253t 
21,562 
40,719 
25,944 

. 7,324 
97 

2,356 
6,071 

315 
6,594 
3,032 

721 
974 

5,866 
3,782 
6,122 

15,113 
201 
180 

3,225-
4,451 
4.126 
7.218 

14.102 
8,637 

Rs 

3,211t 
4,176 
3,179 
2,122 
6,939 
5,404 
6,265 
4,005 

3,420t 
4,075 
3,389 
2,878 
6.184 
3.502 
3,250 
3,066 
7,081 

2,923t 
3,894 
3,072 
3,963 

1,380 
1,561 
1,200 

878 
3,145 
1,951 
2,370 

. 1,698 
1,649 
1,596 
1,494 
1,183 
2,427 
1,430 
1,361 
1,231 
2,675 
1,222 
1,498 
1,286 
1,564 

Note: Owing to differences in source material used the figures 
for different States are not strictly comparable.· 
• Provisional. 
t 1988-89 
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(S) GROSS VALUE OF OUI'Pt.rr FROM AGRICULllJRE.-'· - . 
At wrrent prices At 1980-81 prices·-

1988-89. 1981-82 1988-89 .. 1981-82 

Rs.- crores Rs. crores 

Cereals . 41,894 21,323. 24,812 : 19,255' 
Of which 

Paddy 23,681 11,006 12,808 9,651 
Wheat 11,685 5,899 7,770 5,41(j 
Jowar 2,446 1,781 1,485 . 1,762, 
Bajra ' 1,327 808 1,032 . 723' 

Pulses 7,859 3,156 4,089 3,418, 
Of which ~ -

. 1,180 1,578 ' . 
\ 

Gram ··3,059 1,408 
Oil seeds 12,061 5,142 7,587 5,034' 
Of which 
·Groundnut 5,101 2,523 3,272 2,247 
Rapeseed & 2,469 1,061 1~91 1,181 

mustard 
Su~cane 6,292 . 3,764 5,043 4,710' 
Kapas 3,295 1,923 2,090 1,910 
Jute 393 214 197 200 
Tea 758 427 507 . '413 
Coffee 498 115 235 I 167' 
Tabacco 582 450 345 - - 4ST 
Condiments & 3,596 1,236 1,478 !_,076; 
spices 

I 

Fruits & vegetables 11,912 5,714 6,232 5,269 
Rubber 344 ts8·. 244 142 
Others 12,544 ·- 7,198 . 6,911 . - 6,821.. 

Total 1,02,028 50,880 59,770 48,872. 

• Provisional. 
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(6) VALUE ADDED FROM AGRICULTURE AND ALLIED 
, .. l 

ACTIVITIES 

At current prices At 1980-81 prices 

-. 1988-89* 1981-82 1988-89* 1981-82 

Rs. crores Rs. crores 

Gross value. or 1,33,541 63,688 75,688 60,163 
output 
Of which 

· Agriculture 1,02,028 50,880 59,770 48,872 
Livestock . 31,513 12,808 15,918 11,291 

Less inputs 31,658 . 16,892 19,647 15,883 
Seed 3,149 1,844 1,947 1,776 
Organic manures 1,657 753 726 685 
Chemical fertilisers 5,752 3,010 4,777 2,633 
urrent repairst 2,224 871 1,001 792 

Feed of livestock 14,929 .~.335 8,301 8,166 
~gation charges 244 147 170 135 
Market" charges 1,322 660 777 634 
Electricity 618 314 732 279 
Pesticides and 621 300 394 280 

insecticides 
Diesel oil 1,142 658 822 505 

·. 
Gross vaJue added 

Agriculture & 1,01,883 46,796 56,041 44,278 
allied 

Operation of 
irrigation system 2,965 940 1,329 867 

Total 
. -

1,04,848 47,736 57,370 45,145 
tL · s Depreciation 5,921 2,765 2,893 2,502 

Net t'alue added _ 98,927 44,911 54,417 42,643 

·-· 
· • Provisional 

t Including maintenance of fixed assets & other operi'.tional 
costs. 
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(7) INDEX NUMBERS OF AGRiaJLTURAL PRODUCTION. 
AND PRODUCTIVITY 

1990-91* 1989-901988-891980-811970-71 

Triennium ending 1969-70 = 100 

Production •. '. I 
• J 

All commodities 191.8t 187.0- 183.2 135.3 1u;s; 
Food grains· 189.4 183.4 182.5 137.5 112.9 
Non -foodgrains 196.9 194.5 184.8 130.5 ~1os:6 
Selected crops 

.. / . . ~ . 
' 

Rice 191.3 188.7 180.8 137.2 107.4 
Wheat 302.0 276.1 299.7 201.2 . 132.1 
Gram 99.8 81.0 98.5 83.2 99.7 
Groundnut 147.8 157.1 187.3 97.0 118.4 
Cotton 174.2 203.9 156.1 125.1 85.1 
Jute 157.0 142.5 135.2 131.2 99.6 
Sugarcane 201.5 189.2 170.3 129.4 -106.4 
Tea 181.5 181.5 178.0 144.7 '106.4 
Coffee 331.3 331.3* 33L3 182.9. 170.1 
Tobacco 156.8 154.9 138.4 135.1. ' 101.8, 

· Productivity 
All commodities 176.7 174.0 170.1 127.8 108.8 
Foodgrains 180.7 176.1 174.0 132.2 · 110.7; 
Non-foodgrains 162.9 164.4 158.4 116.8 104:3 
Selected crops -

Rice 166.0 165.4 160.1 126.3 105.6 
Wheat 200.0 186.6 197.4 143.4 115.0 
C. ram 103.5 96.2 111.3 97.2 98.0 
c;r .. undnul 129.3 130.9 159.3 . 103.5 117.2 
Cotton. 183.4 206.3 ,. 165.6 124.5;. 87.0 
Jute 145.9 152.0 ~ 141.3 ' 101.1 96.4' 
Sugarcane 132.1 132.8 123.4' 117.0· . . 99.3 
Tea 150.4 150.4 '149.5 tJt.a . 104.5 
Coffee 176.5 176.5t 176.5 i 112.3 162.0 
Tobacco 165.8' 162.7 159.3 129.9 \ : .98,8 

• Provisional 
t 1991-92 {190-0) 
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(8) AGRICULTURAL PRODUCI10N 

1990-911989-90 1988-891980-811970-71 
. (Prov.) ' · 

Mn~ tonnes 

Foodgrains 176.2* 171.0 169.9 129.6 108.4 
Cereals 162.2 158.2 '156.1 119.0. 96.6 

Rice: 74.6 73.6 70.5 53.6 42.2 
.Wheat 54.5 49.8 54/1 36.3 23.8 
Jowar 11.9 12.9 10.2 10.4 8.1 . 
Bajra { 6.9 . 6.6 7.8 5.3 8.0 
Maize ' 9.1 : 9.7_ 8.2 7.0 .7.5 
Others 5.2 ., 5.6 5.3 6.4 7.0 

Pulses 14.0 12.6 13.8 10.6 11.8 
. Gram ! 5.2 4.2 5.1 4.3 5.2 

Tur = 2.4 2.7 2.7 2.0 1.9 
Others 6.4 5.7 6.0 4.3. 4.7 

Oilseedst .. • 18.4 16.9 18.0 9.4 9.6 
Groundnut, ':7.6 8.1 9.7 5.0 6.1 
(in shell) ' . 
Rapeseed & 5.2 4.1 4.4 2.3 2.0 
Mustard 
Others l 5.6 4.7 3.9 2.1 1.5 

Tobacco 0.45 0.56 0.49 0.48 0.36 
Cotton (lint)tt ;. 9.8 11.4 8.7 7.0 4.8 
Jute# 7.8 7.1 6.7 6.5. 4.9 
Sugarcane. 240.3 225.6 203.0 154.2. 126.4 
(cane-weight) 

.Tea@ , - 0.71 .,.__.l 0.68 0.70 0.57 0.42 
Coffee· 0.17; 0.12 0.22 0.12 0.11 

• 1991-92 (172 mn. tonnes). 
, t ·. Compri~ing grotindnut, rapeseed & ·mustard, sesamum, 

linseed, castorseed, · nigerseed, safflower, sunflower and 
· soyabean. · . ' 

tt · Cotton in · mn. bal~s of 170 kg. & jute in mn. bales of 
. 180 kg. each. 

@ Calendar years. 
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· (9) AREA UNDER AGRICULTURAL CROPS 

1990-91.1989-901988-891980-811970-71 

Mn. hectares 

Foodgrains 127.5 126.8 127.7 126.7 124.3 
Cereals 103~1 103.3 104.5 104.2 101.8 

Rice 42.6 42.2 41.7 40.1·- 37.6" 
Wheat - 24.0 23.5 24.1 22.3 .18.2' 
Jowar 14.5 14.8 .14.6 15.8 17.4' 
Bajra 10.4 10.9 12.0 11.7 12.9 
Maize 5.9 5.9 5.9 6.0 5.8' 
Others 5.1 6.0 ' 6.2 8.3 i . 9.9.; 

Pulses 24.4 23.4 23.1 .22.5 22.6 
Gram 7.4 6.5. 6.8 6.6 7.8 
Tur 3.6 3.6 3.5 2.8 2.7 ' 
Others 13.4 13.3 12.8 13.1 12.1. 

Oilseedst 24.0 22.8" 21.9 ' 17.6 16.6, 
Groundnut 8.5 8.7 8.5 6.8 7.3 
Rapeseed & 5.1 5.0 4.8 4.1 3.3 
Mustard 
Others 9.8 9.1. .~ 8.6 . 6.7 r: 6.0 

Tobacco n.a. 0.42 ·o.3s 0.45 0.45. 
Cotton 7.4 7,7. 7.3 7.8 7.6 . 
Jute n.a. 0.68 0.69 0.94 0.75. 
Sugarcane 3.7 3.4 3.3 2.7 .2.6-. 
Tea n.a. 0.41 0.41 0.38 0.36 
Coffee n.a. n.a. I 0.24 0.21 .· 0.14 

• Provisional 
t See second footnote to Table 42 

I 
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(10) SHARE OF STATES IN AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION 

Rice Wheat Pulse · Total Ground- Sugar-
food- nut cane 
grains 

" of national production 

Andhra Pradesh · · 13.8 5.3 . 7.4 26.1 5.1 
Assam 3.9 0.2 . 0.4 1.8 0.9 
Bihar : 8.7 6.7 6.4 . 6.9 0.1 2.7 
Gujarat 1.0 2.0 : 3.2 : 2.4 20.0 3.7 
Haryana 2.1 11.4 3.2 5.1 3.0 
Himachal Pradesh 0.1 1.0 0.1 . 0.7 
Jruiunu & Kashmir : 0.8 0.5 0.2 0.7 
Karnata.ka 3.4 0.3 4.5 4.2 12.2 8.7 
Kerala 

' 
l.S 0.2 0.7 0.1 0.3 

Madhya Prad~h 6.8 8.8 21.0 9.4 3.7 0.8 
Maharashtra 3.3 1.7 13.0 7.4 11.1 13.6 
Orissa • 7.5 0.1 8.3 4.1 6.2 2.9 
Punjab 8.5 22.9 0.9 11.0 0.2 . 1.5 
Rajasthan ·' 0.2 6.9 8.7 5.0 2.6 0.4 
Tamil Nadu : 8.7 - 3.0 4.8 15.9 . 10.9 
Uttar Pradesh 12.5 36.1 19.9 20.3 1.4 44.8 
West Bengal 15.3 1.3 1.6 7.0 0.3 0.5 
Others 1:9 0.1 0.1 1.1 0.1 0.2 

. ' 
All India 100.0100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Note: Based on uverage production during the period 1987-88 
to 1989-90. 

. . 
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(11) YIELD OF SELECTED CROPS 

1990-91* 1989-90 1988-891980-811970-71 

Kg. per hectare 

Foodgrains 1,382 1,349 1,331 1,023 872 
Kharif 1,238' 1,241 1,166 933 . 837 
Rabi. 1,631 1,544 1,628 1,195' '. 942 

Cereals 1,573 1,530 1,493 1,142 .. : 954. 
Kharif 1,364 1,366 1,270 1,015 892 
Rabi 2,001 1,875 1,964 1,434 .. 1,093 

Pulses 576 549 598 473 .524 
Kharif 474 480 504 361 410 
Rabi 667 616 686 571 607 

Rice 1,751 . 1,745 1,689 1,336 1,123 
Kharif 1,681 1,677 1,627 1,303 1,100 
Rabi 2,685 2,678 2,548 2,071 1,625 

Wheat 2,274 . 2,121 2,244 1,630 1,307 
Jowar I;H9 869 697.' 660 ---~--466 .. 

Kharif 973 1,053 789 737 ' 533 
Rabi 594. 604 ' 550. S20 r •• 354 

Maize 1,524 1,632 . 1,395 1,159 1,279. 
Bajra 661 610 646 458- 622' 
Gram 701. 652. 753 657'. 663 
Oilseedst 769 742. 824 532 579' 
Kharif 703 691 805 492 649 
Rabi 859 822 851 588 449 

Groundnut 919 930 1,132 736 834 
Sugarcane · 65 

,. 65 ... 61. - -·58 48 
(tonnes) ® 'I •r 

~ ' . 
Cotton 224 252 202 152 106 
Jute 1,803 1,879 1,748 1,245 1,186 

* Provisional. 
0 In terms of cane-weight 
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(12) PLAN OUil.AYS 
N. B. See Notes on page 18.2 

8th Plan 7th Ptan• 6th Plan* 5th Plan 

Amount (Rs.crores) 
Agriculture etc. 
Irrigation 

Percentages , 
Agriculture etc. ' ~ 
Irrigation 

Tagets 

' 62,870 . . 28,039 
26,548 16,590 

14.5 ·. 
6.1 

12.7 . 
1.5 

4th . 3 
Annual 

Plan · Plans 

Actuals 

13,620 
10,930 

12.3 
9.9 

3rd 

Plan 

. Actuals 

Amount (Rs.crores) ' 
Agriculture etc. 
Irrigation 

Percentages · _. 
Agriculture etc. 
Irrigation • 

2,320 
1,354 

14.7 
8.6 

1,107 
471 

16.7 
7.1 

1,089 
664 

12.7 
7.8 

4,865 
3,877 

12.3 
9.8 

2nd 

· Plan 

549 
430 . 

11.7 
9.2 

* Minor irrigation is included under 'Irrigation• .and not under 
•Agriculture etc', as in case of other Plans. -~ 

(13) CEN1RE & STATEDUTLAYS IN EIGHTII PLAN 

' ' ·' 

' ' 

Agriculture etc. t 
Irrigation 

• Including Union Tentories 

(Rs. aores) 

()entre States• Total 

35,581 
1,207 

27.289 
25,341 

62,870 
26,546 

t Including Rural Development & Minor Irrigation 
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(14) ANNUAL PLAN OUTLAYS 
J ~ . • . ' • • (Rs; crores) 

.. 
-1991-92 1990-91 1989-90 1988-89 

· Agriculture etc. • 8,915 . 7,517 7,329 5,885: 
Irrigation 4,699 3,837 3,638 3,591 

19_87-88 1986-87 1985-86 1984-85 

· Agriculture etc. • 5,889 4,884' . 4,052 3,887 
Irrigation 3.347 3,222 ; 2,792 2.~~4 

Note: Actual figures up to 1989-90; revised estimates for 
1990-91 and 1991-92. For 1992-93, the target is Rs. 
80,741 crores. 
* Excluding minor irrigation which is_included under · 
irrigation. 

(lS)PRIVATE SECfOR ~STMENT 

8th 7th 6th 4th 3rd 
plan plan . plan · plan plan 

Amount (Rs. crores) . . '.'1 

Agriculture & 96,800 34,048 16,101 . 1,600 800 
allied* 

Percentages 
Agriculture & 22.2 20.2 21.6 . 17.8 ·19.~· 
allied* 

Note: Figures shoWJ) are targets. The Fifth Plan did not give 
a break-up of total investment target of Rs. 27,048 
crores. 
* Including irrigation. 
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. ' . 

(16) PHYSICAL TARGETS AND 'AanEVEMETNS 

Agriculture Production 

Foodgrains · Oilseeds* . Cotton Jutet 

Mn. tonnes Mn. bales 

4th Plan Targets 129.0 10.5 8.0 7.4 
·Actuals 104.7 8.9 6.3 6.2 

5th Plan Targets 125.0 12.0 8.0 7.7 
Actuals 131.9 9.4 8.3 1.1 

6th Plan Tilrgets 149/154 11.0 9.2 9.1 
Actuals 145.5 10.9 8.5 7.8 

7th Plan Targets 178/183 . 18.0 9.5 9.5 
Actuals 171.0 16.9 . 11.4 8.3 

8th Plan .. Targets . ' 210.0 23.0 14.0 9.5 

Agriculture Irrigation · Fertiliser consumption 
- ·-- -- - Potential (Mn.J tonnes ·or nutrients! 

Utilisaiton 
' (Mn. heCiares) Nitroge-. Phosphatic Pota· 

nous ssic 

4th ; Targets 43.0 3.20 1.40 0.90 
Actuals. 42.2 1.83 0.65 0.36 

5th Plan Targets 53.3 3.40 0.87 0.53 
-- Actuals . 50.7 3.42 ·~ . 1.11 0.59 

6th Plan Targets 66.2 6.00 2.34 1.31 
Actuals 60.6 5.49 1.88 0.84 

·7th Plan Targets . 70.6 9.1/9.3 3/3.2 1.4/1.5 

c • 'I 
ACiuals 70.9 7.39 3.01 1.17 

8th'Plan Targets· 89.3 11.50 5.00 1.80 

• Upto 6th Plan relate to five major oilseeds; and thereafter 
to four more. . 
t Including mesta from 5th Plan onwards 
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(17) INDIA'S RANKING IN TilE WORLD' 

World -India India's 

total rank in 
1 

the world 

Agriculture 
Arable land (Mn. 1,477 169. 3 

hectares) 
Irrigated area (Mn. 233 43 .. 2 

hectares) 
Tractors in use (Mn.f 26.2 0.93 9 
Nitro. fertiliser (Mn. tonnes) 79.1 7.4· - 4 -

consumption 
Cattle population (Mn.) 1,279 197 1 

• 

Production 
Rice (paddy) (Mn. tonnes} 519 113 ,2 
Wheat . (Mn. tonnes 595 50 _4 
Groundnut (in Shell) (Mn. tonnes) 23.1 7.2 1 
Cotton (lint) (Mn. tonnes) 18.5 1.8 4 
Tobacco (Mn. tonnes) · 6.6 0.5 '3 
Tea (Mn. toimes) 2.5 0.7 1 
Potatoes (Mn. tonnes) 270 15 - 5 
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(18) INDEX NUMBERS OF AGRICULTIJRALPRODUCTION 

Average Annual 
growth 

1990 1989 1985 1980 rate 
1980·90* 

1979-81 .. 100 % 

World 124 122 114 99 2.3 
·. ofwhich 
India 145 146 123 98 4.0 
Australia ',, 121 .. 115 110 93 2.7 

.. Bangladesh, 128 126 113 101 2.4 
Brazil -126 136 120 100 2.3 

.Burma 116 115 138 99 1.6 
Canada 125 114 113 • 99 2.4 
China 158 149' 132 99 4.8 

, Egypt 146 141 125 99 3.9 
France 

~ . ' 

103 103 . 107 101 0.2 
Germany(W) 113 113 108 101 1.1 

·Iran r 

135 131 131 97 3.4 . I. 

• Israel 107 107 124 98. 0.8 
Italy 96 103 101 102 -0.6 

:Japan 98. 99 107 96 0.2 
Kenya 150 145 123 100 4.2 
Korea~ Rep ··· 98 110 112 '89 1.0 
Mexico 120 114 113 100 1.8 
Pakistan 154 150 124 99 4.5 
Philippines 113 io9 100 100 1.2 
Sri Lanka . 102 96 109 101 0.2 
U.K. 111 110 110 103 0.8 
U.S. A. 105 102 107 95 0.9 
u.s. s. R. 119 120 111 100 1.8 

* Compound rate. · 
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(19) OUTPUT AND YIELD OF SELECTED AGRICULTURAL 
CROPS, 1990 . 

N.B :Figures under the Output columns show the percentag(1 
share. of major. producing countries in the total world. 
production of Rice, (Paddy 519 mn. tonnes), Wheat (595 
mn. tonnes), Cotton (18 mn. tonnes) and Groundnut (23 
mn. tonnes) respectively. Yield figures are expressed in 
100 kg. per hectare: 

Rice (Paddy) . Wheat 

Output Yield Output Yield 

India 21.7 . '26.9 India 8.3' 21.2 
Bangladesh 5.4 26.6 Australia 2.6 16.0 
Brazil .1.4 18.8 Canada 5.3 22.6 
Burma 2.7 • 29.1 China 16.1 31.8 
China 36.3 57.3 France 5.6 64.9 
Indonesia 8.6 43.2 Pakistan 2.4 18.3 
Japan 2.5 63.3 Turkey 3.4 21.2 
Philippines 1.8 28.1 U.K. 2.3 69.1 
Thailand 3.7 19.6 U.S.A. 12.5 .26.6 
Vietnam 3.5 31.2 U,S.S.R. 18.1 22.4 

' Cotton (Lint) · Groundnut 
(in shell) 

Output Yield Output Yield 

India 9.8 2.3 India 31.2 9.0 
Argentina J.4 4.6 Argentina 1.6 20.6 
Australia 1.7 13.3 Burma 2.0 8.8 
Brazil 3.6 

' 
3.5 China 28.4.' 21.3 

China 24.2 8.0 Indonesia 4.0 14.6 
Egypt 1.8 7.7 Nigeria 5.0 11.7 
Pakistan 8.0 5.5 Senegal '3.0' . 7.9 
Turkey 3.3 9.1 U.S.A. 7.1 22.4 
U.S.A. 18.4 7.2 Zaire 1.9 7.5 
U.S.S.R. 14.2 8.3 . Vietnam 0.9 9.6 
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APPENDIX 
(20) KEY CENSUS STATISTICS 

Population ' (Mn.l 
Density (per km2

) 

Persons per household (No.) 
Districts (No.) 
UAs/towns ; ·· ·· (No.) 

.. Villages (inhabited) ('OOOs) 
Rural population {Mn.) 
Urban population · - (Mn.) 
Urban as % of total (%) 
Male population (Mn.) 
_Female population (Mn.) 
Female per 1 ,000 (No.) 

males . 
Workers*· 

Male 
Female 

Birth rate 
Death rate· 
Expectation of life 

at birth 
Male ~ 
Female 

literacy ra~~ ~-, 
Male .. 1 

Female 

·(Mn.) 
.• (Mn.) 

(Mn.) 
(per 1,000) 
(per 1,000) 

(years) 

(years) 
(years) 

(%) 
(%) 
(%) 

1991 

'844 
•267 

n.a. 
429 

3,768 
n.a. 
627 
217 

25.7 
438 
406 
929 

307 
218 
-89 
32.5 
11.4 

. 58.2 

57.7 
58.7 
·52.lt 
63.9t 
39.4t 

1981 

683 
216 
5.55* 
412 

3,378 
557* 
524 
159 

23.3 
353 

' 330 
934 

. 242 
179 
63 

37.2 
. 15.0 ---
50.5 

50.9 
50.0 
43.6* 
56.4* . 
29.8* 

1971 

548 
. 177 
5.46 
360 

2,590 
576 
439 
109 

19.9 
284 
264 
930 

181 
145 
36 

41.2 
19.0 
45.6 

46.4 
44.7 
34.5 
46.0 
22.0 

Note:; Birth rate and death rate under 1991, 1981 & !971 
· relate to 1981-90, 1971-80 and 1961-70 respec.ively; 
·expectation of life at birth to 1991-92, 1971-80 and 
. 1961-70. Workers are total of main and marginal. 
~ Excluding Assam. · · 
fExclu~ing I & K. 
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(21) IDGHLIGIITS_ OF 1991-CENSUS _ . _______ 
' . 

Decennial growth Females per \ 

. . of population 1,000 males 
(%). 
--

1981-91 1971-81. 1991 1981 

Andhra Pradesh 23.9- 23.1'' 973 197$ 
'Assam 23.6 23.4t 925 " 910t ,,, . 

'• ••• I •' 

Bihar 23.5 24.1 912 946 
Goa 16.0 . 26.7 969 975 
Gujarat 20.8 . 27.7 _936 · .. 94~ ... _/ ' . 
Haryana 26.3 28.8 874. 87Q 

:. 

Himachal Prad~sh 19.4 ' 23.7 996 '.97~ 
Jammu & Kashmir* · 28.9 ~ .. 29.7 923* 892 
Kama taka 20.7 .26.8· 961 963, 
Kerala 14.1 - 19.2 1,040 1,031: 
Madhya Pradesh 26.8 25.3 932 :941. 
Maharashtr:a 25.4 24.5 935 937 
Manipur 28.6 32.5 961 971' 
Meghalaya 31.8 . 32.0 947 95_4 
Nagaland 56.9 50.1 890 .863 
Orissa 19.5 20.2 972 .981i 
Punjab . 20.3 23.9 888_. 879 
Rajasthan 28.1 33.0 913 919 
Tamil Nadu 14.9 17.5. 972 977: 
Tripura 33.7 31.9 946 946 
Uttar Pradesh 

,, 
ss5·, 25.4 25.5 881 ' 

West Bengal 24.6 23.2 917 ,· 911:. 
I • ,.r' 

Delhi 50.6 53.0 830 808 

All India (Incl. 23.6 24.7 929. '·' '934 
Others) ' ' :; 

* Official .. ·-· 
projection, and not 
census estimate. 
t Revised estimate. 
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(22) SELECTED AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS 

~- I 

~ :t-. .... .. ... . r..-! ~"a= ~.B .. 
~~~ 

11]3 
as 

t: ·i5.j] ::J ,..A I ig£ "~ :l!i ~ .se ....... 
'S~-~ ~~:: .I;i b ..... ~ 

""lie &-.ukw 

lndia 67 169.0 0.20 68.7 
'Australia 5 48.9 2.91 22.6 
Bangladesh · 69 9.3 0.08 99.3 
Brazil 

\. 

24 78.7 0.53 43.0 
Canada 3 46.0 1.75 47.2 
China 68 96.1 ·0.09 261.9 
Egypt 41 2.6 0.05 404.3 
France 5 19.1 0.34 319.2 
Germanyt · s 12.4 0.16 370.5 
Iran ; · '28 14.8 0.28 79.7 
Israel 4 0.4 0.10 242.5 
Italy 7 12.0 0.21 150.7 
Japan 6 4.6 0.04 417.9 
Korea. Rep 25 2.1 0.05 425.0 
Mexico 30 24.7. 0.28 72.8 
Pakistan 50 . 20.7 0.17 89.0 
l'hilippines l 47 8.0 0.13 67.4 
Sri Lanka 52 1.9 0.11 101.5 
U.K. 2 6.7 0.12 350.2 
U.S.A. . I 2 189.9 0.77 98.5 

I u.·s. s. R. 13 230.6 0.80 160.4 
Yugoslavia 22 7.8 0.33 115.5 

Note: Data relate to 198 9 or 1990 .. 
* Including area under permanent crol>s. 
t Relate to united Germany. 

Source:Statistical. Outline of India, 1992-93, Tata Senices 
Ltd., Bombay. Pub. by Tala Services Ltd., Dept. of 
Economics & Statistics, 20th edition, October 1992. 
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